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ABSTRACT 

This thesis att empts to justify a Skinneric.n 

interpretation of intel l i eence . The justific~tion has 

t hree major t he mes. Firstly it is arQled th~t 

Skinnerian beh &viourism has the status of scientific 

knouledge corn.parable to 1.Je,,,tonian r,1echanics . Se condl y 

it i ~ a r gued tha t Gtenhouoe ' s e t holocicnl theory of 

intelligence has a number of defe cts , so t}1at a 

behaviouri s t t heory which reta ins the strengths of t he 

etho loc ic 2.l theory while avoidine t hose de f ec t s i s to be 
preferred . Thirdly it i s argued t hat cert2.in \·: i <ie ly 

received a ccounts of scientific knowl edge are mistaken ; 

o.n alte rn2.t i ve [.,Ccount is pr esented . 'rhis venture into 

philosophy of science underlies t he other two theoes 

~nd is presented first . 
The supposition that sci ence may be represented i n 

t er r:::1s of gener a l l aus of t l:e foro ' i,11 swans nre white ' 

i s critically e xanined , followi nG Toul mi n ' s analys i s 

i:.1h ich is i llustrated with thre e exeopl ar s of s cienti f ic 

knoul edge . 
£ Galil ean ideal of science is then e l aborated . 

The idec.l is formulat ed in terns of scientific knoi·rl edge 

follow i ng Toulmin, and illustrated with three exemplars 

of sc i entific knoi;.1ledge . The proce sses of revolutionary 

science , normal science , t echnology , and justification 

of t heories , are interpre ted in terms of t he ideal 
a lluded to 2.bove with further illustn.;.tions. Converg

ences with de Bono' s 'la teral thinking ' are suggested . 

Criticisms of s t at istical ' social s cience ' a re noted . 

The conventional contrast betwee n physical and social 

science is critica l ly exc.rnined . 

A formulation of Ski nnerian behaviourism is 

pre sented , to demonstrate tha t behaviourism conforms 

to t he Galilean ideal of science . Various criticisms 
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of behaviourism are responded to. The proposed criteria 

for justificction of theories are applied to behaviourism . 

Stenhouse ' s ethological theory of the nature and 

evolution of intelligence i s criticially examined . The 

d ivergent development of e t hology ru1d behaviourism from 

reflexoloe;y i s outlined. . Skinner ' s critique of P2.vlov ' s 

concept 'inhibition ' is appl ied to Stenhou se's ' P-factor'. 

The use of metaphors in science i s discussed . De 

Bono ' s ' special mel.:lory sur·fL:.ce ' is noted as 8l1 alterna tive 

to the usua l r:iechanical or ele ctronic storage systems a s 

a metaphor for memo ry . 

Skinner ' s anal ysis of the n s.ture and evolution of 

intelligence is elabor~ted . Stenhouse ' s f 2ctors and 

especially the F- factor ~re re interpreted in behaviourist 

teros . It i s 2,rgued t hat a behavi ourist theory of 

intelligence is preferable to Stenhouse ' s ethological 

theory in te rms of the Galile an i deal of s cience. 

Educational and political implic a t i ons of vo..rious 

philosophical and theoretic al positions are also noted. 



PREFACE 

\lhile this t hesis is organised around and 

concludes with a behaviouri s t reinte r preta.tion of 

Stenhouse ' s theory of intelligence , that reinterpretat i on 

is confined to one final chapter . The preceding four 

chapters discuss various i ssues as listed in t he 

Abs tract (principally in the phil osophy of science both 

generally and as applied to beh2.viourism and ethol ogy) , 

which may be of wider interest apart from the support 

they give to the final chapter . 

The existing treatments of the se issues vary : 

sone are mere ly infornal a nd fraeraent ary, some while 

substo..ntial h 2.ve been neGlected by r:i.ore recent writers , 
and s ome expre s s what I wi ll argue are seriousl y 

r.1islea6.ing vieHs o.s to the n~ture of science . In view 

of this s itu a tion it seemed necessary to discuss some of 

those i ssues a t leneth in order t o clarify and defend 

the presuppositions of the final chapter; other related 

i ssues are d i scussed briefly by wa y of d i gress i ons . At 

bes t those first four chapters may contain some 

subs t antia l contribut ion on one or two i ssues in the 

philosophy of science ; however fai ling t hat the 

bibliogra phy and page- siecific references may still 

prove useful . 

Ferhaps the most prominent of those i ssues, bo t h 

within t h is thesis and a t large , i s the scientific status 

of behaviourism . Thus the short title 'In defence of 

behaviourism ', while not reflecting the structure or 

conclusion, does indicate a major theme of some wider 

interest . 

Certa in key terms may conve niently be elaborat ed 

at this po i nt. 

' Behaviourism ' , and hence ' behaviouri s t•, re fer 

here to the science of behaviour developed by 

V 
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B.F. Skinner and outlined in Chapter 3. This usage 

differs from that of Skinner (1974), who used the term 

'behaviourism' to refer to the phil osophy of that 

science. In this thesis the philosophy of behaviourism 

is considered to be -part of the philosophy of science in 

g eneral. 

'Science' refers to the tradition identified with 

Galileo, Newton , ~endel, Darwin and many others. It is 

a complex behavioural phenomenon, in s ome aspects 

comparable with a nd merging int o myths (Feyerabend 1961; 
1975) and common idiom (cf Toulmin 1953 :39 on certain 

metaphors as the ghosts of de ad theories). While it 

would be difficult to gain assent to a ny strict definition 

of science, particula.r works identified with particula r 

p ers ons (eg . Newtonian mechanics) may g enerally be 

a ccepted as exempl8.rs of science from which an ideal form 

of science may be abst r acted. A theory may be said to 

be ' sc ient ific' t o the extent that it conforms to such an 

idea l. Science may be analysed into p roducts a nd 

p rocesses. In Chanter 2 there a re identified the 
products ' primar y knowledge' and ' secondary know l edee ', 

and the proces ses 'revolutionary s ci ence', 'norma l 

science', 'technology' a.nd 'just i f ication o:f theories'. 

Likewi s e the term 't echnoloJ y' is not r estricted 

to the applicat ions of physic a l sciences t o the des i gn of 

hardware; the term is us ed to refer to t he appl ic ation 

of any s ci entific theory to any practical probl em . For 

instance, a.n ap~lica.tion of behaviourism to the solution 

of instruc t ional problems in schools, regqrdless of 

v; hether or not 2.ny gadg etry or even numerical measurement 

are involved, counts as technology in this sense. 

A 'theory' is a coherent body of (justified or 

hy pothesised) primary knowledge, together with its 

associated secondary knowledge (if a.ny exists). One 

exemplar of a theory is Newtonian mechanics. 
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The conventional dichotomy between 'science' and 

'social (o r behavioura l) science' is not observed, in 

kee -pine; with the view that behaviourism is not in 

principle diffe r ent from physical sciences such as 

Newtonain mechanics . That the dichotomy is usually 

founded on a l ack of famili a rity with physical sciences 

was indica ted by Popper (1966:292n44(2)) : 

"And it turns out that those who believe that 
intuitive understanding is a method peculiar 
to sciences of 'human behaviour' hold such 
views mai nly bec 8.use they cannot imag ine that a 
mathematician or a physicist c ould become so 
wel l acqtiainted wi th his object t hat h e c ould 
' get the feel of it', in the way in which a 
socioloe ist ' gets the feel' of huma n behaviour". 

The positions labelled 'Aristotelia n' and 

' Galilean' may not conform in all respects t o the views 

of Ari s totle and Galileo res pectively. The term 

'Ari s totelian' is us ed follwing Revusky (1 974: 693 ); 

t h e term ' 1alilean' is used (in place of Revusky ' s 
' Plat on ic') following Cardwel l (1 972 :36). 

In view of the diverse t o~ic s t r eated and the 

volume of the relevant lit er atur e , a c ompr ehensive 

literature review would be unwieldy . As each topic is 

r 8.is ed some of t he literature relevant t o t hat t opi c i s 

revi ewed and other relevant items are noted without 

comment. 

I wish t o t ha.nk my supervisor Mr Eric Archer for 

his guidance a nd enc ourageme nt, Mrs 0 . Hea ley for doing 

most of the typing , and my wife J a n for her support . 



1.1 

CHAPTER 1 The Aristotelian View of Science 

1 .1 Varieties of the Aristotelian view 

Inspection of a typical collection of 'readings' 

in philosophy of science, such as that edited by Brody 

(1 970), reve als that much of the discussion concerns 

statements such as 'All r avens are black' and 'All swans 

are white'. These are r e ferred to as 'universal 
generalisations' or 'general l aws '. The use of such 

statements to illustrate issues in t he philosophy of 

s cience presupposes tha t some major aspe ct of science can 

be represented a s general laws. Lakatos stated t his 

explicitly: "For Popper (and for me) without genuinely 

universal propositions there can be no scientific 

theories" (196 8 : 332n1, original emphasis). 
The importance of such general laws is re adily 

traced to the ir r ole as majo r premises in Aristotelian 

syllogisms, of t h e form: 

All swans are white (m2.jo r pre miss) 
(mi nor premiss) x is a swan 

Therefore x 

However, as 

is white. (conclus ion) 

Toulmin (1953:33) noted, "none of the 

substantial inferences that one comes across in the 

phys ical s ciences i s of a syllogistic type". 

The association of syllogistic inference with the 

phys ic al sciences does have some historical found ation: 

the first science to develop was astronomy, and it was 

in astronomy that the first successful a nd precise 

predictions of events (such as eclipses - cf Popper 

1961 :385f) were made using mathematical formul ae. The 

use of such a formula bears some resemblance to 

syllogistic inference, to the extent that the formula may 

be seen as the major premiss, the particular case (eg. 

'the next lunar eclipse') as the minor premiss, and the 

inferred date of that eclipse as the conclus ion . 

However such predictions, along with the modern tide-tables 
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and tables of future pJanetary positions, stand to one 

side of the mainstream of modern scientific theory: 

they make no use of our Newtonian understanding of the 

solar system, relying instead on purely numerical methods 

of fitting general e qu a tions to the recorded data (cf 

Toulmin & Goodfield 1961 :41 ,247). The equations u sed 

are capable of fitting any periodic data whatsoever 

regardless of its conformity to any planetary mechanics. 

Such ad hoe procedures can hardly stand as exemplars of 

science up on which to build a philosophy of science. 

In the above example of syllogistic inference, 

t he general l aw was a g iven premiss from which a 

conclus ion was deduced. \'l e cannot obtain general laws 

directly from obse rva tion, which yields only individual 

statements such a s 'This is a white m·ran '. The problem 

of how to i n f er or i nduce general l aws from a finite 

number of such i ndividual statements i s known a s 1The 

Problem of Induction'. A solution of sorts to this 

problem is found in various statistical methods, 

principally those originated by R. A. Fisher who went so 

f a r as to claim ( 1 966: 7): "Inductive inference is the 

only process known to us by which essentially new knowledge 

comes into the world" . This is close to the view of 

science articulated by Francis Bacon . However Brush 

( 1 976) and Smolicz and Nunan ( 1975) argued tha t while 

this view m2.y be found in many science textbooks, it is 
seriously misleading as a general account of how 

scientific knowledge was actually generated. 

Karl Popper's methodology of conjectures and 

refutations arose as an alternative to Baconian 

inductivism (cf Lakatos 1971 :96-97). However the two 

views still share the Aristotelian syllogistic represent

ation of science. As a first approximation Popper's 

view may be formulated thus (cf Popper 1959:40-42): 
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Scientific 'lmowledge' consists of conjectures 
such as 'All swans are white 1 • We can never 
prove such a conjecture beyond reasonable doubt, 
for it is always possible that a black swan may 
be found. We can however test the conjecture 
(the old meaninP of 'prove', retained in 'auto 
proving-ground'), by searching for black swans. 
If we find one, that refutes the conjecture. 
The more open to such unambiguous refut a tion our 
conjecture is, and the more thoroughly we have 
tried to refute it (without success), the more 
highly corroborated it becomes.1 

Lakatos (1971:113) argued that Popper failed to 

demonstrate his theory of science as a description of 

actual scientific research. In general Popper did not 

even attempt to provide historical exemplars of conjectures 

and refutations; when he did try "he either plunges into 

some logical blunder or distorts history to fit his ..• 

theory" (Lakatos 1971 : 113). Popper also neglected to 

apply his methodology to his own theory of scie nce (as 

a meta- sc ientific theory - cf Lakatos 197 1 :111 ), that 

is, to corroborate it by seeking and not finding 

refutations in the history of science. Lakatos (1970; 

1971) searched and found many such refutations. Indeed 
counter-example s to Popper's conjecture were publ i shed 

much earlier: Henderson (1 935 :117-118) and SkinneD\, 

(195 3 :204-205) both noted that Boyle's Law of gases does 
not admit of Popperian refutation by the many gas 

phenomena which do not conform to the Law. 

Feyerabend (1965:224) went further, claiming that 

"no theory ever agrees (outside the domain of computed 

1. This format (text indented and close-spaced) is 
used here for formulations as well as for extended 
quotations, the latter being identified by quotation 
marks. Thus while the above is a formulation of 
Popper's view it is not a direct quotation or even a 
close paraphrase. The reference indicates where a 
comparable exposition may be found. The same format 
will also be used for formulations of positions 
proposed in this thesis. 
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error) with the av ailable evidence " (origina l emphasis) , 

and no ting by way of e xample (p253n7 ) tha t "Not a single 

planet moves in t h e orbit c alcul ated in ac cordanc e with 

Newton' s celestial mechanics (this has no t hing to do 

with relativistic effects) . There exist other as ye t 

unexplained discrepancies exce eding the error of 

measur ement by a f ac tor of 10 ". 
Thus , to follow Popper ' s view one would have to 

consider both Ne"Wtonian and Einsteinian mechanics as 

refuted . 
There are other versions of Popper ' s v i ew , in 

particul a r that termed ' sopi sticated falsifi c ationism' 

by Laka tos (1 970) in contrast to the ' nai ve 
fal sificationism' presented above . In soph istica t ed 

falsificationisr::1 what occurs as refutation is not t he 

outri ght rejection of a theory , but rather its 

modification into a more correct form . Howeve r t his 

is another matter, apart fro m the general i ssue of 

Aristotelian views of science . A case against Lakatos ' 

methodology of sophistica ted fals i ficationism was argued 

by Feye rabend (1 975 :1 81-2 14 ) . 
De Bono ( 1971 : 172) accepted in passing a 

Popperia n view of sc i ence , but in h i s discussi on of 

practical thinking proposed a view of knowledge close to 

the Galilean view proposed be low . He gave a u seful 

critique of t he Ari s totelian view of lmowl edge in t he 

course of his advocacy of a less dogmatic alternative 

( 1 971 ; 1 973 ). 
Having reviewed the Aristotel i an view of science, 

we turn to Toulmin's analysis of i t s underly ing fallacy 

and t hree illustrations of t he analysis. 

1 • 2 The Aristotelian fallacy 

Toulmin argued that it is impossible to treat the 

sta t ements of theoretical physics as general laws for a 
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basic logical reason: 

"The reason why the form "All As are Es" does 
not fit the statements of physics is this: 
only where one can ask separately, first, 
"What are these?" (Answe r : As), and then, 
"What common properties have t hey?" ( .Answer: being 
Es), is "All As are Es" the natural form in 
which to couch one's conclusions. One can 
make this separation in natural history; but 
in the physical sciences the two questions are 
interdependent, and in consequence the simple 
generalisation is out of place"(1953:52, 
original emphasis). 

In the case of 'All swans are white' t here exist 

criteria for identifying a given bird as a swan, 
independently of its colour. Various anatomical 

features may serve as criteria, or it may be feasible 

to test the ability to yield fertile offspring when 

mated with a known swan. Thus there is no logical 

problem in ide ntifying a given black bird as a swan, and 

thus refuting t he conjecture in accordance with Popper's 

scientific method. However, it is easy to find items 

of established scientific knowledge in several sciences 

which do not conform to this pattern. 

Three such examples will be presented to illustrate 

the fall acy. All were di scussed by A.J. Ayer ( 1956), 

one philosopher who did at least attempt to give examples 

( albeit unsourced) in his discussion of 'laws of 

nature '. 

The first is from Mendelian genetics. Whether it 

merits the designation 'law' is debateable; one much

used genetics text (Stansfield 1969:8) does not mention 

it among 'Mendel's laws'. However we will consider it 

here at face value and return to this issue in Chapter 

2. Ayer 's (1956:46) example was: 
11 
••• when there are two genes determining a 

hereditary property, say the colour of a certain 
type of flower, the proportion of individuals in 
the second generation that display the dominant 
attribute, say the eolour white as opposed to 
the colour red, is three quarters". 
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Ayer's concern was with the statistical form of 

the law, and such concern would be quite proper if the 

law did conform to the logic of general laws. However 

Toulmin's objection stands: there is within Nendelian 

genetics no criterion, independent of the observed 

proportions of off-spring, either for identifying a 

hereditary property determined by two genes or for 

identifying a dominant attribute. 

The second example is Charles' law: 

The volume of a fixed mas s of an ideal gas is 
directly proportional to its absolute te mperature 
(cf Barrow 1961 :6). 

Ayer (1956:48) quoted the law omitting the terms 

'ideal' and 'absolute ' , both of which are vital to its 

interpretation. Toulmin's objection is realised on 

both the s e counts. The re was for some time after 

Charles' work (until t he later Boltzmann Distribution 

theory) no inde pendent criterion for absolute tempe rature, 
for that was (and still may be) defined in terms of 

Charles' law. There is no independent criterion for 

identifying an ideal gas, for a gas is considered ideal 

to the extent that it conforms to the ideal gas laws, 

of which Charles' l aw is one (cf Barrow 1961 :6). 

Indeed there is no strictly 'ideal gas': every 

real gas shows discrepancies from the ideal gas l aws and, 

as Harre (1961 :82f) (cf Hanson 1965b:19) showed,the very 

existence of an ideal gas is inconceivable given the 
accepted kinetic-molecular theory of gases. 

The third example is from that outstanding 

scientific achievement which dominated science for 
centuries and which is still the basis of most 

engineering: Newtonian mechanics. 

Lest it be thought that Einsteinian (relativistic) 

mechanics has generally superseded Newton's work, we may 

note that despite its more adequate representations of a 

few special phenomena, in general the calculations 
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required for Einsteinian accounts of any but the 

most idealised phenomena are prohibitively difficult. 

For inst ance, the interactions between planets in the 

sol a r system are not t reat ed in Einsteinian terms . In 

the famous debate over the pr e cession of t he orbit of 

}ie rcury, which was a major early success for Einsteinian 

mechanics, it was applied only to t he hi ghl y idealised 

model of a single planet i n orbit about a point-like 

sun , and the result of that represento.tion was used to 

acc ount for the discr epancy betHeen the observed orbit 

of r,Iercury and the Newtonian r epre sentation of the 

solar system as an interacting whole (cf Bunge 196 1: 

431 ; Hanson 196 2:377n24). 
Ayer (1 956 : 47) quo ted Hewton ' s First Law thus : 
" ... a body on which no f orces are acting continues 
at rest or in unifor ra motion a l ong a straight 
line" . 
Ayer' s concern was t hat no such bodies exist , 

which fo llows from Newt on ' s law of unive rsal gravit at i on. 

However this problem vanishes when the term ' force' is 

replaced by ' nett force ' or ' unbalanced force', as in t he 

textbook formulation (Schaum 1961 : 35) : 
"A body will maintain its state of rest or of 
uniform motion .•• along a str a i ght line unless 
compelled by some unbalanced force to change 
that state ". 
Toul min's objection holds: there are no general 

criteria for i dentifying an unbalanced force, 

independently of t he sta te of motion of the b ody acted 

upon. There are,of course,formulae f or ca lculating 

particular forces, such as Newton 's law of gravitation; 

in practice one does use these to calculate the nett 

force acting on a g iven body. However eit her of two 

c omplications may arise: there may be other unsuspected 

forces acting on the body, or one may have observed the 

body's motion relative to a frame of r eference which is 

itself a ccelerating (i. e . a non-inertial frame). The 

7 
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only general i ndica t ion tha t these complic a tions have 

been avoided is that t he body i n question does confo r m 

to Newton ' s l aws of mo tion. 
\·/e may conclude that , whateve r t he nature of 

scientific knowledge , it does not in general (if at all ) 

conform to the Ari stotelian syllog i stic ideal of Bacon , 

Popper , Ayer and many others . 
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CHAPTER 2 A Galile211 Ideal of Science 

2.1 Cla ims and disclaimers 
It is not cl ai med that all scientific work 

conforms t o t he Galilean ideal in the sense of proposing 

a general l aw in the philosophy of science, for such a 

claim would be out of keeping with t h e above argument 

that general laws are not characteris tic of science. 

(Here philosophy of science is seen as a met a-science 

whose subject-matter is the phenomena of t he various 

sciences including itself. As in other meta-activities, 

such as te a ching a bout te a ch ing, it is generally 
pre ferable to mainta in consistency between the two 

levels.) 

If the r e were a general law "Go be enunciated, a 

pro mi s ing cand i d.ate would be Vii troff' s ( 1974: 1 93): 

"For every abstr act philosophical position that 
can be formulated with respec t to the na ture of 
science, there exists a corresponding 'real' 
scientist whose behaviour and attitudes 
embodies ( sic) that abstract position". 

(It may be noted that this is not quite a 'general 

law' as formulated in Chapter 1, but rather an 'all-and

some' hypothesis of the form discussed by Watk ins 

(1958).) 

Rather, it is claimed firstly that there does exist 

at least some science (both process and product) which 

conforms to the ideal presented, secondly that this 

science is amongst that commonly recognised as great 

or classic science which has stood the test of time, 

and thirdly that it conforms to this ideal more than 

to any other ideal of science. The first two claims 

are to the effect that the Galilean ideal is a viable 

philosophy of science; this chapter attempts to 

9 

establish just that. The third claim could be established 

only by an examination of all other philosophies of 
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science, including the conventionalist and instrumentalist 

positions (for critiques see Feyerabend 1964; Lakatos 

1971 :95) in addition to the Aristotelian position 

examined in Chapter 1. Such an exercise is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. However a digression (s2.2) may 
be in order t o indicate terms of reference for a debate 

between rival philosophies of science. 

A substantial amount of historical material will 

be presented in this chapter, for two reasons: firstly 

to give ample illustrations of what is meru1t by the 

Galile an ideal; secondly to justify this id eal on 

which depends the subsequent justifica tion of 

behaviouri sm and criticisms of ethology . 

2 .2 Methods in philosophy of science 

A criterion f or progress in the philosophy of 

science was proposed by Lakatos by way of r esolving an 

apparently vicious circularity in the relat ionship 

between philosophy of science a nd h istory of sc i ence . 
This circul a rity was al so discussed by Hanson ( 1963) . 

On t he one hand, if it is t o be shown that a 

given philosophy of science bears any rel ationship to 

the historic al phenomena of science (eg . t he work of 

Ke pler), t his requires reference to some report of the 

phenomena . Thus to justify a philosophy of science one 

requires a history of science. (However, as Hanson 

(1969:83) noted, some philosophers of science have been 
content to force the history into the Procrustean 

bed of their philosophy, rather than testing their 

philosophy against the history.) On the o ther hand a 

historian of science is confronted with a miscellany 

of reports of the various activities of various people; 

to write a history of science is to select out those 

activities which constitute science and those people 

who are really scientists, as distinct from the passing 
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fashions and individual eccentricities of scientists, 

the inevit a ble charlata ns, cranks (cf Feyerabend 1964: 

305) and genuine but misguided workers, and any other 

'noise' (in the information-theory sense of the term). 

Such a proce ss of selection require s a criterion for (or 

an ideal of) what is 'really scientific', thus a history 

of science presupposes a philosophy of science. This 

circularity complicates attempts to criticise or justify 

a ny g iven philosophy of science or history of s cience. 

Lakatos' propos a l (1971 :117-118) may be 

f o r mul a ted: 

Prog ress in philosophy of science is identified 
by a n increase in the extent and detail of 
h istoric a l phenomena wL ich conform to the 
philosophy. 

This may be interp r e ted in two wa ys. Firstly, 

a t t h e level o f d e s criptiv e philosophy ( ' what is'), we 

may argue t hat a particul a r philo s ophy of science is 

better than its riva ls (i.e. constitute s pro gress a s 

comp a red to t h e m) i n tha t it r ep r e se n ts a g re a ter body 

of actua l scientific work and does so in more detail. 

Se condly, a t t h e level of prescriptive ph ilosophy ( 'what 

ought to be'), ·we may argue tha t a p &rticul a r philo s ophy 

of science is bette r t h an oth ers in tha t, had s cientific 

activity conformed more closely to its ide a ls, it would 

h a ve been in some s ense better science. P.rgument at 

this level obviously requires consideration of historical 

possibilities in conjunction with the actual phenomena. 

Lakatos appe a red to work largely at the descriptive 

level, althoug h t h is may be deceptive as the 

prescriptive level of improving on history is implicit 

in his (1971) concept of 'rational reconstruction of 

history'. Both levels occurred more explicitly in 

Fe yerabend's (1975) reply to t h ose philosophers who 

prescribe methodological rules for science: he argued 

at the descriptive level that Galileo did not conform 

1 1 
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to any such rules , and at the prescriptive level 

(nega tively) tha t had Ga l i l eo conformed to the rules in 

question he would not h ave been a ble to advance the 

Copernican r evolution a s effectively as he did . Both 

l evels wil l be u sed l ater in this chapter . 

2. 3 Introduction to Galilean science 

Gal i l eo ' s scientific method was described and 

i llust r ated by Cardwell (1 972 : 36 - 46) and by Rapoport 

(1 958 : 261 - 264) . Its characteristic feature i s the 

simpl e principles which expl2.i n and provide i nterpretat -

ions of obse rved phenomena . These pri ncipl es are seldom 

easy to discover , fo r in most phenomena they a re obscur ed 

by complex interactions between numbers of them . 

Ide ally each principle may be demonstrated in expe rimental 

phenomena wDich are devised to minimise such interactions 

between principles and thus d i spl ay one princ i ple for 

direct scrutiny. ·,·le shal l see t hat the three al leged 

' general laws ' of Chapte r 1 may be better re presented 

as such princ iples . 

Complex and subtle interactions between principles , 

confounding the effects of any principle under scru tiny, 

are very much a ' f a c t of life' in science , con t rar y to 

t he impre ssion of deterministic simplicity that seems t o 

be often gained from a superfici a l acquaintance with 

sc i ence (eg . Ste iner 1974 ) . One discussion of such 

i nteractions is Henderson ' s (1935) comparative account 

of t he analysis of mutuall y dependent variations in 

Pareto ' s theor y o f social systems and in Gibbs ' theory 

of physico- chemical systems . Another i s Skinner ' s 

(1 953 : 204-224) account of multipl e effects and mult i ple 

causes in the analysis of complex cases in behaviourism. 

Given that such complexities are common it is not 

surprising that few of the principles comprising 

scientific knowledge were discovered by anything 



r ese mbling Baconian induction. ( Some app arent 

excepti ons we r e Bal mer ' s spectra l formul a , Kepl er 's 

pl a ne t ary l aws and Boyl e ' s law of gases . For 

comments on these apparent exceptions see Lakatos 

(1 970 :1 47, 152n4) and Toul min & Goodfie l d (1 962 :176-

178) ; for repo r ts of Baconian misrepresentat i ons of the 

process of scienti fic dis covery see Brush (1976) and 

Medawar ( 1 964) . ) 

Deri va tion of the formulat ion 

If it be accepted t hat general laws (' .All svra ns 

are white ' ) have f a iled as a formali sed ideal of 

scientific knowledge , then i t would be appropr i ate to 

set them fi rmly asi de in the manne r of lateral t hinking 

(de Bono 1973) and to explore a l ogic ally contrasting 

form , of which the simplest i s probably exi stenti al 

statements s uch as ' There exi sts a t least one white 

swan' . {Bunge (1961 : 426) conceded tha t similar 

statements , of the form "there is a t least one 2S such 

tha t x i s an £" may be arr..ong tLe postulates of a 
scientific t heory, but noted that they are irrefutable 

and i nsisted on a Popperian refutability of t he t heo ry 

as a whole .) The present proposal is that existential 

statements (of mo r e complex f orm ), irrefutable as t hey 

may be , constitute t he essence of scientifi c knowl edge. 

We will develop this proposal as a derivation from 

Toulmin ' s views on scientific discovery and knowledge . 

Toulmin (1 953 ) pre sented scientific discovery , 

eg. tha t 'light t ravels in straight lines ', as the 

invention of a novel technique f o r representing 

phenomena. The corresponding technique i s the u se of 

the ray diagrams of geometric al optics; com; a rahle 

techniques in other fields are chemical formulae, 

speed/time gr aphs in kinematics, free-body diagrams in 

mechanics , electric circuit diagrams , and Skinner's 

13 
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cumulative record of responses. Such techniques clearly 

play a major role in scientific discourse. However, 

being techniques for representing phenomena, they are 

hardly what we would call 'scientific knowledge' in the 

classical sense of 'justified, true belief'. It is 

one thing to invent a technique for representing 

familiar phenomena; it is quite another to demonstrate 

some new fact, in the manner of Faraday with his wires 

and magnets (cf Skinner 1956:101; Cardwell 1972:147-8). 

Toulmin (1972:173) gave a formula tion of 

scientific lmowledge, fro m which th2. t presented in 

this chapter is de rived: 

"The empirical knowledge that a scientific theory 
gives us is always 1 the knowledge that some 
general2 procedur~ of explanation, description 
or representation) (specified in abstract, 
theoretic a l terms4) c an be successfully5 
applied ( in a specific manner, with a 
particula r de~ree of precision, di scrimina tion, 
or exactitude ) to some particular class of 
c ases ? (as specified in concrete, empirica l 
terms )". 

The quot a tion i s annotated for the comme nts below, 

which form a prelude to a revised formulat ion. Lest 

it be thought that these revisions are undertaken in an 

exce ssively cavalier manner, it should be noted tha t 

Toulmin e ave no elaboration or justific&tion of the 

details in question. 

1. It seems unfortunate that Toulmin, after 

taking some trouble to repudiate the interpretation of 

scientific laws as 'general laws', should have phrased 

his philosophy of science in this form, 'A is always 

B', which itself invites interpret a tion as a general 

law in which A and B may be independently identified. 

This point will be rephrased in existential form. 

2. In this qualification Toulmin was 

implicitly supplying a standard for scientific 

knowledge: that the procedure in question have some 
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(unspecified) degree of generality, inclusiveness or 

transfer to other situations. Such a standard may be 

useful in the critic a l comparison of rival t heories, 

but for the sake of simplicity of formulation this 

is sue will be left open, to be dealt with should it 

a rise in a particular c a se. 

3. The juxtaposition of these three terms 

'explanation, description or representation' suggests 

tha t as c a tegories they are mutually exclusive or a t 

best only part i ally overlapp ing. Howeve r Toulmin 

(eg . 1972:192-199 ) did not insist on t his , and it is 

convenient to follow what appears to be his usage of 

allowing 'representation' to include both 'description' 

and 'explanation'. 

4. Toulmin did not clarify this require ment. 

It may be better se~ aside as a standard for the 

specific a tion of procedures of representation, but even 

so one wonders what i s gained by i ns ist ing t hat the 

specifica tion be in ' abstr act, t heore tic al' terQs . 

5. Standards of success vary wit h the 'state of 

the a rt' in any field of science ; one would need to 

know what would count as an unsuccessful applica tion of 

a pro cedure of repr esentation before this qualification 

ha d any force. 

6. These poin ts are conveniently considered 

subsequent to t he pri mary for :.:mlation. For example, 

one can lrnow that there exist phenomena (in particular 

the motions of the planets) which have been represented 

by the techniques of Newtonian mechanics, without 

knowing how those particular phenomena were represented, 

or the degree of precision attained. Likewise, one can 

lmow that there exist phenomena which have been 

repre sented in terms of geometrical optics and which 

conform to Snell's Law of Refraction, without knowing 

the refractive indices of any mate rials or the extent 
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of any devi ations from Snell' s Law. 

7. The specifica tion of a class of cases is 

appropriate a s a qualification to a general l aw, but 
may be dispensed with i n thi context of an existential 
st atement which stands independently of such 

qualification. For example, the general law 'All 

swans are white' requires the qualific 2.tion that it 

applies to swans native to the Northern Hemisphere, 

whereas the existential st a tement 'There exist white 

swans ' requires no such qualification . He re it seems 

tha t Toulmin was suggesting that t he spec ific ation of 

particular classe s of cases to which t:ne law applies, 

is an intrinsic part of a rigorous forQulation of a 

scientific l aw . The probl ems created by thi s suggestion 

may be illustrated in terms of Toul min's (1953:63) own 

example of such a specifica tion: 

"Snell's Law has been found to hold under nornal 
conditions f or most non-crystalline r.:iate ria l s 
of uniform density". 

'd i th ill-defined qualific c. tions such as I noroal 

conditions' and •most•, this fails to spec ify definitely 

any class of c ases to w11 ich tr..e l aw applies . .C:ven the 

qualification 'of uniform density' is problematic, for 

no substance is of uniform density when examined. on an 

a tomic scale. Further, Toulmin' s above sugge st ion 

appears to be contrary to his (1953:78) statement that 

the routine research which discovers the various substances 
and circumstances to which a scientific law can be 

applied "can in no way be said to call in question the 

truth, or the acceptability, of the law itself". This 

relative independence of the truth of the law from any 

specification of classes of cases to which it applies 

will be represented below in the distinction between 

'primary knowledge' and 'secondary knowledge'. 

In the light of the above comments, the following 

revision of Toulmin's formulation is proposed as a 
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Galilean ideal form of scientific knowledge : 

There exist phenomena which c&vi be re presented 
by a specified technique so as to confo rm to 
specified principles . 

Such knowledge will be called 'primary' . 

A secondary type of scientific knowledge will also 

be mentioned; this derives from t he primary knowledge 

by way of specifying the phenomena which have been 

shown to conform to the specified principles, the 

particular r epr esen t ation s of t ho se phenomena, and t he 

extent of t heir devia tions from t he principle s. 

It mi ght be objected tha t the above formula tion 

is in so me way circul ar or t autologous . 1.·/e may note 

two indications tha t theories conforming to the 

proposed formulation are in general empiricQl r a ther 

t ::-~ ari t au t olo t3ous. Firstly, t he logic al form 
proposed is similar to tha t of 'There exist white 

s wans', which is em~irical regardle s s of whether 

wh itene s s i s a defining a.ttribute of swans - in 

contrast to t h2.t of ' All s wans are white', which is 

indeed tautologous if whitene~s i s a defining a ttribute 

of s ,·rans. Secondly, it is ar gued below (s2.5) tha t 

certain classical scientific theories are re adily 

stated so as to conform to the proposed formula tion. 

If it be accepted that those theories are a pp ropria tely 

thus represented, a criticism of the proposed formulation 

a s tautologous or circular would be no critici sm at all, 

for the aim of the formulation is to properly represent 

the indubitably scientific theories. One is at liberty 

to advance a usage of the terms 'circularity' or 

'tautology' which applies to Newtonian mechanics, 

but the terms would thereby lose their critical sting. 

Techniques of representation are essential to the 

above formulation of Galilean science. As one learns 
science, each technique becomes a mode of perception 

(cf Hanson 1970). Thus the above formulation 

17 
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converges with Bohm's (1965:219) account of the role 

of perception in s cience: 

11 
••• scientific investigation is basically a 

mode of extending our perception of the world, 
and not mainly a mode of obtaining knowledge 
about it. fhat is to say, while science does 
involve a search for knowledge, the essential 
role of this lmowledge is that it is an adjunct 
to the extended perceptual pro cess" (original 
emphasis). 

In similar vein Skinner (1969:103) noted that, 

having identified the principles of behaviour under 

relatively simple conditions , one extrapolates to the 

relatively complex nto begin for the first time to see 

it in a new 1 igh t 11 
• 

Toulmin (1953:21) noted tha t new techniques of 

representation, new ways of looking at the phenomena, 

raise new questions . Thus the learning of science 

involves learning to ask the questions (eg. 1 ·,1hat fo r ces 

are acting on thi s o b ject?') raised by various theorie s. 

This view of educ a t ion, emphasising perception and 

ques tions rather than informc. tion, converg,:; s wit.re th2. t 

of Postman and \1/e ingartner (1969). 
Some tec h..n ique s use ·\'rords only, but ri10 st make use 

of diagrams or graphs of sooe form. The r ole of 
diae;rams in science was discussed by Toulmin ( 1953: 
17-39) and by Hanson (1970). One unusually clearly

interpreted diagram of an unusually complex set of 

interactions was in Me adows and Meadows (eds 1973:16,37). 
The scientific use of notation systems, in conjunction 

with a notation system for behaviourism, was discussed 

by r,Ii llenson (1967:117-137). Further considerations in 

the proper scientific use of diagrams will be raised 

below ( s4. 3). 

2.5 Exemplars of Galilean scientific kno·wledge 

The three examples of scientific 'laws' discussed 
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in Chapter 1 are readily represented as Galilean 

principles, each within a theory conforming to the 

Galilean ideal of :;rimary knowledge. 

Ayer ' s version of Mendelian genetics may be 

formul a ted t hus : 
There exist c ases of inheritance of traits which 
can be represented a s the segregat ion and 
recombination of doninant and recessive genes 
so as to conform to t he principle: 

When there are two genes determining a hereditary 
property, the proportion of indiv iduals in the 
second generation that displa y t he dominant 
attribute is t hree quarters . 

This existential statement is correct: there are 

such cases of inheritance. However it scarcely does 

justice to t he scope of Eendel's l aws , for Ayer has put 

up what is but a special case. More generally, 

t:ende lian gene tics may be formulated (cf Still1.sfield 

1969:8): 

There exist cases of inheritance of traits 
'rlhich can be re presented as the segreg8.tion and 
recombination of dominant and rece ss ive genes, 
so as to conforo to the principles: 

1. From any one parent , only one gene is 
transmi tt cd through a gaI:'.e te to t he offspring 
(Principle of segreg~tion ). 

2 . The se grega tion of one gene pair occurs 
independently of any other gene pair (Principle 
of independent assortment). 

The secondary knowledge of Mendelian gene tics 

consists of a catalogue listing traits which conform 

to the principles, specifying the dominant gene for 

each and any deviations from the principles such as 

those arising fro m differential viabilities of the 

genotypes. 

Ayer's special case arises only when the first 

mating is between heterozygous individuals which carry 

one each of two genes (alleles) for that trait, and 

then only when t he viabilities of the three resulting 
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genotypes a re equa l, which is not always the case. 

None of t hese considerations were mentioned by Ayer. 

Charles' law may be for r:iula ted: 

There exist gas phenomena which c an be 
repre sente d in terms of volume and absolute 
temperature, so as to conform to t he principle: 

The volume of a fixed mass of gas is directly 
proportiona l to its absolute temperature. 

The secondary kno wledge may be presented as a 

catalogue of phenomena, t he ir interpretations in terms 

of Charles' law, and gr aphs of volume versus 

temperature for var ious gases at various t emperatures 

so a s to display deviations from t he principle . 

However in modern practice Charles ' l aw i s usually 

integrated with t he rel a t ed principles ~nown as Boyle 's 

l aw and Avagadro' s hypothesis, to f orm the principle 

P.V = n. R.T 

knovm as t he idea l gas law ( cf Barrow 196 1 : 8) . The 

sec ondary knowl e d z e i s usually presented in teros of 

t his more general principle. 

Newton' s l aHs of motion are 2J.1on g the prin ciples 

of Newtonian mechan i cs , which may be formula ted 

(cf Schaum 196 1 : 35f ): 

There exis t interactions between bodies 
which may be re pr esent ed by t h e techniqu e of 
free-body diagrams s o as to conform to the 
principles: 

1. A body which continues at rest or in 
uniform motion along a straight line has no 
nett force acting on it ( Newton's first 
l aw.) 

2. A body of mass~ with an acceleration a 
has a nett force f acting on it, such that 

F = m.a 

and the force is in the same direction a s the 
acceleration. (Newton's second law.) 

3. For every force on one body, there is an 



e qual 2nd opposite force on another body. 
(Newton ' s third l aw. ) 
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In a fre e-body diegram, one body is drawn a s if 

isola ted fro m t he others, and t he ac tions of other 

bodies upon it are re pr esen t ed as forces (cf J ammer 

1957: 244). This techn i que will be e l abora ted below 

(s3 . 1) by way of pointing out similaritie s with 

Skinner ' s re present a tion of behavioural interaction . 

'..fo may note that, a c cord ing to Bllis (1 965:36-39), 

Newt on' s formulat io n of h i s laws of motion was no t in 

te rms o f 'force' and ' ac cel eration ' but r ather in 

t erms of ' impul s e' and 'change of moment wn ' . The 

for mulations are e quival ent, as i llis showed. 

The othe r principle s of Newtonian oech5n ics a re 

t ho se which specify ps.rticular force s . Newton's 

applications of his mechanics to ce l estial and proj e ctile 

mot i ons were done using t he pri nc iple kno vm as t he l aw 

of un iversal gr av i tat ion : 

4 . A pa ir of bodies of masses m, B ' se parated a 
distanced a ttra ct each other wi th a force F such 
that 

F = G. m. m'/d 2 

where G is the universal c onstant of gravitat i on . 

Othe r suc h principle s have been added to 

Newtonian r.iechanics, many by late r wo rke rs , r e l .J.ting to 

forces suc h a s those of friction, bouyancy, elast icity, 
fluid resistance, aerodynamics , electrosta tics and 

magne tism. 

The secondary kno wl edge includes an encyclopeda ic 

divers ity of pheno mena which have be en re pr esented as 

confor ming to the s e principle s , together· with the 

magnitudes of constant quantities occurring in the 

formulae and any discrepancies betwe en the represent a tion s 

and the phenomena . One such phenomenon is t h e orbit 

of the moon about the earth . For a relatively simple 
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analysis (repre senting the earth and moon only, and as 

point particles) t he constants are G and the masses of 

the earth and the moon; the discrepancies are the 

deviat ions of the moon's orbit from the elliptical 
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orbit inferred from the principles and that representation . 

(A fuller analys is would include repre sentat ions of the 

sun and of the shapes ~nd rotations of the earth and 

modn .) 

Newtonian mechan ics and in particular the l aws 

of mo tion have defied attempts to assimilate them to any 

of the current theories of the nature of s cientific 

knowlede e (cf Hanson 1965b ; 196 5c; Ellis 1965 ; Hanson 
and Feyerabend in Eichalos ed 1974:68-75). For example 

t he l aws of motion and their key terms ' mass ' and 'force' 

will not lie down on either side of t he dichotomy 

bet1.;reen observation and theory; as Ellis ( 1965) showed, 

t hey part ake of both cateeories without fully conforning 

to either . 

This uns atisfactory state of a f fa irs i s often 

overlooked, with cu1~ious results. For example Jeffrey 

Gray (1975:1) labelled psycho8.Ila lysis a s unscientific 

on the g rounds th 8t it fails to preserve the distinction 

between observation and theory. Yet by the same 

criterion Newtonicn mechilllics is al s o unscientific -

Which is absurd. The purported criticism merely 

succeeded in s howing a similarity between psychoanalysis 

and Newtonian mechanics, which hardly casts doubt on the 

scientific status of t h e former. To succeed in 

criticising some theory as unscientific, while recognising 

the indubitably scientific status of Newtonian mechanics 

(s1 .2 above), one must at l east show some point of 

difference between the two theories. This will be 

attempted below (s2.9) for psychoanalysis. 

To the extent that the above formulation of 

Newtonian mecnanics can accommodate the various 
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functions of the laws of motion, without being 

systematically misleading (cf Ryle 1932), it may be 

a substantial advance in the philosophy of science. 

2.6 Revolutionary science 

For t he present discussion this may be characterised 

as the generation of new primary knowledge. Its 

apparent irrationality was summed up by Schopenhauer 

(cit Smolicz 1970:110): 

"A scientific truth goes through three st~ges 
of develo pment . In the first phase it i s 
rejected a s a bsurd . In the second phase it is 
admitted as a possible hypo the sis which has 
been suggested many times before. In the 
third phase it is accepted as self-evident 11

• 

Schopenhauer ' s irreverent view of scientific 

progr ess may not be definitive, but it may serve a s a 

first approximation to the more rigorous accounts of 

majo r scientific advances, the Copernican Revolution 

in particular, presented by Feyerabend (1975), 

Koe stler (1 959 ) and Kuhn (1957; 1970). All t hree 
agreed thQt scientific r evolutions do not con fo r m to any 

current t heo ry of rationality or scientific me t ho d: 

Feyerabend's the me wa s me t hodologic a l anarc h ism, 

Koestler adopted a metaphor of sleep-walkers , and 

Kuhn e mphas ised the sociologic al process of spreading a 

new belief. 

One method of intellectual progress which does 

not appear to have been explored as a theory of 

revolutionary science, even by its principal _proponent, 

is de Bono' s 'lateral thinking'. De Bono himself 

(1971:172) subscribed to an apparently Popperian 

philosophy of science, which he mentioned only by way 

of contrast to the field of practical thinking in which 
he advocated the technique of lateral thinking. 

De Bono proposed a variety of strategies for 

lateral thinking; following his 'intermediate impossible' 



(1973:90-98) we may propose the following for 

revolutionary science: 
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To create a new theory, identify the principles 
of the old t heory and devise principles contra r y 
to t hem . These will appear absurd or impossible 
to anyone s choo l ed in t he old theory . Then 
seek e xempl ars of t he principles, el aborating 
and revising t he principles in t he process. 

It is diff icult to find exempl ars of this ide al 
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of revolutionary science , possibl y because t he 

Ar i stotelian concern wi t h logic and p roof (cf Toul min 

1958 ) has inhibited the process (cf ·v/at kins 1964) . 

However, moving to t he l evel of pre script ive philosophy , 

we may construct an exe mplar by way of a 'ra tional 

r econstruct i on' (Lakatos 1971) of t he Copernican 

Revolution, with Aristoteli2.n me chanics as the old theory. 
Among t he principles of Aristotelian me chanics were 

t he follo Hine; (cf Clagett 1963: 87f , 208 ; Feyerabend 

1 96 1 : 23- 25) : 
1. The ear t h i s t he centre of t he universe. 

2 . Celestial and te ::'.::'re s ti o.l mo tion con fo rm 
to different principles . 

3 . The natura l mo tion for celestial ob j ects i s 
uniform circula r motion. 

4. For ces ar ise only betwe en bodie s which a re 
in contact. 

5. A body with a constant force ac t ing on it 
moves at constant speed. 

Proceeding accordingy to the stra teey above, we 

might propose t h e follo wing principles as t he basis for 

a new theory: 

1. The earth is but one of t h e planets in 
orbit about the sun. 

2. Celestial and terrestial motion conform to 
the same principles. 



3. The natural motion of all objects is 
uniform rectilinear motion . 
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4 . There is a force between every pair of 
objects in the universe . 

5. A body Hi th a constant force acting on 
it moves with a constm~t acceler2.tion . 

The strategy may be extended to the principles 

implicit in the technique of representation of the old 

theory. For example, before Galileo a nd in his e arlier 

analyses of the velocities of a falling body, velocity 

was re presented as a func tion of distance (Hanson 1958: 
37-49). Following the strategy above , ~·;e might 

propose to represent velocity as a function of time. 

These proposed principle s are indeed tJ:-£ principles 

of Newtonian mechanics. It is of course rather easy 

to perform the exercise when one knows t he opti:r:ml 

product ; anyone following t he strategy before He'Wton 

would expect to make :oany false starts, and to engage 

in much r andor., vari c.tion and selective retention of the 

principles (cf D. ':' . CD.Dpbell 1974 ) a s 2.llowed for in t he 

formula tion of t he strategy. 

At t he prescriptive level of this ide al of 

revolutionary science it is susge sted that, had t he 
ideal been followed, Newtonian me chanics would have been 

developed more rapidly and directly than actually 

happened. The bulk of the work done in the course of 

the Copernican Revolution -was characterised more by a 

blind loyalty to t he old principles, especia lly uniform 

circular motion (cf Koestler 1959), rather than by an 

active generation of principles contrary to the old ones 
as prescribed in the strategy ~bove. 

More generally, lateral thinking involves having a 

variety of ideas, without necessarily being able to 
justify them, and trying out any that look even vaguely 

promising. This corresponds to Feyerabend's (1975: 
1-54) ' principle of proliferation', except that 
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Feyerabend gave relatively little account of how to 
try an idea out. Some account of this may be found in 

his (1964:305) distinction between 'respectable thinkers' 

and 'cranks'. W .T. ';lilliams ( 1964) gave an exaople 

from botany of the importance of 'having an i dea' and 
the pressures from journal editors to pretend one got 

it by logical deduction. 
A second ideal of revolutionary science takes the 

form of experimental research wh ich is not coIJmitted to 

a particula r t heory. ','fhile it may start off u s ing the 

technique of repre senta tion of some existing theory, it 

generates or discovers neu principle s and 

new techniques of represent ation as well . 

formul a ted: 

often develops 

It may be 

Given a particular pheno menon h ither to re garded 
a s unpredictable, t he investigator seeks out the 
varia bles of whic h the g iven ph eno menon i s a 
function, demonstrates the functiona l de penden ces 
(which are for :::11.,1_l a ted a s principle s ), and. displ ays 
t hem as gr aphical curves. 

Th,s formulation is derived f rom t hat whi ch 

Skinner (1931:440) gave as an account of t h e u su ~l 

course of reflex inve s tigation. His exemplar was 

Pavlov' s well-knovm work on salivation in do gs ; for a 

Pavlovi an functional dependence displayed as a smooth 

experiment al curve see Keller and Schoenfield ( 1950: 
26). Skinner's ( 1 956) account of his own early 

resea rch also conforms to this ideal, but for the 

deviation that many of the variables, rather than being 

actively sought, originated through exferimental 

convenience or as apparatus faults. A more class ic 

exemplar of the ideal is Newton 's research on the 

spectrum produced by a prism, as described by Cardwell 

(1972:50-51). 
This revolutionary experimental research generates 

and demonstrates its principles in t he one process. A 

26 
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demonstrated principle, such as Pavlov's extinction of a 

conditioned reflex, may be called a 'fact' in accord with 

Skinner 's (1 969 :84 ) usage: 

"Unlike hypoth eses, theories [i.e. general laws] 
and model s , together with the statistical 
II12.nipula tions of data which support them, a 
s mooth curve sho1·1 ing a chant;e in the probability 
of a response as a function of a controlled 
varia.ble is a fact in the bag, and there is no 
need to worry about it as one goes in search 
of others. The shortcomings and exceptions 
[i.e. devia tions] will be accolmted for in time" . 

The concept of ' demonstration ' will be further developed 

below (s2.9). 

It may be objected t hat t here are philosophical 

problems in the established usages of the term 'fact', 

which prevent its being legitimately 0quated with the 

term ' demonstrat ed principle ' as used here . However 

it is not implied that the proposed usage of ' fact ' does 

co nform exactly to, or solve all t he problems of , the 

var ious established u sages . It is, rather, proposed 

that the tern be given a revised 2;nd sin-=:le usage iTi t h in 

t he Galilean parad i gm . The only i mplication concerninc 

the established usages of ' fact' is that they are in 

general similar to the proposed usage to the extent that 

t here is r.'lore positive t han neg2.ti ve linguist ic transfer 

of learning from t hem to the propo sed usage . (If 
ne gative transfer dominated, it would be p r eferable to 

coin a new t e rm.) Such r evision and simplification of 

word usages is co mmon practice in t he development of 

theories in physical and other sciences . Examples from 

Newtonian mechanics are the terms 'fo rce ' (Jammer 1957), 
'mass' and 'work' which have various common usages 

predating Newton; part of the task of learning Newtonian 

mechanics is to learn the scientific usages of those 

terms as distinct from the established common usages. 

Likewise in zoology the term 'fish' is no longer used to 
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refer to whales and dolphins. Thus the proposal for a 

revised usage of the term 'fact' is ·well within the 

scientific trad ition. 

To clarify the term 'controlled variable' (in t h e 

abo ve quotation from Skinner) in relation to the 

conventiona l dichotomy between dependent and independent 

v a riables, vre may note that probability of a response 

is the usual dependent variable in Skinnerian ex1,eri ments , 

while t he controlled variable is the independent variable 

which is varied by the experimenter c3-uring the course of 

the experiment, unless of course the indepen,:.ent v a riable 

is simpl y tirne. ( An ela boration of this is the 

me thodolo~y of systemic re plic2tion, cf s2.9 below) 

This usage of 'control' should not be c onfused with 

the term 'statist ica l control' in the usage of R. A. 

Fisher , whose oethods were tried and rejected by Skinner 

( 1956, 1969) for reasons whic h deserve wider attention 

t han they seer:1 to h ave received. ( . .'hile Skinner 

avoided statistica l ::-n a lyses after t h ose e a rly tritls, 

Revusky (1967) has a rgued for a limited role for a 

proposed statistic a l t :::·eat:cent in Skinnerian r e s earch .) 

The two usages of 'control ' are GO contrary a s to 

seriously confour~d discussions of scientific method. 

\·/hen a variable is controlled in Fisher's sense , it is 

ideally held constant, while if that is not possible the 

measurements are corre cted for the effects of that 

variable so that it may be treated as const ant . ·,/hen 

a variable is controlled in Skinner's sense , it is 

deliberately varied by the experi menter so that its 

effect s may be seen as c hanges in the dependent variable. 

The contrast is reflected in two ap1Jroaches to the study 

of an imal behaviour. In one appro a c h the aim is to 

observe ·without disturbing or altering the behaviour 

observed, by (in Fisher's sense) controlling effects of 

the observer's presence. The other approach h as been 
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roughly epitomised 'to understand your animal, poke it". 
The aim is to identify the variables which alter 

the animal's behaviour, by (in Skinner's sense) 

controlling any varia ble s thought to be capable of 

altering the behaviour. 
Fisher's methodology seems to be the bas is for 

the ovenrheln:inc:; bulk of 'social science' research, so 

a critique of his methodology is relevant to t he growing 

number of strikingly outspoken protests, even in 

academic journals, again s t t he modern ins t itut ion 

commonly lmmro as 'social s c ience'. Two crit i ques of 

t he general unschol arly n2.ture of t he institution 1dere 

by Sm-rnll (1 976) and 'deigert (1 970). The stifling 

effect s of the mo dern insistence upon detailed prior 

de s igns of rese arch even in physical sci8nces, and its 

divergenc e from t he way mos t of the gre 2.t class ical 

research \ff~ s done, Here noted by Richter ( 1953 ). ?he 

al armints po ssibility thcJ. t an unlrJ1own 2nd possibly very 
high proportion of publ i shed r esults in e z:pe riL1ental 

psychology are 'false pos itive s ' Ha s ar gued by 

Sterling (1 959 ; cf Beckor 1970: 20f ). Jerek Ph i llips 

( 1973 : 1 21 f), after revieuing both e mpirical a nd 

philosophical objections to the usu2.l r esearch t1.ethods 

in sociology , asse rt~d: 
11 It i s time ·we [sociologists l turned away 
fro m our vulgar imita tions of what we 
mistakenly t hink physical scientists do and 
looked in other directions ••• 11 (emphas is 
added). 

Other obj e ctions t o the modern obsession with 

statistical t ests were raised by Lykken ( 1968 ) and by 

Neehl (1967); Lakatos (1970:176n1) after re ading 

Lykken and Meehl "wonders whether the function of 

statistical techniques in the social sciences is not 

primarily to provide a machinery for producing phoney 

corroborations and thereby a semblance of 'scientific 
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progress' where, in fact, there is nothing but an 

increase in pseudo-intelle ctual garbage", and hints at 

"laws for stemming this intellectual pollution which 

may destroy oi.; r cultural environment even earlier than 

industrial and traffic ~olution destroys our physical 

environment" . Re ading Chomsky's (1969) accoru1t of the 

role of the ' New-speak ' that passed for social science 

in the attempted 1:festernisa tion of Vietnam an<l similar 

American contributions to human culture, one feels that 

Lakatos ' fe ars are not without foundation. 

It may be objected that t he Galilean ~ccount of 

science is incomplete in tha t it g ives no account of 

scientific e xplanation or of causa tion. Such an 

objection would pre s uppo se that explanation ( a s 

distinct from description) and the identifica tion of 

causGs are characteristic of science. However there is 

re ason to believe tha t both these presuppo0itions a re 

f al se . Toulmin (1 95 3 :10) noted that t he word 'cau se' 

r a rely appe ars in t h e wri t ine s of profes s iona l 

scientists, and for good r e a sons. Skinner (1 931: 

448f) trea ted the ma tter t hus : 

" ... a scientific discipline ..• must de s cribe the 
event not only for itself but in it s r e l a tion to 
other events; and. , in point of s atisfaction, it 
must explain. These are e s sentially identical 
activities ••. we may ••• take that more humble vie-w 
of explanation and causation which seems to have 
been first suggested by Hach and is now a com:o.on 
charac t eristic of scientific thought, wherein , 
in a word, explanation is reduced to description 
and the notion of function substituted for that 
of causation. The full description of a n event 
is taken to include a description of its 
functional relationship with antecedent events" . 

This seems to describe Newtonian mechanics rather 
well, with the proviso that as some mechanical interact

ions (eg. gravitational attraction) are simultaneous, the 

term 'antecedent events' might be better replaced by 

'antecedent or simultaneous events'. 



However the notion that explanation by 

'reduction' is es sentia l to science is persisten t and 

needs further clarification. It is true that some 

phenomena, such a s the behaviour of gases,can be 

'e xplained' in te rms of their fine structure as 

particles in motion, which is to s ay tha t the gas l a'.-rs 

c an be 'reduc ed ' to particle mechanics. Such 

r eductionist explanation is presented as the e s sence of 

science in what Keat and Urry ( 1975: 27-45) called the 

'realist philo sophy of s cience ', no ting (p40 ) t ha t such 
a philosophy f a il s to re pre s ent ~Jewtonian mec hanics 

illld t heorie s of similar form such 2. s t h e ideal gas 

l aws. Considering the status of Newtonian mechanics 

a mongs t scientific t h eories, one may sugges t t hat any 

ph ilosophy of s cience which c annot g ive an account of 

it has little cl aim to be t a ken seriously as a general 

vie-H of science ( as d istinct from an a ccoun t of a 

po.rticular variety of scientific t he ory) . 

Reductionist explanation may be repr esen t ed in 

terr21s of Galilean science t hus : t he f acts (de monst r ated 

principle s - cf a bove ) of cas behaviour are among t he 

phenomena interpr eted by the t heory of particle 
me chanics . However the demand for such r eductionist 

explanation a s a criterion for science is ill-founded ; 

the classic cou...Y1. t e r-example is Newton's 1mprod uctive 

search for a reduction of gravitational attraction to 

contact-forces betwe en particles (Kuhn 1957:259). It 

is ironic t hat modern physics has gone the other wey , 

representing contact-force s as forces acting at a 

distance between subatomic particles, in confonni ty to 

t h e principles of electromagnetic forces. 

Skinner's arguments against reductionist theories 

in psychology are in his (1950) and (1956b). 

Two types of revolutionary science are de s cribed 

above: theoretical and experimental respectively. In 



l a ter chapters much will be made of t he rol"e of 

experiments in science. However it should not 

2.7 

therefore be t hought tha t only experimental science 

conforos to t he Galilean ideal. (Galile o himself, 

by s ome B.ccounts , was not so much an e xperimenter as 

a theorist who presented h i s theories in t he fo m of 

'thought-experiments'.) It ·will be a rgued belo'i"l ( s2. 9 ) 

tha t e xperimental demonstra tion of t he principles of a 

theory provides a strong form of support for t he t heory. 

Howeve r it i s not nece ssar y t hat a t he ory should have 

t h i s support; one migh t pre f er t o settle for a not ably 

succe ssful contribut i on t o t he re levant t e chnology 
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(which include s clin ica l behavioural prac t ice - cf s 2 . 8 

below) as sufficient jus tifica t ion f or a t heory . One 
could even a rgue tha t a t leas t s ome of t he u se ful 

r evolutionar y science which has in f act been experiment a l 

coul d have been done , a t gr e a tly r educed expense t o t he 

public pur se , by r e volut ionary -theori sts in interact ion 

wi th practi s i ng t echnolo c; i s ts (cf s2 . 7 below) . Ho-;.;ever 

the ma j or f unction of t he ph i losophy of science in t h i s 

t hes i s i s to pr ovi de a ba s i s f or de f end i ne belw.v i ourism 

agains t the critic isms l eve l led by etholog i s ts and otLer s . 

Skinnerian behavi ourism hap pens t o have developed as a 

l a r gely experimen t al sci ence, so a focus upon t he l ogic 

of expe riment al s cience i s appropria t e f or a defence of 

behaviourism . 

2.7 Normal science 

Normal science may be di stinguished fro m 

revolutionary science as re search which gene r a t es t he 

secondary knowledge of a theory (s2.4 a bove) whi l e le aving 
the primary knowledge unch anged • 

Kuhn ( 1 970) used the term to refer to the 

puzzle-solving within a paradigm that occurs between 

'scientific revolutions'. This appears to be 
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equivalent to the present usage, if we allow that to 

solve a puzzle within a pa r adigm is to show how a given 

phenomenon con forms to the principles of a given theory, 

by applying the te chnique of re pr esenta tion and 

identifying any deviations from t he principles, allowine 

also for interactions between principles. The product 

of such puzzle-solving is of course secondary knowledge 

as formulated above (s2.4). 
For a s ample of second a ry knowledge we may turn to 

any science data book and find t abl es s uch as 'Properties 
of Inorganic Compounds ' ( Tennent ed 1 971 : 83 ). ~ach row 

of t his particular table is l abelled for one compound , 

such as CaO ( quicklime ). Each col umn is l abelled for 

one property, such a s Re f ractive I ndex (n). Thus we may 

re ad off t he da tum tha t t he refractive index of CaO is 

1 . 837. This conforms to t he i deal of s e condar y knowl edge 
in that it indic ates that t he phenomenon of refraction 
of light by crystals of pure qui ckl i me has been 

represented cy tre te c tm i que of ray diagrams so as to 

conform t o Sne ll's Law, wi t h t he pnrticul&r repre sentation 
n=1 .837. In t his case no deviat i ons fro m t he princ iple 

have be en noted. 

While t his data has its uses as no t ed below, t hose 

used are so restricted a s to cast some doubt on t he mode r n 
preoccupation with gathering it. One is temp t ed to 

see t he diligent research which produces such data as 

one of the e xce sses of "the passionless pursuit of 

passionless intelligence" (cf Jack London, cit. Rossen 

1969:70), and as an instance of t he Law of the Instrument 

(Kaplan 1964:28): "Give a small boy a hammer and he will 

find that everything he encounters needs pounding'1
• 

Give a 'normal' scientist a theory and he will consider 

it self-evident that every amenable phenomenon needs to 

be represented in its terms and have the resultant 

secondary knowledge recorded for posterity. This 
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compulsive accumulation of data may have gained 
respectability from its conformity to the Baconian 

ideal, the dangers of which were pointed out by Brush 

(1976). 
Except as noted below, such data can easily be 

misleading . To pursue the quicklime example : suppose 

one did wish to design an optical system involving 

quicklime , it would be risky to u se the data-book value 

for the refractive index instead of measuring a sample 

of the quicklime that will be u sed in the system . 

Refractive index and r.:iost other properties vary with the 

purity of a substance, and outside of research l aborat

ories one seldom uses the highly purified substances 
whose porperties are recorded in data-books. The one 

unproblematic use of such data is not as a substitute 

for observation in a particular situation, but as an aid 

to it by way of providing crirteria for i de ntifying 

unkno1:m subst ance s or checking t he purity of known ones . 

Perhaps this i 8 the justification for generating data 
such as t he refractive index of quicklime. 

In view of these considerations it seems that the 

view of science as a source of cert a in knowledge t hat 

serves as a substitute for pe rception is ill-founded. 

This view seems to be held by Steiner (1974) and by the 

scientists who rejected a technique for using pigeons to 

guide missiles (Skinner 1960:584). Among the more 

readily digestible antidotes is Thomson 's (1965), in 
which in addition to various pragmatic examples he 

wrote (p87): 

"I believe the de sire for certainty is a vice. 
People are certain, but usually when one lmows 
that people are certain one is pretty certain 
that what they're certain about is wrong. And 
certainty in any philosophical sense seems to me 
to be almost obviously absurd. It's contrary 
to all one's common experience that you can 
ever hope to foresee everything that can 
affect the situation". 
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As with many doctrines of dubious validity, the 

persistence of tre doctrine that science is a sourca of 

certain lmoi:.·rledge, may be understood in terms of its 

political usefulness in maintaining the authority of 

the ruling establishment . The function of Aristotelian 

knowledge as a dogmatic substitute for perception, as 

opposed to Galilean kno wledge as a source of diverse 

representational techniques to aid perce ption, was 

indicated by John Fletcher (1977:3 3; cf Krishnamurti 

1 972): 
Every authoritaria n society divides itself 
as it divides the individual , into a liena ted 
halves. Those a t the bottom suffer from wha t 
I shall call nescience. The natural sensory 
activity of the 'nescient ' - wha t the person 
sees, hears, smells, tastes, feels, and, a bove 
all, wants - is always irrelevant and immateri a l. 
The authorit arian logogram [Aristotelian 
knowledge J , not the field of sensed experience, 
determines what is relevant and materi a l. This 
is as true of the high ly p a i d advertising 
copywriter a s it is of an engir..e l a t h e operator. 
The person acts, not on personal expe rience and 
the evaluations of t he nervous system [ perception], 
but on orders from above •.• " ( origina l e mphasis). 

This pattern is r e alised in the attitudes of the 

all-too-common ' scientific expert' who 'lmows best what 

should be done', regardless of what the people with 

direct practical experience of the problem might have 

to say. Such is the 'expertise' consistent with 

knowledge represented a s a set of general laws of the 

Aristotelian type: the expert has only to recognise a 

swan, and he knows that it must be white . Any 

apparently black swan ma y be dismissed as irrelevant 

and as the product of malevolent trickery (cf the 

initial reactions from British scientists to reports 

and preserved specimens of the newly-discovered 

platypus in Australia) . The ideal Galilean expert, 

by contrast, shows his scientific knowledge upon meeting 

a practical problem by asking questions and representing 
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the phenomena in terms which had not occurred to those 

'i"Ti th the practical experience of the particular problem 

in question - while making full use of their reports of 

the phenomena. Indeed the phenomena of greatest interest 

to a Galilean expert include the results of the various 

attempts alread y made to solve the problem; his 

interaction with the practical people involved is 

ide ally one of learning from them and proposing tentative 

suggestions, r a ther than a cursory or independent study 

and i s suing dire ctions. (In practice the attainme n t of 

t h is ideal r equires tha t the practic a l people a re ne a rly 

a s open-minde d and fre e from Aristotelian dogmati s m a s is 

the expert, which is not to be expected in view of the 

conservative n a ture of craft traditio n s - cf Toulmin & 

Goodfield (1962:36f).) 

the next se ction. 

But we encroa ch on the topic of 

More g enerally, the d i s tortions of s cience in 

modern author i tar i an socie tie s ( cf i~s l kin 1 976 on b iology 

te x tboo k s i n lillter ic a ), a n d the d e pendence of p ro g r es s in 

Ga lilean science upon libertari an a ttitud e s and pra ctice s , 

were ma jor theme s of Feye r abend (1 9 7 5 ). 

This is not to decry all normal s cience. However, 

t he institution of pure science (as distinct from 

tecrmolog y) in general, and pure normal science in 

p a rticular, ha s attained in Western society a level of 

social prestige, intellectual dogmatism and consumption 

of material re sources which other cultures allow only 

to their officia l relig ion. Comparing this with the 

secondary and modest role of noro al science with in the 

Galilean ideal, we may suggest th a t modern science has 

departed from the Galile an ide al by overemphasi s ing and 

distorting the process of normal science. 

It will be argued in the next section that 

tecbnology also has the function characteristic of 

normal science, that of generating secondary knowledge, 
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while normal science sometimes leads to technologically 

useful innovations. Thus the terms 'technology' and 

'normal science' do not designate mutually exclusive 

categories of social phenomena. Rather, they identify 

two representa tions of or ·ways of looking at a variety 

of social phenomena. One emphasises the generation 

of sceondary lmowlea.ge; the other emphasises practical 

action. 3ither, bo th or neither may be applicable to 

any given case. The 'pure normal science' of the 

previous paragraph ma y be identified as scientific 

activity in which the g oal of generatine secondary 

knowledge dominates to the extent that eny practical 

problems to which the work might be relevant have little 

effect upon the work actually done (as dis tinct from the 

wording of r e search propo sals submitted to funding 

agencies). This view a llows that pure nor mal scienc e 

may still lead to and assist practical action; the 

characteristic feature i s tha t t h i s happens, if a t all, 

more by good luc k than go od m2.n8.cement. In te c ta1ology, 

by contras t, e ffective pr a ctic al a ction is t he dominant 

a im of the exerci se. 

2.8 Technology 

Technology seems to be neglected or but cursorily 

mentioned in most of the literature of philosophy of 

science; when it is mentioned it is usually in the 

context of ethics or the abuses of technolog y r athe r 

than any theory of the nature of technology. In the 

collection edited by Michalos (1974) only one paper is 

of the latter type and that ended with a lament tha t so 

many problems in the nature of technology were still 

"waiting to be discovered and worked out by philosophers 

attentive to their own times" (Bunge 1974:46). The two 

major sources for this section, Homans (1951) and 

Cardwell (1972), neither are primarily philosophic a l nor 
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seem to have received much attention in the philosophical 

literature. 

Homans (1951 :15) d istinguished between 'clinical 

science' and 'anal ;:,0 tical science', corresponding to the 

terms 'technology ' and 'science' respectively as used 

here. He mentioned medical pract ice in cases of 

anaemi a as an exempl ar of t e chnology , with a theory of 

blood chemi s t ry as an exemplar of s cience . (r,1edical 

pr actice a s a case of technolo gy conforms to t he wider 

usage of the term 't echnology' proposed i n t he preface. 

This may be contrasted with the narrowe r usage 1•rhe re 

' med ical technolo gy' refers only to the applic e.tion of 

phys ic s , chemistry and other sciences t o the design and 

servicing of medical hardware .) A t heory "picks ou t a 
few of t he f actors at work in part icular situations [this 

se l ection is intrinsic to the technique of re present a tion] 

and describes systemat ica lly the relations between these 

f actors [in t he principles of t he theory]". Te cr..nology 

by contras t canno t afford suc h selection. Its primary 

a i m (wi t h apo l ogie s to Karl Marx 1888 :30) i s to chan,o;e the 
phenomena , not to write a r eport a bout them (cf Zioan 

1968:23f). Homans emphas i sed that in medical practice 

any factor, no matter how obscure or irrelevan t it seems 

at first , may prove to be important in effe c ting a change; 

that this can be equally true in mechanical engineering 

is apparent from Welbourn's (1 964 ) case-study. Technology 

escapes the selective perce ption induced by any one 

theory, by using a variety of theories concurrently. 

Each theory picks out different f actors or variables , 
thus making its own suggestion as to where the technolo gist 

'should look more closely' as Homans put it. 

The techniques of representation and the principles 

which constitute primary knowledge are to be found in the 

diagrams, graphs, equations and technical terms which 

constitute as much a part of technological communication, 
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formal and informal alike, as is the Queen's English. 

As a technologist learns to use these, they become 

integra ted into his very perception and imaginat ion 

(cf Hanson 1970; Petrie 1976; Ferguson 1977; s2 . 4 above). 

When technology was harmful effects such as a ir 

pollution, it is all too easy to put the blame on 'too 

much science' • On the contrary, we might follow Foecke 

(1970; cf Bohm 1970:162) in blaming the over-specialized 
education of engineers, in which they did not l earn the 

t heories which would have led them to look more closely 
at just those effects of their proje cts Hhich have 

subsequently proved so damaging . Such theories are to 

be found in the biological s icences and particuiarly 

in ecology , for example the theory of food-chains in 
relation to high levels of DDT in mothers ' milk. 

Ideally, as in Homans ' brief a ccount , t e c hno logists 

and sc ientists help one another. The technologists tell 

the scientists what the latte r have left out. The 

scient i sts "need the r:1ost brutal reninders because they 

are always so charmed with their pictures they mi stake 

them for the real thing" ( 1 951 : 1 5). However it is 

difficult to find cases of s cientists actually acting on 

such guidance from the lower order s , which fact (if it 

be so) invites interpretat ion in terms of t he social 

class structure of scientists (Hudson 1972:53-56). One 

instance may be Darwin in t hat he "talked with expert 
breeders of &~imals and pl ants , and sent lists of 

questions to everyone who might have useful information" 

(Do,;ms 1956: 165; see Ferguson 1977 for more examples). 

It appears to be common enough for scientists to adopt 

technological phenomena for study, as Sadie Carnot the 

pioneer of thermodynamics did -- wi th steam engines 

(Cardwell 1972:129-138); sometimes they show embarrass

ingly clear signs of not availing themselves of the 

intuitions of practical people, as in the case of 
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Parent's simplistic analysis of waterwheels and his 
ill-founded recommendation that undershot wheels should 

be installed in preference to the overshot type. 

Cardwell's (1972:62-65, 78-82) a ccount of the 
do gmatism of Parent and other Newtonians of the time is 

an object-lesson in how not to interpret scientific 

knowledge ( cf s2. 7 above) . While i t seems unlikely that 

Newton himself would have condoned such dogmatism, the 

conventions of his time led him to forGU.late his 

Principia I:at hematica as axioms and for r.:ial deductions in 
the manner of Euclid' s geome try which was the cl:rrent 

exemplar of certa in knowledee. Eowever appropri ate it 

might be for ge ome try, t hat for m.at seems to be 

systematically misleading (in the sense of Ryle 1932) 
if the dogmatism of many of Newton's follo,,rers is any 

indication. Thus the frequent mention of Newtonian 
mechanics in l ater chapters shovid not be interpreted 
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as a sort of wor ship of Newton and his no l y Boo k . Rather 

it is reco gnised tha t, notwithstand i ng the misle&ding 

format of Principia and the mi sguided d cgoat ism of some 

Newtonians , t here a re many outstandingl y successful 

applications of Newtoni2n mechanics. Implicit in those 

applications is an interpret& tion of Newtonian mechanics ; 
it is that interpret at ion which is adop ted here as an 

exe mplar or standard of scientific knowledge agains t 

which we may compare abstract formulat ions of science, 
criteria for the scientific status of theories, and 

specific theories whose status is in question . It is 

not the easiest of standards to apply, for the interdepend

ence of history and philosophy of science is involved and 

some criterion for progress such as that proposed by 

Lakatos (s2.2 above) would be required for a rigorous 
discussion. (In this thesis the discussion has been 

simplified by taking certain history of science and 

formulations of theories such as Newtonian mechanics as 
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given ; if asked to justify them one would do so using 
Lakatos' criterion.) Ho-wever what this standard lacks 

in convenience it eains in validity, for to challenge 

it would be to argue tha t under no interpret a tion is 
Newtonian mechanics good science. 

The roles of Galilean science in technology may 

be illustrated by an outline of the early development of 

the steam engine. The development f alls into three 

phases: (1) the invention of the Newcomen engine, 

(2) Smeaton 's fine tuning of it, and (3) 'datt's design 

which succeeded it. 

Cardwell (1972:50-59) showed that the invention of 

the steam engine occurred as a result of the Copernican 

revolution, and in particular of the acceptance that 

terrestrial and celes tial me ch2.nics follow the same 

principles (cf s2.6 above). Air could no loneer be 

regarded as a substance filling all space (as in the 

saying 'nature abhors a vacuum '), for the ootions of the 
earth and the pl anets T,,rere evide nt l y no t retarded by a ir 

re s istance, neither was there an irres i stible eas t wind 

corresponding to the earth's rotation. Thus it followed 

tha t t he body of air must be finite and loca l to the 

earth; in other words 'the atmosphere wa.s discovered'. 
1hus it became r easonable to represent the air in terms 

of Archimedian fluid mechanics, as a finite ocean of 

fluid with a pressure at the earth's surface analogous 
to than at the bottom of an ocean of water. 

Early successful applications of this theory of 

the atmosphere, in the manner of normal science, included 

an interpretation of the operation and the well-known 

10-metre working limit of 'suction' pumps. A consequent 
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technological development was the invention of the mercury 
barometer. Various devices of no particular usefulness 

were invented~ in the manner of normal science, which. 

demonstrated the pressure of the atmosphere; in 
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particular Von Guericke 's appara tus (Cardwell 1972:55) 

Which may be seen as a v a cuum ve rsion of a modern 

hydraulic hoist . A large cylinder fitted with a piston 

was evacua ted by a small hand-ope rated air pump; the 

pressure of the atmosphere moved the piston with a n 

impre ss ive fo rce which was demonstrated by lifting heavy 

weights. 

Now at this time (c.1670) the terms 'force' and 

'power' had not acquired t he ir modern and clearly 

distinguished u sage s (Cardwell 1972:55n; J amme r 1957), 

so the presumption was that the a tmosphere was a new 

source of both force and power. The problem in harne ssing 

this source was to find a more convenient way of 

eva cuating the large cylinder. Some twenty years later 

a s olution was found: the cylinder was filled with 

steam, which was then condensed by a jet of cold water 

le a ving a fairly go od vacuum. This working principle 

was put t o use first in Savery 's engine of 1699 , and t hen 

in Newcornen ' s mo re successful engine of 171 2. The 

principle may be formul a ted: 

Steam is admitted to a cylinder, allowing the 
piston to rise; the steam is condense d by 
admitting cold water, leaving a v a cuum; 
a t mospheric pressure drives the piston down 
g iving t he power stroke. 

The first phase illustrates the effectiveness of a 

new re present a tiona l technique, in conjunct i on with a 

few principles, applied to familiar pheno mena even in 

the midst of conceptual confusion. Newcomen's engine 

obtained power not from the atmosphere but from the 

burning of coal; the atmosphere functioned in the manner 

of a weight lifted up by the steam and then releasing that 

stored energy as mechanical work as it returned to its 

starting-point. Lateral thinking and in particular the 

value of an 'intermediate impossible' (de Bono 1973:90-98) 

is also illustrated. While earlier attempts to obtain 
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practical power from fire and steam had failed 
(Cardwell 1972:56), t he attempt to gain power from 
atmospheric pressure, while theoretically impossible, 

led t o practical attainment of the objective that had 

defied more obvious methods . 

The second phase was John Smeaton's r ese arch 

(Cardwell 1972: 82f ) to reduce the fuel consumption of the 

Newcomen engine, which was so high tha t it was hardly 

worth using the engine except where coal was freely avail

able from nearby mines (cf Cardwell 1972:88). Smeaton 

built a model engine and represented its performance in 

terms of power output, and effic iency ( as work done per 

unit of coal burned). He systematic ally varied t he 

procedures of operation to find t hose which gave maxi mum 

powe r and maximum efficiency, which happened to occur 

toge t her . The optimum procedures were that some of the 

steam be left uncondensed in t he cylinder, and tha t some 
accumulation of air in the cylinder be allowed . Bo th 

of these procedures worked against the engine ' s working 

pr inciple of producing a vacuum, and we re no doubt 

anathema to purists such as Savery (cf Cardwell 1972:68f). 

The anomalous fact remained: Smeqton's procedures nearly 
doubl ed the efficiency of the engine, but h is r 8search 
gave no clue as to why those particular procedures were 

the best. This phase, in contrast t o t he third, 

illustrates t he limitations in technology of a mathematical 

input-output analysis which leaves the system studied 

unchanged in principle. 

The third phase was James Watt's primarily 

theoretical approach, which was so successful that it 

"constituted a refutation of the old adage that an ounce 

of practice is worth a ton of theory" ( Cardwell 1972: 85). 

Watt measured the amount of steam supplied to the cylinder 

in one cycle in a Newcomen engine, and found it to be 

much greater than the volume of the cylinder. He 
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interpreted t his ph enomenon in terms of the principle that 

steam condenses when heat flows out of it: he inferred 

that most of the steam was conde nsing on contact with the 

walls of the cy linder, which were cold from the spray of 

cold water at the end of the previous cycle. One 

conceivable solut ion was to spray in just enough cold 

water to condense the steam and produce a good vacuum, 

While leaving the cylinder and the water still hot. 

However 'Jatt re a lised t hat t his was impo ss ible, according 

to the principle tha t the boiling-point of water is 

lower at reduced pressures - so much so t hat tepid water 

boils in a v a cuum , which phenome non he was aware of 

(Cardwell 1 972 : 86) . 

1.vat t re al i sed that there were two conditions for 

ideal operation of the New comen principle: no c ooling 

of t he cylinder, and a good vacuum . He also saw that 

re ali sation of both conditions was theoretically i mposs ibJB 

(in the sense of Kas tler 197 0) in t he one cylinder. The 

solution was anothe r class ic of lateral t h inking : he 

proposed two cylinders, one for each principl e . Th e first, 

where t h e p i ston works , wou ld remain hot. The se cond, 

where the cold water c ondenses the s te am , would remain 

cold and produce a go od v a cuum. He bu ilt his engine 

a ccordingly . Despite its greater co mplexity, it was 

widely adopted on acc ount of its greatly improved 

efficiency . 

Smeaton ' s research conforms to the ideal of 

revolutionary experimental s cience pre sented a bove (s2.6). 

While using an e x i s ting technique of representation , it 

generated and demonstrated a new principle: that 

maximum power and efficiency occur with partia l conden

sation and retention of air in the cylinder. Howeve r 

this principle applied only to the Newcomen engine. 'ilatt 

by contras t worked with principles of more general 

applicability, which had been demonstrated with l a boratory 
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appara tus very much simpler than the steam eng ine of 

either form. A further contrast was tha t where Smeaton 

worked at t h e level of an input-output analys is, taking 

t he design of the engine a s g iven, 1:iatt studied the 

demonstrable proce s ses occurring with in the engine a s 

applications of those general principles and their 

inter 2.ctions. 'l'latt 's pri marily theoretic2.l approa ch was 

sufficient to prompt t he l a teral t h inking which lead to 

the obsolescence of t he engine so c arefully fine-tuned 

by Smeaton. 

One cannot even 2.rgue by ·way of consol at ion t hat 

Smeaton' s research was a nec e ssary prompt to :,.ratt ' s : as 

it happened, Watt's research arose not from Smeaton's 

anomaly but from t he t ypically t heoretical exe rci se of 

e xpl a ining the di 3s i milarity in :performance between scale 

mode l s of the Newcomen engine and full- s i ze engines 

(C ardwell 1972 :85 ). ( A comparable a tte mpt to g i ve 

e mp irica l r8search a h i s torical priority over t heore tical 

research, a t the expense of fals ifyin6 ~ui te re cent 

h i story, was docUuJ.ented by Po l any i ( 1 958 : 1 0 ) in t he case 
of the ~ichelson- Horley experiment and the r i se of 

~insteinian mecho.nics ; cf also Lakato s (1 970:159-165).) 
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It was suggested above ( s2 .7) that t e chnology may 

al s o be seen as normal sc i ence . ·rhis suggest ion may be 

ill u s trated by each of the three stage s in t he development 
of steam engines. 

In t he first stage the primary knowledge was that 

of the representational techniques and t he principles of 

Archimedian fluid me chanics, in conjunction with the 

principle of ope ration of the Newcomen engine forLJ.ulated 

above. The phenomena were t hose of t he opera ting 

engine. The secondary knowledge (cf s2.4 above) wa s 

that those phenomena conformed to the working principle, 

at least to the extent that such a machine did opera te 

and produce useful power. The discrepancies were those 

apparent from Smeaton's and Watt's respective 
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measurements performed on the engine, described above. 

In the second stage, Sme aton's input-output 

analysis, the primary lrnowledge involved the technique 

of repre senting t he machine ' s performance in terms of 

'power ' and 'efficiency', and t he principles otherwise 

lrnown as the definitions of those terms. The secondary 

knowledge was that the performance characteristics of 
the Newcomen engine conformed to those principles, and 
that both power and efficiency var ied acco rding to 

opera ting conditions (a s described above) with a 

maximum efficiency of about 8 million ft-lb. per bushel 

of co al (C ardwell 1972: 83n ). No discrepancies were 

mentioned in Cardwell's a ccount. 
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In the t h i r d stage, Watt's a l teration of the design 

of t n e Newcomen engine, the primary knowledge was that of 

t h e first stage toge t he r with the represent a tional 

technique of hea t flows and t he principles of s team 

c ondensat ion and of boiling-point de pre ssion stated above. 

The secondary knowledge WE.s that both the discrepancies 

concerning t he opera tion of t he Newcoraen engine, and the 

superior efficienc y of Watt's engine, conformed to t hose 

principles . Again no di scre pancies that would be part 

of tha t secondary knowledge were mentioned by Cardwell . 

v/hile each of those three cases o f technolo gi cal 

work generated secondary knowledge, it appears from the 

a bove reconstruction t hat none of t hem depended upon any 

secondary lrnowledge produced by pure normal science, such 

as may be found in a modern science data b ook. It migh t 

be interesting to examine a wider variety of cases of 
technological innovation to see whether t h is is a general 

pattern. (Of course if r elevant secondary knowledge is 

available then technologists will tend to use it. 

Several lines of inquiry were open: one could interview 

the technologists or read their records to see whether 

the knowledge was in fact used; one could see whether 
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the lmowledge was generated by earlier technology 

independently of pure normal science; and one could test 

the dependence of the innova tion on the knowledge by 

attempting an imaginat ive reconstruction of the innovation 
a.sit might have been done, in accord with an i deal of 

science and a general science of behaviour, but not 

involving t he secondary lmowledge in question .) The 

degree of dependence of technolo gy upon pure normal science 

would of course be relevant to any questioning of the 

current status of the latter (cf s2 .7 above) . 

Insofar as the representation of techno logy in this 

section is fair co mment, allowing for some degree of 

idealisation as is inevitable in any concise r a tional 
reconstruction of developments that took many decades, 

it seems that t he Galilean ide a l of s cientific knowledge 

may be r eadily applied to the proce s s of technology. 

2.9 Justification of theories 
In Cha pter 3 we consider t he justific ution of 

behaviourism in general; in Chapter 4 we call into 

question the justification of Stenhouse's ethological 

theory of intelligence. In this section we consider two 

criteria for justifi cation: apnlicat ion and scrutability; 

and a related desideratum: demonstration. The problem 

of justifying these criteria is also considered. 

The criterion of application requires that the truth 

of the existential statement of the Galilean ideal be 

substantiated by positive instances, that is, that it be 
shovm that there do exist phenomena which may be 

represented according to the technique of t he theory so 

as to conform to the principles of the theory. As Kuhn 

(1970:46-47) pointed out, applications of the theory to 

concrete phenomena serve a double function: firstly to 

establish the theory as at least a candidate for 

acceptance when it is first announced, and secondly to 
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convey the meaning of the theory and its distinctive 

concepts to successive generations of scientists. An 

application may involve the theory as a whole, including 

various interactions between the several principles - as 
distinct from a demonstration as formulated below. 
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A classic case is Newtonian mechanics, which was 

presented in Principia Mathematica toge ther with its 

application to the planetary motions. Lakatos (1970: 

135f) outlined the complex interactions between principles 

that were involved, and the gradual elaboration of an 

initial representation (so simplified as to be contrary 

to at leas t one principle of the theory) into a fully 

de ve loped represent a tion of the planetary orbits which 

had been inferred from previous observations . Lakatos 

(1970:130n5) a l s o showed that the phenomena or 'data' 

were themselve s by no means 'given' and fixed, but were 

dependent upon t he observational theorie s of Flamsteed 

the contemporary ast r onomer ; Newton cau sed great annoy
ance by continually revi s ing Fl amsteed 's observationa l 

theories in the light of his (Newton ' s ) theory, which 

Flamste ed was trying to refute . The circularity is 

reminiscent of that described above (s2 . 2 ) involving 

his tory and philosophy of science. 

Having shown that one's theory does have 

applications, one can make a stronger case for it if 

one can show that it ap11lies even to the phenomena which 
rival theorists cla im as their exemplars. This 

occurred for Newtonian me chanics with the interpret a tion 

of t he phenomena of "the circling heavens, a falling 

stone, smoke rising from a fire, the steady progress of 

a horse and cart" which Toulmin and Goodfield (1961 :248) 
listed as the exemplars of Aristotle's theory of motion. 

To use a military metaphor, having c ained control of 

some territory one sets out to conquer the home bases of 

one's rivals. ( This was attempted for the Galilean 
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ideal as a theory of science, in that the exemplars 

(s2.5 above) were drawn from Ayer who is a proponent 

of a rival theory.) 
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Scrutability (cf Bunge 1961 : 425) is the require ment, 

applied to a principle of a theory, that it be 

demonstrable frere from interactions with t he other 

principles of the t heory. It is not necessary that such 
a demonstration be accomplished, for it may be 

impracticable due to limitations in experimental techniques 

at a particu l ar time . It is sufficient that such a 

de monstration be seen as conceivable, not absurd. 

For example, Newton's principle of gravitational 

attra ction, published in the Princinia 1687, was scrutable: 

it was conceivable tha t if two masses were placed close 

to ge t her, it might be possible to measure the gr avitational 

force between t hem without involving the laws of 

motion. No absur dity was involved, as would have been 
the case had t he gravitational force been pe culiar to 

planets 2.nd o tr.er celestial objects. Indeed it was 

poss i ble t o calculate an approximate v2.lue for the force 

between a given pa ir of masses , by inference from 

astronomical a nd geolog ical data. The :principle was no t 

actually demonstrated until 1798 , in the Cavendish 

experiment expanded on below . 

Freud's theories of psychodynamics show a shift 

from early scrutability to later inscrutability, 

consistent with a theory on the defensive (cf Ziman 1968: 

28f). Skinner (1969:83f) noted that Freud cla imed at 

first to have interpreted neurosis in terms of neurology, 
biology and physics. Thus it ap~ears tha t Freud would 

have accepted suitable anatomical and physiological 

studies of the brain, as demonstrations of his principles. 

However Freud soon retreated from this position, seeing 

it in retrospect as "a kind of aberration". At that 

later stage he would presumably have seen the expectation 
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of such demonstrations as absurd . In Chapter 4 we 

note similar inscrutability in Stenhouse's theory of 

intelligence. 
Demonstration of all the principles of a theory 

is it s strongest justifica tion, for an accomplished 

demonstration establishes both application and scrutability 

as ·well. Once demonstrated, a theory may remain in go od 
currency despite the advent of other theories able to 

re-interpret the same phenomena more fully. The case of 

Newtonian and Einsteinian mechanics ·was described above 

(s1 .2); the similar case of the continued use of ray 

optics despite the advent of wave optics wa s re ported 
by Bunge (1974:32f). There are of course theories 

such as Aristotelian mechanics which appear to be 

thoroug1tly extinct. However on closer examination it 

may be tha t they a re alive and well in some applications, 

or (a s in the case of phlog i s ton theory, below) tha t they 

never were de monstra ted i n t he present sense. 

Demonstra tio n of a principle often r equires a 

contrived experimental system in order to create 

phenomena sufficiently free from intera ctions "\·Tith other 

principles . Such controlled experiment~tion wa s 

pioneered by Galileo with the use of al most weightless 

strings , almost friction-free pl2nes and pulleys 

(Cardwell 1972:36) anu similar de monstration apparatus 

familiar to every physics student. Sometimes an 

interaction cannot be eliminated bu t can be identified 

and compensated for; this commonl ~r happens with friction 

in demonstration machines and corre sponds to (in Fisher's 

sense - s2 .6 above) 'controlling' for friction. 

Sometimes the ideal system cannot be contrived in the 

laboratory but must be imagined as the extrapolated limit 

of a series of real systems ; Galileo had to treat free 

fall in a vacuum in this way, as the limit of a series 
of systems involving free fall in fluids, ranging from 
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treacle through water to air. In such a 'thought 
experiment' one might prefer to say that the principle 

was merely shovm to be scrutable, without having been 

demonstrated. 
There seems to be a common belief tha t one must 

hold constant all t he extraneous variables in an 

experiment. On the contrary, Lykken (1968:156n3) argued 

for 'systemic re plic ation' in which "one allows all 

supposedly irrelevant f actors to vary from one subject 
to the next in the hope of de monstra ting that one has 

correctly identified the variables which are really 

in control of the behaviour being studied" . (?or an 

example of systemic replication see Bitterman (1960; 

1965); for a more extended discussion of systematic 

analysis, which appears to be the same thing, see Sidman 

(1960:110-139).) Likewise Skinner (1935:472) argued 
that t he demand for exact reproducibility should be 

tempe red and more we i ght be 8 i ven to sirnplici ty or 

consistency of data : "to insist upon the const ancy of 

pr operties Hhich can be shown not to affect the 

measurements in hand is to make a fetish of exactitude". 

Both of these recommendat ions point in t he dire ction of 

a more convincing de ~onstration of a given principle , 

remembering that a principle "picks out a few of the 

factors at work in particular situations and describes 

systematically the relations between these factors" 

(Homans 1951 :15, cit s2.8 above). 

A classic demonstration was the Cavendish 

experiment mentioned above which demonstrated Newton's 

principle of gravitation as expressed in the formula 

( s 2 • 5 above ) : 
I 2 

F = G.m.m /d 

The apparatus was a torsion balance, in which a 

suspended rod with a mass on each end moved when two 
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other masses were brought close to the two suspended 

masses . The experiment was reported by Sears and 

Zemansky (1970:60) as a means of determining the 

constant G; however with such an apparatus the principle 

may be fully demonstrated by varying the sizes of the 

suspended masses .!!!, the other masses _!g' , and the distance 

between masses d, and showing that the resulting 
variations in the force F conform to the principle . 

The method of systemic replic ation may also be applied 

by varying (or allowing to vary with weather etc.) the 

co mposition and shape of the masses , air pressure, 

tempera ture and other vari abl es , to show tha t they do 

not interact with the principle being demonstrated ond 

may therefore be neglected. 

It 1·ras suggested above that a theory, once 

demonstrated, may be rel atively safe from being 

overturn2d by a rival t heory . However it is not easy to 

decide whether a t heo ry has been de monstrated , for an 

a pparently accomplished demonstra tion may be overturned 

when so me apparently i ns i gnific o.nt d etail is represented 

a s essential by a rival theory . This fate befell 

Stahl's phlogiston theory as reported by Toulmin and 

Goodfield (1962:212-228; cf Toulmin 1957). The theory 

represented the pro ce sses of burning and calcination 

(roasting a me t al in air to form a calx) as the release 

of phlogiston contained in the fuel or metal . It was 

re adily applied to the burning of solid fuels, accounting 

for the evident loss in weight. It was scrutable under 

Priestly's interpretation, though not for some other 

investigators who preferred to avoid the question of 

whether phlogiston had positive or nega tive weight . 

Priestly demonstrated that when minium (lead c alx) was 

heated in 'inflammable air ' (hydrogen) contained over 

water, the 'inflammable air ' was consumed and the calx 

became lead metal. He saw this as the calx absorbing 
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phlogiston, and thus identified 'inflammable air' as 

phlogiston itself. In the modern theory, following 

Lavoisier, we see the hydrogen removing combined 

oxygen from the calx (met al oxide) to form the metal 

and water. The r emarkable fact is that Priestly himself 

noticed the far rr.2.t ion of water, but dismissed it as a 

by-product of the reaction. Such complicat ions were and 

still are co mmon enough in chemical experimentation. 

However such a complicat ion constitutes an interaction 

between princi:-1les, which ind ico. tes that Priestly' s 
experiment did not strictly de monstrate his phlogiston 

principle. 
The phlogiston theory is now t horoughly defunct. 

Priestly may have thought he had proved it, but in the 

words of de Bono's '2nd law' (1971:113): 
"Proof is often no more than lack of imaginat ion 
in providing an a lternative explanation." 

At the ri s k of start in~ on an infinite r ee;re ss , vre 

next consic.er the jus tific ation of the £..bove criteria for 

justifica tion. :Jpace do es not rermi t a conclusive 

ar6ur.1ent; all t h c. t is a ttempted here is 2.ri outline of 
how the argument rJi ght be conducted . 

Feyerabend (1975) a rgued, on the basis of a 

det ailed analysis of Galileo's role in the Copernican 

revolution (and other historical material), for a 

position of episte mo logical anarchism which involves the 

rejection of any formal criteria for justification of 

theories (and hence, it would appear, the rejection of 

the ideal of rational criticism). However, even if 1,1e 

agree with Feyerabend 's r ational criticism (the paradox 

is deliberate) of those criteria which he specified, we 

need not therefore reject all criteria but instead may 

seek others which are more in accord with the history of 

science. Thus the criteria proposed may be initially 

justified to the extent that they escape Feyerabend's 

criticisms (1975:10-15). 

53 
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Bunge ( 1 961 ) discussed some 23 desiderata for 

scientific t heories. However the pre sent dis cussion 

do es not att empt to specify all that one mi ght hope for 

in a theory, but r a t her to specif y what one may reasonably 
insist u pon and u se as criteria for rejecting theories a s 

unscientific. Two such criteria are proposed: applicat

ion and scrutability. (The desideratum of de monstra tion 

i s included in t he above di s cussion because scrutability 

is fo rmula ted in terms of it and because the s crut ability 
of a t he ory is i mplied by a demonstration of it s 

principles.) The importance of those two criteria f or 

t his t hes i s lies in t he ir u se in the defence of 

behaviouri sm (Chapter 3) and in t he critiQue of 

Stenhouse's etholo c;ic a l the ory of i n telligence (Chapter 

4). Thus it may be objected (in defence of Stenhous e 's 

t heory) that one or both of t hose criteria should properly 
be considered merely de siderata. The appropri ate support 

for such at1 objection would be exar::.ples of ind i sputably 
scientific theories whic h do not fulfil the c r i teria in 

Question . tltern2.tively it may be objected (by Hay of 

disputing the s cient i fic status of behaviourism ) that 

t here are other criter i a for a sc i entific t heory which 

are not me t by behaviouri sm . ( Such other criteria ~i ght, 

for example, be drawn from Bunge's list of desiderata.) 

Such an objection would of course need to reckon with 

Feyerabend 's criticisms of the usual criteria , and with 

other criticisms such as that given below (s3.2) of the 

criterion that the phenomena to which a theory is applied 
must be predictable. 

This concludes the main expo s ition of a Galilean 

ide al of science, although certain points are elaborated 

as a s ides in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTBR 3 : Behaviourism 

3. 1 Behaviourism as Galilean science 

The idea that Skinner's work conforms to a 

Galilean or Pl atonic ideal of s cience is not new. 

Revusky (1974) presented it ·with a few examples. While 

he used the term 'Platonic', his examples of experimental 

physics are obviously Galilean. He also showed that 

major traditions in biology , particularly physiology and 

irnounology, c onform to a Platonic i deal rather t han to 
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the Aristotelian view of science held by rt.A . Hinde ( 1966: 

5). ( It is ironica l that Hinde ( 1966: 6f) cited 

Toulmin (1 953) with approval, yet was apparently 

unaware that :hi s view of s cience corresponds to that 

natural history which Toulmin (1953) took pains to 

distinguish from science .) The misrepresentati on of 

the physiology of respiration, of which Revusky accused 

Hinde, is reminiscent of the misrepresentations of other 

s c iences by that other Aristotelian Aye r, documented in 

Chapter 1 above . 

An implicitly Galilean textbook of behaviourism is 

Principles of Psychology by Keller and Schoenfeld (1950). 

Fred Keller was well regarded by Skinner (1953 dedication ; 
1956: 103); Keller and Schoenfeld have dedicated to them 

jointly both a text in the methodology of behaviourist 

experiments (Sidman 1960) and a collection of r eadings to 

accompany their text (Verhave ed 1966). It will be 

cited as (K & S) for brevity1 • 

Behaviourism is re ad ily formulated as Galilean 

science. The primary knowledge is:-

1. It seems rather odd that, despite the obvious 
status of the authors in the behaviourist school and a 
positively glowing introduction by the Editor of the 
reputable Century Psychology Series, their text is still 
available in the first printing, of which I have ( 1977) 
bought a copy. 
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There exist behavioural phenomena which can be 
represented as responses and stimuli (whose 
temporal patterns may in the operant case t e 
further represented by operant strengths and 
contin~encies of reinforcement respectively), 
so as to conform to the principles listed 
below ... 
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Before proceeding to t he list of principles, some 

clarification of t h e technique of representing behavioural 
phenomena as r e sponses and stimuli may be in order. 

Unfortunately Skinner's (1935) paper on the subject was 

turgid and predated his (1 937 : 491) departure fro m t he 
re presenta tional t echni que of S- R reflexology , altl-:.ough 
it is still worth the effort of r eading it. 

The term ' stimulus ' as used here includes t he 

cues and reinforcers of the operant p rinciples, in 

addition to the conditioned and unconditioned stimuli of 

respondent pri nc iples. ' Stimulus ' is t he Latin for 

' go ad' ( Skinner 1969 : 3), and unl ess one is careful such 

conno t at i ons creep into i ts usage in ope r s.nt contexts 

even t houeh t hey are app roprirrte onl y in r espondent 

contexts . 
The terms 'respon se ' and ' st i mulus ' nay be unders tood 

as anal agous to the Ue1·1tonian tero 'force'. In mechanics 

t he pheno~ena we observe are interactions between bodie s , 

othe r.ri se knovm as actions and re a ctions. To take a 

very simple example, r.·re ob serve t he earth and t he moon in 

orbit around t he ir common centre of centre of mass . ';! e 

represent the phenomena by taking each body in turn and 

drmring what is called a 'free-body diagram ' for it. 

That diagram shows the body apart from any others in the 

system. Each interaction between that body and others is 
represented as a force. In this simple case of two 

bodies,with the gravitational attraction as the only 
interaction, each free-body di agram shows one body with 

a single force acting on it in the direction of the other 

body. In more complex systems (eg. the sun, the earth 
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and the moon) e a ch body has several forces acting on it; 

there may be any number of bodies. 
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Now it happens tha t in Newtonian mechanic s , for 

each force ( action) on one body there i s an equal and 

opposite force (reaction) on another body . This gives 

me chanical interactions a conveni ent syiru:1etry and 

simultaneity. However such is not the case in behaviour, 

which is why the t wo terms 'response ' and 'stimulus', 

unlike the terms ' action ' and 'reaction', canno t be 

r epl a ced by a single term such as 'force'. 

A famil i ar example of interaction between two 

organisms mi ght be a te a cher and a pupil in a tutoring 

or coaching s itua tion. ';/e re pre sent t he te acher as 

emitting various r e s ponses and being acted on by various 

stimuli; likewi se the pupil. Some of t he teacher's 

responses are s timuli to the pupil, some of t he pupil's 

responses are stimul i to the te acher , and some responses 

of each ar e not perceived by the other and thus are not 

stimuli to the other . ?unctional rel a tionships betvrnen 

the st i muli and re s:9onses for each o::cgani s o. are expre s sed 

in the principles to be listed be low. I·'iore co mplex 

social sys tems may be re preGented in the same manner. 

This r epre sentat ional te chnique is not restricted 

to interactions between organisms; as Skinner ( 1953) 

made clear it is equ ally applic abl e to inte r actions 

between an organism and inanimate ob ject s . An example 

is a potter uorking clay on the wheel. Using the 

technique of behaviourism we re prese·nt t he potter as 

emitting various responses and being acted upon by 

v arious stimuli. Using t he several techniques of 

physics we re present the clay as acting upon the potter's 

body and being acted upon by it. Some of t h e potter's 

r esponses are actions upon the clay; some of the actions 

of clay are stimuli to the potter. 

While formul a ted in te rms of discrete responses, 
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this representational technique h&s been modified by 
Schoenfeld and Farmer (1970) to feature a continuous 

'behaviour stream'. This development of the theory is 

comparable to that in Newtoni8.n mechanics, from the 

re presenta tion in terms of discrete forces as above, 

to the continuous 'force fields' now used in some 

ap plica tions (cf Bohm 1970). One physic a l metaphor 
which may prove helpful with r egard to the 'behaviour 

stream' was suggested in another context by Erich 

Jantsch (1975:xvii-xviii): 

"Quite generally, an evolutionary perspe ctive 
emphasises proce s s over structure, t he exchange 
of energy over its con t a inment, fle xibility and 
change over stability. It goes even f urt:1e r -
it is intere sted in the order of process. 
Structure t hen is an i nciQent al product of 
interacting proce sses , no no r e solid t han t he 
grin of t he Cheshire ca t [ a vi ew tha t find s 
cons idera ble support in modern t heorie s of 
atomic structure]. Its phys i cal image i s that 
of a standing-wave pattern a s it may be 
observed, for e xanple, in t he conflue nce of t ,-ro 
ri ve rs; when t he flo w· change s, t he s t andinc;- -wave 
pattern chanees, too. It is t h e proce sses 
which determine structure, not tr·~e other ·,my 
around. And it i s t he ordered sequ ence of 
four-dimensional space/time event s wh ich 
determines t he course of a proce ss " (origina l 
emphas is). 

The noun ope r an t i s u sed to des i gnate, not an 

a r bitrary class of res pon ses, but a class whose joint 

strength varie s according to t he principles of operant 

conditioning (Skinne r 1969:88-92, 127-132; Catania 

1 973b). (Likewise the Newtonian term 'mass' is used 

for, not an arbitrary me asure of the amount of matter 

in a body, but a measure which conforms t o the principles 

of Newtonian mechanics.) The terD operant strength as 

applied to a response is used here in the sense of 

'strength of the operant of which the response is a 

member'. In operant principles 'strength' is used in 

the sense of probability or frequency of the emitted 
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response (Skinner 1969:75; K & S:50); in respondent 

principles 'streng th' refers to the physical magnitude 

or intensity of tre elicited response (K & S:12). 

Now to the foreshadowed list of principles. It 

is not exhaustive, but rather selected for importance in 

interpre ting common human behaviours to a first 

approximation. Skinner (1969:22-25) gave a more 

comprehensive list, formulated as nutshell experimental 

exemplars r a ther than abstractly as below. 

Fuller reports of demonstrations, together with 

comparable formulat ions in some c a ses, may be found in 

Keller and Schoenfeld (1950) as cited for each principle . 
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(1) Operant emission: Responses are emitted 

without stimulus or reinforcement. The strength of any 

given oper ant prior to any reinforcement is called its 

operant level, which is routinely determined in controlled 

animal experiment s (K & S:76). However most human 

re s ponse s , except in i n f ant s , a re e as ily seen as par t s 

of conditioned operant s and no strictly 'ope r an t l eve l' 

can be determined, only a 'ba seli ne' sho 1,ring t h e effects 

of prior and current reinforce me nt . Th e same oay a lso 

be true for higher animals raised in divers e and 

uncontrolled env ironments - such &s Kohler's 'insightful' 

apes (Nillenson 1967:333-335). 

(2) Onerant reinforcement: A response is 

followed by a stimulus, and the operant strength rises 

to a higher stable level. The stimulus is called a 

reinforcer (K & S:42-51 ). This is also lmown as the 

Law of (Operant) Conditioning or the Law of :2ffect. 

Two forms can often be distinguished: in positive 

reinforcement the reinforcer is the presen'.: ation or onset 

of some stimulus, in negative reinforcement the reinforcer 

is the removal or cessation of some stimulus, and the 

distinction becomes arbitrary when the reinforcing event 

is a change from one stimulus to another (K & S: 61 f). 
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(3) Operant extinction: Jin. ope r ant occurs 

without reinforceo errt and its strength decre a ses 

(K & S:70-83). 
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(4) Operan t s pontane o1,:_s r e covery: An extinguished 

operant rise s in stre ngth without reinforcement 

( K & S: 76-78 ). 

(5) Operant cue discrioi nation: An operant is 

reinforced in t he presence of one r a nse of values o f a 

stimulus (called positive cues) ~~d i s extingui shed in t he 

presence of othe r val ues of t~e s timul us (c elled 

nega tive cues). Aft e r t his proce ss (c ~lled di s cr imi nat~n 

t r a ining) t he opera.vi t strength r i ses f ollowing t he onse t 

of a positive cue and f2. ll s f ollowing t he onse t of a 
negat i ve cue . Th e operant is t he n sai d to be 

dis cri~i nat ed t o t he cue (K & S:115-163). The proce s s is 

u sually known as 'opc r ant s tir:;mlus discrimination' ; the 

tero ~ is adopt ed he r e t o avoid confu.:::: i on 1·1i th the 

s timul u s in re spondent processes , 2nd t o avoid both the 

cuobers or:.e term ' discrimina tive s t imulus ' cmd t l:e 

t ypogr aphic al ly i nc onvenient sy~bols ( SD) for po3 i t i ve 

and ( SA) f or neeat i ve cue . Ho~·1e ve r t he term s timulus 

discrimi nation will be used to re f e r gener ica lly to t h e 

ope r ant and r e spondent proce s ses . 

(6) Oper ant cue general isation: Afte r cue 

cue 

discrimina tion has occurred , a second cu e is presented 

which is s imilar but not identical to t he pos i t i ve (or 

negat ive) cues previously used. The oper2n t streng t h 

incre ases (or, for a negative cue, decreases ) to a degree 

which i s a f unction of the closeness of t he cue s along 

some phys ic "' l dimens ion (K & S: 115-163). The t e r m 

stimulus Rener alisation will be u s ed to refer generica lly 

to the ope r ant and respondent proce s s e s. 

(7) Operant variability: The successive 

responses of an ope 1'ant vary along various physical 

dimensions (K & S:164-196). Some instances of this are 
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known as 'positive transfer of training' ( cf K & S: 169). 

(8) Operant differentiation: Some varia tions 

of an operant are reinforced while others are extinguished. 

The operant is said to be shaped as the physical 

dimens ions of the model re sponse change (K & S:164-196). 

In practice tr~is may be combined with operant cue 

discriminat ion to shape two distinct operants out of one, 

as in childhood language le a rning (cf K & S: 380-387). 

(9) Respondent elicita tion: A stimulus elicits 

a response. A stimulus and its response are kno un a s 

a reflex or responde nt ( K & S:4). 

( 1 0) Resnondent reinf orce ment: An unconditioned 

stimulus (UCS), which elicits some re sponse R, occurs 

together with a second stimulus. Subsequently tha t 

second s timulus a lone elicits R. The second stimulus 

is then called a condit ioned stimulus (CS) (K & S:15-20). 

(11) Respondent extinction: A conditioned 

stimuius (CS) occurs alone , and the stren0t h of t n e 

re s ponse de cre a ses ( K & S : 68-70). 

(12) Res pondent spontaneous recovery : After 

extinction, and without further reinforcer:u.ent , the 

strength of the response elicited by t~e OS rises 

(K & S:70). 

(13) Respondent stimulus genera lisation: A 

stimulus which is similar but not identical to a g iven 

CS or UCS elicits the corresponding response at a strength 

which is a function of the closeness of t he stimuli along 

some phys ical dimension (K & S:115f). 

(14) Respondent stimulus discrimination: A CS 

which is variable is reinforced for some values and 

extinguished for others (K & S:115-118). 

The secondary knowledge of behaviourism may be 

found in reviews of the applications of behaviourism, 

such as Skinner (1957) and the various sources listed 

below (s3.3) for applications of behaviourism. 
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Certain other processes, while arguablJ principles 

in their own right, may be represented as special cases 

of t he above proce sse s. Examples are: 

( 1 5) Escape learning : After operan t negat ive 

reinforcement, a subsequent present a t ion of the negative 

reinforcer (aversive stimulus) i n creases the strength of 

the response (cf Sidman 1966: 485). This may be 
represented as the one s timulus being both a negative 

reinforcer and a positive cue for the response. 

( 1 6) Frustra tion: A s chedule of c ontinuous 

operant reinforcemen t is abruptly terminateG . The 

following responses inc r e a se in magnitude , vari ability 

and damaging effect s , and are often called ' aggressive' 
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or 'angry' (K & S: 342f; l'i illenson 1967: 445-44 7). This 

may be represented as respondent e licitat ion of res ponses 

such as adrenalin se cretion (Hhere the s timulus i s the 

a brupt ce ssation of t he contin t:;ency), in conjunction with 

operant cue d i scriminat ion (1.rhere t he abrupt ce ssation of 

the continc;ency i s a pos itive cue f or incre ased rr:agni tude 

and vaTi abili ty of r esponses ). ( 'di t h r epeat ed terminat

ions of a c ontinuous s chedule , i n t he procedure called 

pe riodic reconditioning, both t he res poncients and operants 

of f rustra tion undergo extinction (K & S 89- 91 ); t nis 

sugge sts that both may be product s of prior l earning .) 

This principle (16) i s similar t o the frustr a tion

ag6re s sion hypothesis of Dollard et a l, sta t ed as 

"frustrat ion l ead s to aggre ss ive action" (Hilgard & Bower 

1975:356). It may be objected that t his i s only a 

hypothesis, not a principle. The term ' hypothe s is' did 

not a rise in the exposition of Galilean science, but it 

may be t aken as referring to a principle which is not 

yet demonstrated, as was the case for Newton's law of 

gravitation until Cavendish. In accord with t he view 

argued a bove (s2.9) that it is not necessary that a 

scientific principle be actually demonstrated, as distinct 
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from being scrutable, the term 'principle' refe rs also 

to such hypotheses. \'lhile this may dissolve the 

objection by semantic clarification, there is more to be 

learned from it. Demonstra tions of t he principle in 

question have been reported (K & S ; l·Iillenson 1967 - as 
above) . Unless it be argued th~t the al lege d demonstrat

ions did not succeed in displaying the principle free 

from confounding interactions with other principles , there 

is no re ason to call the principle a hypothesis in any 

Galilean sense . ';/hat does remain unproven is the truth 

of the principle interpreted as an i,r i stotelian general 

law, tha t aggre ss ion is an inevitable consequenc e of 

frustration (H & B:356) or that all instances of 

frustration are also instances of aggression. For an 

Ar istotelian the principle may indeed re main merely a 

hypothes i s . 

( 1 7) Secondary positive r e inforcerient: After 

operant cue discrimin8.tion, the positive cue f unctions as 

a positive reinforcer in ope rant reinforcer.,ent (K & S 

231-261) . It is al s o knoun as 'c onditioned reLlforcen:ent ' 
by an ' a cquired reinforce r'. It mi eh t be t hought th2.t 

t he phenomena would be more simply r e pr e::,ented in terms 

of the principle of respondent reinforceraent, or an even 

s i mpler principle of stimulus-pairing; mos t of the 

phenomena do seem amenable to such represent ations. 

However Viillenson (1967:249f) argued tha t merely pairing 
a stimulus with a primary reinforcer is not sufficient to 
make the s timulus into a secondary reinforcer: the 

pairing is effective only when it conforms to the 

principle of operant cue discrimination. 

(18) Secondary negative reinforcement: After 

respondent reinforcement, the conditioned stimulus 
functions as a negative reinforcer in operant reinforce

ment (K & S:249-261). Here there seems to be no 

objection to the simpler representation in terms of 
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re spondent reinforcement or s timulus-pairing ; indeed 

the first exaffiple g i ven by Keller and Schoenfeld (p249f) 

does n ot obviously conform to t he principle of operant 
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cue discrimination (despite their use of operant notation) , 

for t he unconditioned stimulus is "inescapable" and 

t herefore not contingent upon any response . The 

repor t ed phenomena could perhaps be repre ~ented in terms 

of operant cue discri minati on in conjunction with 

superstitious negat ive reinforceoent (c f K & S: 102-1 04 ), 

but in the absence of any objection to the simpl er 

respondent representation t his seems pointlessly complex . 

For most phenonena represented in tercs of operant 

reinforcenent differentiation or cue di scrimination , one 

or bo t h of the above proce sses of se c ondary reinforcement 

must be included to produce a r epresentation consistent 

with the principles, even where a primary reinforcer 

such as delivery of f ood occurs . According to the 

principl e of ope rnnt reinforcement it is the response 

followed by the reinforcer that is strengt hened . If 

the reinforcer i s delayed core than a second or so after 

a e iven respon se , as i s usually the case Hith primary 

reinforcers , t here is time for some other response to 

occur and be streng t hened instead even t hough it was not 

effect i ve in producing the primary reinforcer (cf K & S 

208- 212; Skinner 195 1:560 ; r-Iillenson 196 7:238) . 
However, provided that t he given response is fol l owed 
i mmediately by some stimulus which has a ·hi story Hi th 

that or ganism as a positive cue or a conditioned 

stimulus and which i s a reinforcer when pr esented on it s 

own, we may r epresent the observed strengthening of t h e 

g iven r esponse as secondary positive or negative 

reinforcement respectively. For exampl e , in the 

' Skinner Box' t he c lick of the f ood d i spenser is such 

a s timulus, having the history of a positive cue for the 

response of approaching the food dispenser . (In the 
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early stages of training a rat, the response of 

a pproaching the food dispenser is the one strengthened 

by the primary reinforcer of food presentation, and has 

to be discrimina ted to the click of the dispenser before 

the click becomes a positive secondary reinforcer.) 
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If the above formula tion of behaviourism is adequate 

in relation to its limited length, and if it is not 

systematically misle ading, then behaviourism conforms to 

the Galilean formul at ion of s cience proposed in Chapter 

2. This is but a first step towards showing that 

behaviourism is g ood Galilean s cience. 

Re plies to criticisms 

Skinner (1974; 1969:98-104) identified various 

co omon objections to behaviourism 2nd dispelled them as 

being based, in ge neral, on over-simplified and naive 

views of the scie nce. In this section we treat one 

general objection which reveals a very comrr.on e1isu nder

standing of the physic a l sciences, f ollowed by re plie s 

to so me critics who a re academics i n the fi e l d of 

behavioural studies. 

There is a co mmon be lief tha t scientific analysis 

c annot be applied to such complex and indetermina te 

phenomena a s ordinary human be haviour. However t h e 

problems in so doing are not unlike those me t in 

applying scientific theories to the complex phenomena 

that are quite common in inanimate systems, of which the 

weather is but one example. Skinner (1957:156) noted 

the compara bility of, on t he one hand the irregular 

behavioural r e cord curve that would be obtained for the 

response of sipping one's breakfast coff ee, and on the 

other hand the irregular cooling curve that would be 

obtained for the tempera ture of the coffee in the cup. 

However it could be objected that the irregularity of 

the cooling curve is due to the interaction between the 
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cooling process and the behavioural process. Hence it 
' may be worth while to elaborate the case of the weath er 

a s one where irregularities obviously occur in the 

absence of distu rba nces fro m t h e beha viour of h umans or 

other organisms. 
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Weather predictions are notoriously both imprecise 

and unrelia ble; in tha t sens e t he weat he r is indeterminate. 

Yet ~eterolog ica l phe nomena may be interpreted in terms 

of the phy s ic a l p rinciples of t h ermod ynamic s and t he like. 

These principle s hav e be en demonstra t ed to h i gh d e g re e s 

of precision, which i s t o say t hat t he l aboratory 

phenomena which d e mons t rat e t hem a r e h i ghl y determinate . 

The i ndetermina cy of t he weat h er a rises f ro m t h e 

compl exity of interactions between part s of t h e weat he r 

syste m, and in particula r fro m t h e instabilities a nd 

positive fe e dbac k s t hat a ri s e in particular c onfigura tions 

of t he sys t em as i n t h e fo rmatio n of a t or nado . 

human behaviour s h ows s i mila r inde t ermi nacy a t times 

(cf Forre s t er 1971 ) , one wond e rs what i s g a i ned by sett i ng 

it beyond t he reac h of s cient i f i c anal ys i s. 

The weather is no t t he onl y case wte re phy s i cs has 

problems i n g i ving pre ci se anal yses of c ompl e x syst ems . 

For example, a small number of bod i es int eractin g unde r 

g r avit a tiona l a ttraction alone wou l d be a v e r y modes tly 

co mplex physical system. Yet this is t he su bje ct of t h e 

' multi-body probl e m' which has troubled astrono mi cal 

phy s icists since Newt on ( as any proof of the stability of 

t he s olar system de pends on a general solution to t h is 

problem) and for which 11a gene ral s olution ..• is not y e t 

indubitably s e cured" (Hanson 1965:11 8 ). Furt her, Sie gel 

(1965:122) argued tha t s uch inability to g ive t he 

rigorous deductive proofs "su ch as are cla i me d t o be 

po ss i ble in the 'exact science' of phys ics" is endemic 

throughout physics, and (p126) tha t wider recog nition of 

this "would furnish a basis for ridding science of the 
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the invidious exclusion of the social sciences by the 

physical sciences, and of the excessively sharp 

distinction between the quantitative and non-quanti

tative sciences". 
Further, one rai ght a r gue that the application of 

behaviourism can be easier than is the case in physical 

sciences, a t least at a qualitative and semi-quanti

tative level sufficient t o guide practical intervention. 

The behaviourist can perce ive t he responses and stimuli 

of human i n teract ion directly Hi th t r..e unaided senses , 

whereas t he physicist has to use indirect m.: ans such 
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as instrumen ts or inference to ' perceive' t he for ces, 

electric currents and other co m::ponents of his re present

a tional t echniques. The pr actising physicist or engineer 

seldom has t he l uxury of a current me ter in every wire 

2nd a strain eauge on every girder , nor can tha 

ffieteorologi s t perceive the a ir f ressures, te mperatures 

and velocities of the many parts of his ·weuther systeL1 

except by very scanty 'sar.:plin.::: with instrur.1ents . Yet 

the behaviourist interactinc; with a clinical subject, 

or to a lesser extent moving about a classroom, can have 

this sort of direct perception of response s and stimuli. 

Farticularly in practical work (i.e. technolo gy , cf s2.8 

above), despite the impression given by ~.L. Glynn (1975), 

it is not always necessary to count responses and plot 

a curve in order to see what is going on (Skinner 1951; 

Ferster 1967). When control such as that shown i n the 

graphs of Siepkes (1973) and Williams (1959) is the order 

of the day, a skilled behavioural observer can follow 

the changes in sufficient detail to oonitor the success 

of the intervention. We may however concede that the 

plotting of such graphs plays a major role in the 

perceptual training which produces a skilled behavioural 

observer. This concludes the digression and also the 

discussion of the objection on principle to any science 
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of behaviour. 
When considering some objection to behaviourism 

in particular, an appropriate first step is t o check tha t 

the objection does apply to one's own school of 

behaviourism, in this case the Skinnerian or operant 

school which according to Kantz (1972) is so clearly 

defined within psychology as to be somewhat isola t ed from 

non-operant psychology. One could pe rform t his che ck 

by examining the a r guments in ea ch case. Howe ver t h is 

t akes time , and a r apid me t hod of screening objections is 

available : one checks t he author index or bibliography 

of t he work for cita tions of Skinne r or any of the more 

prominent Skinnerians sucn as Keller , r1:illenson , Sidman 

and Schoenfeld . It is a l most axio matic th a t a 

substant i a l criticism of a position should cite a t lea st 

one of its major.exponents. When a writer such as 

Konrad Lorenz (1965) addresses his criticisms to 

behaviour i sm and cites Pavlov, IIull ond Thorndike but 

not Skinner or any of the better- known Skinr..erians , it 

seems r easonable to assu~e t hat t he criticisus are 

addressed to non-Skinnerian var i et ie s of behaviourism . 

Thus it i s difficult to know what to make of t he 

criticisms of "behaviour modification t he ory" ond of 

"operant conditioning" presented by Stenhouse (1974) and 

many others . Both terms in their current usage refer 

specifica l ly or primarily to Skinnerian behaviourism. 

Yet on closer examina tion so me of these critici sms 

betray an apparent ignorance of the literature of 

behaviourism. One example is fro m Stenhouse (1976:55): 
11 
••• while effective techniques of behaviour 

modification have been developed, we have little 
real understanding of why or how t hey work and, 
most significantly, behaviour modification 
theory offe r s no guidance whatsoever as to how 
intelligent and resp9nsible (let alone morally 
acceptable) decisions can be made as to the 
long-term goals towards which behaviour should 
be modified". 
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To take the last point first, the design of 

cultures was a recurring theme in Skinner's writings 

(eg. 1953:3-10; 1969:1-74; 1972:3-65) in which 
behaviour modification theory (i.e. behaviourism) was 

an integral part of the consideration of long-term 
social change. He even wrote the utopian novel 

\'lalden Two ( 1948) illustrating his proposals; it is 

difficult to believe tha t Stenhouse was unaware of this 

bo ok and its clo se relationship to beha viour modific ation 

theory. ( By way of counter-a ttack , we may note that 

etholo0y ha s its own proble ms in t he context of morality 

and social change: as Skinner (1969:196) sugge sted, 

"Konrad Lorenz's recent book On Aggression 
0966] could be seriously misle ading if it 
diverts our attention fro m relevant manip
ulable variables in the current environoent 
to phylogenetic contingencies which, in 
their sheer remoteness, encourage a 
noth ing-can-be-done-about-it a ttitude". 

The politic a l d angers of ethology thus applied were 

elabora ted by Hontagu (1976:283-299); t he relevance of 

behaviourism to social revolution wc.s explored by 

Holla nd (1974).) 
Then there is Stenhouse's cla i m t hat we have 

"little r eo.l unde r st anding of why or how [the techniques 

of behaviour modi f ic a tion] ·work". I n view of t he fact 

tha t most of the techniques in colfillon use are trans parent 

applic a tions of the principles of behaviouri sm (s3.1 

above), often only one or two principles in e ach case, 

it is difficult to see how this falls short of a 

"real understanding of why or how they work". It may 
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of course be that Stenhouse is referring to some "real 

understanding" which no Galilean science (such as Newtonian 

mechanics) can give of the relevant phenomena. No 

clarification of this expre s sion was given or cited by 

Stenhouse, which makes it difficult to discuss it 

without being accused of misinterpretation . Short of 
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allowing it to pass without comment, one is forced to 
propose conceivable clarific a tions and criticise them -

an exercise which is uncomfortably close to a 'straw 

man' argument. (Perhaps the distinction is that a 

'straw man ' is a version of some position which is 

contrary to some available clarifica tion of that 

position.) One interpretation of Stenhouse's 

express ion would be that a "real understanding of why 

or how [ certain tecru1iques J work " is one that, in the 

words of Skinne r (1 950: 69) "appeals to events taking 

place somewhere else , at some other level of observation, 
described in different t erms, and measured, if at all , 

in different dimensions" - different, that is, from 
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those of the observed f acts. This may well be Stenhouse 's 

meaning, for it accords with his sor:iewhat free u se of 

metaphorical expre ss ions (2nd analogies) dis cussed below 

( s 4 . 3) . If so, it would appear that he i s discounting 

behaviourist t heory for its l ack of expl2.nation by 
metaphor . However there are other t heories which 

conspicuously l ack explanation by metaphor, among t hera 

:newtonian mechanics . Is it suggested that t he li~tter 

theory e ives "little real understanding of why or how 

[the co r responding techniques] work"? Behaviourism is 
hardly devalued by the asser tion that it lacks some 

feature which Newtonian mechanics also lacks. 

More of a misrepresentation than a criticism is the 

view that Skinnerian behaviourism is an S-R theory akin 

to Pavlovian re flexology. This interpretation is 

difficult to credit, considering that Skinner's 

programme began with the recognition ( 1937: 491 ) that 

"there are responses uncorrelated 1·1i th observable 

stimuli". A clearer denial of the basic presupposition 

of S-R theories would be hard to imagine. Yet the 

S-R interpretation was put upon his (1938), as noted in 

his (1966:xii) contrast between S-R theories and his own 
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in which ''the stimulus occupied no special place among 

the independent varia bles" . Regardless of Skinner 's 
protest the view is still current, as in the educational 

psychology text by De Cecco (1974:38), in the 
theoretic al paper by Kendon Smith (1974) cited below , 

and in another critic cited by Stenhouse (1974:292; 

1976:52) with approval: Kuo (1967:6, 140-142). To 

each of the se a Skinn erian may reply in the words of 

N . R . Hanson ( in I:~chalo s ed 197 4: 75), "Never mind, 

someone could have s a id the t hings he s ays I say . imd 

then his comments would have been de v ast 2.ting 11 (orie;ina l 

e mphasis) . 

One criticisr.'l by Kuo (1967:1 40f), quo t ed by 

Stenhouse (1974:292), do es a t l eas t bear on Skinner's 

work : 
11 In the c a se of ope r ant cond itioning , many 
advocates prefer to car ry out their experi~e nts 
without r efere n ce to pre - experimental history 
[ of t he individual sub ject J , e xtra- exp erimen t a l 
condi t ions (environment al con te xt or s e tting), 
and , of course, ~-;hat happens unde r the skin of 
the subj ect 11 

( orie; i nal emphas i s ; insert add ed 
by St enhouse ). 

One mi ght as He l l crit ici se Cavendish ( s 2 . 9 above ) for 

carry ing out hi s gr avi t a tional experi c ent withou t 
reference t o t he h i s t or y of t ~e bod i es used a s oasses , 

to t he cloud patt e r ns ove r he ad , and to ,·1hat ,;ms 

happening ins i de the bodies - any of which could 

conceivably affect the r esults . To some extent 

operant advocate s do what Kuo accuses t hem of, but no 

more so than would any Galilean experimenter . Actually 

Skinner (1938 :55-57; 1969:111f) did recogni se and 
attend to the environmental context and history of the 

experime ntal material by way of 'control of extraneous 

f actors' - not that they are extraneous to the theory, 

but rather that they are extraneo u s to the particular 

de monstration in hand (cf t he text on methods of operant 

re s earch by Sidman 1 960) . Such control is a major 
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aspect of Galilean experimental design, two elementary 

examples of which are the use of highly purified (and 

hence atypical) substances in chemistry, and the 

restriction of delicate electricity experiments in 

London to Sundays, due to the electrical disturbances 

of the underground trains (Thomson 1965:85). 

As for what happens inside the skin of the 

subject, Skinner (1956b; 1969:280- 284) gave compelling 

re a sons for his leaving pbysiology to the physiologists 

and concentrating on collecting the beha vioural f a cts 

(demonstrated principles, s 2 . 6 above) which phys iology 

may, some day , account for. (This relationship between 

t heories, similar to that termed 'reduction', may be 

represented as the principle s of be haviourism becoming 

part of the phenomena of physiology .) 

In similar vein Stenhouse r eacted to Bitterman 's 

( 1965: 100) clo s ing sentence, wh ich wa s: 

"Cle a rly bring ing the s tudy [of be haviour J into 
t he l aboratory Has t h e fi rs t re al ste p toward 
repl 2.cing guesses ',Tith f acts a bout t he evolution 
of intel ligence and it s r e l a t i on to t Le evolution 
of the brain 11 

( inse rt added by Stenh ouse) . 

Stenhouse (1974:289) retorted : 
11 It would appear tha t r e sults emanating from 
l abora tory investiga tions a re factual while 
tho s e of field s t udies are not~ It would 
clearly be unre asonable to expect evolutionary 
and ecological issues to receive ade ~uate 
consideration within a context in which that 
sort of statement could be made". 

It does indeed follow from Skinner's Galilean concept 

of a 'fact' as a demonstrated principle, tha t in general 

facts arise from laboratory investications but not from 

field studies. Field observations generate reports of 

phenomena, which are certainly factual as opposed to 

fictional. 1Iowever the complex interactions and 

correlations between variables in the field, combined 

with the practical difficulties of manipulating variables 
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in the field, generally pre clude any Galilean 

demonstrations of principles . (One exception might be 

the observed rise and fall of industrial melanism in 

moths in England, as a demonstration of natural 
selection.) The researcher can generate interpretations 

of the phenomena observed in the field, but often t here 

are plausible alternative interpreta tions (cf de Bono 's 

Second Law s2. 9 above ; also Skinner 1 969 : 184-186 on 
the African honey guide) . In the absence of relevant 

experimental demonstrations one is indeed left with 

"guesses" as to which interpreta tion best re pre sents the 

processes occurring in the field. Fs.r from s howing 

"philosophical naivety with re gard to 'fact'" ( Stenhouse 

1 97 4 : 290), Bitterman ' s conclusion is consistent with an 

elaborated Galile an philosophy of science . 

The objection to l aboratory phenomena as atypical 

-was t aken furt her by Stenhouse (1974:2 <; 0) with t h e 

insistence t ha t an anioal's behaviour in t he l abora tory 

can be understood only in r el a tion t o "its nat ural 
behaviour in the fi eld". T~1is had a lre ady been 

answered by Skinner (1969: 202f) i;'J'ith the rejoinder that 

"everything is the product of n a tural processes", 

laboratory and field phenomena alike, noting a l so t hat 

different 'natural ' environments often generate different 

behaviours. Further, Skinner (1969:191) pointed out 

that, due to the marked ecological changes over the l a st 
few thousand years , 

"no land mammal is now living in the environment 
which selected its principal e;enetic features, 
behavioural or othe r wise . Current environments 
are almost as 'unnatural' as a laboratory. In 
any case, behaviour in a natural habitat would 
have no special claim to genuineness. What an 
organism does is a fact about that orc:anism 
regardless of the conditions under which it does 
it. A behavioural process is none the less 
re al for being exhibited in an arbitrary setting". 

The above points illustrate the fundamental split 
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between field and experimental students of behaviour, 

corresponding to t he split between .Aristotelians and 

Galileans elaborated above (Chapters 1 & 2). That this 

fund ament a l difference in scholarly outlooks is loc alised 

in neither time nor academic discipline, is indicated 

by John Tyndall's (1881 :467) reply to t he advocates of 

the theory of spontaneous generation of life as an 

explanation of ferme ntation: 

"I have not the slightest objection to this 
explanat ion, provided proper evidence can be 
adduced in support of it. But the evidence 
adduced in its favour, so far as I an 
acquainted with it, snaps asunder u__-r~der the 
strain of scientific criticism. It is, as 
far as I c2.n see, the evidence of men who , 
however keen and clever as observers, are not 
rig idly tra ined experimenters. These a lone 
are aware of the precaut ions necessary in 
investigations of this delic a te kind 11 

(origi nal smphasis). 

Tyndall proceeded to de s cribe Hhat 1.1e oay recoenise as 

s t andard and t yp ically Galilean pr oceciures for 

preventing cont ai,1in2.tion of e x:perirr:ent al culture s by 

microbe s from the air or from unsterilised objects . 

Some critics try to g i ve a Popperian refut CJ. t ion 

of some general law tha t supposedly lie s a t tLe heart 

of behaviourism. Seligman's (1970:406) version i s 

"That all events are equally associable and obe y co mmon 

l aws" . This general law is readily disowned from t he 
Skinneriun school even if Skinner did make an unguarded 

remark which could be interpre ted that way; a ccording 

to Eernstein ( 1977: 595) t his doctrine of eq_uipotentiality 

"i s not to be found in Skinner's t heoretical writings". 

Even t hough the logic of Galilean science does not admit 

of disproof by counter-example for it has no Ar istotelian 
general laws, the alleged refutations provide some 

instructive examples of t he pitfalls of scientific 

inference. For example, Breland and Breland (1961 :183), 
describing a "misbehaviour" of some chickens relative to 
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an environmental contingency of reinforce ment, reported: 

"After they have pecked a few capsules off 
the slide, t hey begin to grab at the capsules 
and drag them backwards into the c2ge. Here 
they pound them up and down on the floor of 
the cage . Of course, this re sults in no 
reinforcement for the chicken and yet some 
chickens ·will pull in over half of all the 
capsule s present ed to them" (emphasis added ). 
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However it is no easier to establish that a g iven response 

whose strength is increasing or is stable at a h i gh 

l evel , is not followed by a reinforcer, than it i s for 

a physicist to esta bl ish that a e iven acceleratin6 body 

ha s no nett f 01·ce act in.:.; on it. In this behavioural 

c ase t here are plenty of events which are canc.idates for 

reinforcers, in the movements of t he capsule as it is 

po1-mded by the chicken. Such movements, as stimuli, 

may well 112.ve becooe S:; condary reinforcers, as cues for 

feeding , on previous occasion s ';-rhen the chicken pounded 

lumps of food on t he floor breaking t hem into edible 

pieces (cf Skinner 1969 : 191f); or the movements may h8.ve 

been primary reinforcers as t he res ~onses which produce 
them would clearly have aided t he survivo.l of ch ickens 

throughout evo lutionary history. Here , as with Kohler 

2nd hi s apes (Hillenson 1967: 333-335), it is the critics 
of behaviourism 1-1ho have ignored t he pre-experimental 

history , under the very conditions Hhen a Galile an 

scientist would attend to it: when the experimental 

phenomena c annot be represented in conformity to the 

principles of the theory (cf Thomson 1965). 

Sheldon (1974) showed a better grasp of the log ic 

of behaviourism, in recognising that Skinner's definition 

of an 'operant' is not independent of the 'law of operant 

conditioning' (cf Skinner 1969:88f, 127-132; Catania 

1973b). However Sheldon counted this as evidence against 

behaviourism's claim to be scientific, invoking what is 

obviously Popper's demarcation criterion (of science from 
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pseudoscience) without identifying it as such or giving 

any hint that it might be in dispute (cf s1 .1 above). 

Sheldon's (1974:176) formul at ion of the criterion is 

at leas t unusually rigorous and may be quo ted as a 

statement of the Ari s totelian fallacy refuted by 

Toulmin (195 3 :52, quoted in s1 .2 above ). Sheldon 

wrote: 

"If a statement is to have the status of 
a law, it must be possible to conceive of 
circums t ances that would show it to be f alse ·* , 
and for t his to be poss ible it is ne ce ssary 
that at least some of the terms c ontained in 
it should be defined independently of the 
relationships that, according to the statement 
itself, hold true between these terms and 
others in it". 

The part before the added aster i sk i s Popper 's 

de marcation criterion; the r emainde r is the general 

J,.r i stotelian falla cy . In passing we may note that it 

is odd that Popper has propagated t his criterion ·which 

depends upon the very ,,.ristotelian code of definition 

which , in an inforoal digre ss ion (1 966 : 9- 21 ) , he 

repudi ated and. contra sted with scientific practice. 

Another version of Sheldon ' s criticism is the 

hardy chestnut knm-rn as the circularity of t he l aw of 

effect. This was wel l roasted by Keller and Schoenfeld 

(1950:66) but, phoenix-like, is Hith us still . The 
fact that the Newtonian definition of 'force' has the 

same allegedly debilitating relationship with the 

corresponding laws (of motion) seems not to trouble the 

scholars who raise t his objection. Perhaps they 

prefer Aristotle's physics? Keller and Schoenfe ld 

(1950:66) clarified the logic of the principle known as 

the law of effect with a formulat ion that is notable for 

this thesis in its adoption of the existential form for 
primary knowledge: 

"There are stimuli which have the power to 
strengthen the operant responses that produce 
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them. This strengthening may be termed 
'operant conditioning', and the stimuli may 
be referred to a class called 'reinforcing'" . 

As the principles of operant and respondent 

extinction will feature in the behaviourist theory 

of intelligence (Chapter 5 )t two criticisms which bear 

specifically on those principles are now examined. 

One is that of R . .A. Rescorla as reviewed by Hil csard and 

Bower (1975:74-76). Pavlov had "proposed that, during 

experimental extinction, an active inhibitory process 
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wa s building up, becoming associa ted to the nonreinforced 

CS, so a s to overcome and i mpede t he positive r esponse to 

t he CS ..• Skinner (1938) looked a t such dat a a nd questioned 

whethe r one re 2.l l y needs such an inhibitory notion: why 

would not simple lo ss of excita tion account for 2.11 of 

Pavlov' s data?" H & B:74, original emphasis). 

Rescorla 's experiments involved a tone a s a ' safe ty 

signal' in what 1·1as obviously an operant avoi dance 

cont ingen cy (cf K & S: 311-314), despi t e Hilgard and 
BoHe r ' s re present ation of it in pur e l y r espondent terms. 

Eore seriously, t hey made no a t t e mpt to answe r t he 

qu estion (c orre sp onding t o that a ttributed to Skinne r): 
1 1,Ihy would not s imple lo ss of excita tion account for a ll 
this dat a?' I ndeed t heir phras i ng of t he ques t io n is 

unfort unate in that t he terms 'Hhy ••• not 1 and ' s i mple 1 

prejudice the answer; a more open qu e stion, more in 

keeping with Skinner's usually careful choice of words, 

would be 'Can the principles of extinction and r e l a ted 

principles account for all this data?' How one of t h e 

related principles is operant cue discrimina tion , 

related in that it involves selective extinction of a 

response in the pre s ence of a negative cue. Represent:ing 

Rescarla's tone as a nega tive cue, it appears th2.t his 

"evidence •.• showing the ·existence of conditioned 

inhibitory factors" H & B:74) conforms to the principle 
of operant cue discrimination and may thus be 
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Yet for Hilgard 

" ••• it is no longer possible to doubt the 
reality of such opI-osing or ' antiresponse 1 

f a ctors that arise fro m negative correlations 
between t he presence of a 1 neut r2.l stimulus 1 

(the CS) [the nega tive cue] a nd the appearance 
of a re i nforcine; stimulus" . 

They see m to have missed t he nature of Skinner ' s 

( 1 938: 97) "principal a rgument against the notion of a 

suppressing force in extinction", whic h is one not o:f 

evidence but of elegance (cf Ha rre 1961 :1 6). Skinne r 

argued t ha t the interpret ation of on observGd stc1te of 

inactivity i s needlessly complicated by this notio n of 

inhibition ( for the sar:.e evid ence c an be accounted for 

without it); it a lso cre 2.te s an inscruta ble distinction 

bet·ween reconditioning and orig inal conditioning which 
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c 2.n be eliminateQ only at the expense of a bsurdity. 

Des pite t heir det a iled chapt e r on Skin~e r, in t h is 

di scussion ( which is in t he chap t er on Pavlov ) Hilgard and 

B o we r shoHe d ar: appare nt 12.ck of faoilic::.i·i ty ui t h 

Skinne r's work . 

The last i n t his r evieu of critic i sms i s :,:endon 

Smith 1 s (1974) a r cument 2.8ains t t he p rinciple of 01Jerant 

extinction. :Much as one i s tempted t o rule him 

(p124,144) out of court for associat ing Skinne r 1dth 

the notion of "S-R bonds" ( ! ) , his argument th2t 

"extinction i s simply one form of attenuation by 

punishment" ( p1 35) do e s raise some interesting i ssues . 

He argued that every unreinforced response is punished 

by t he effort of making the r0 sponse, on the premiss 

tha t "effort is a recognised form of punishment" . Now 

that premiss may well be true for sufficiently intense 

effort , however his inference presupposes more than the 

stated premiss; it presupposes that all effort is 

punishing,which is at best debatable. He gave no 

source for his premiss, such G. s might enable us to check 
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whether the evidence Hould support the r equired 

interpret a tion, perhaps bec aus e it is difficult to 

conceive of evidence that ·wou ld ade quately support such 

a general l aw . 

Smith's a rgument against Ski nner 's t heo r y of 
behaviour follo wed the famili a r pattern: t he t heo ry 

under att a cl;: was re pre sented as simplistic ally a s 
po ... s ible, while its interpret a tions of tb.ose phenomena 

1·11":.ich form the exemplar s of the rival theory .,;ere 

i gnorGd . On extinction Smith (1 974:135) wrote : 
11 Trad i tional. l ear 11 i nG t}lcory ..• has te nded t o re.:3a rd 

extinction as the only conceivable true 11eakener of 

beh2.viour 11
• Grant ed , Skinner ( 1953 : 184 ) d id state 

that the effect of p'\.,;Jlishment, in an experiment to 

demonstra te its effects 2.s compared t o extinction, was 

"a ter,1porary S'Ll.ppr e s s i on of the behaviour , no t a 

redu ction in the to tcl nunber of r esponses 11
• Houever 

Skinner '\·rent on to i dent ify three distinct eff e cts of 

punishment, the t i1ird of Hhich ( 1 95 3 : 188 ) Has th .::,.t 11 a."1.y 

s t imul at ion Hhich a ccorJpanie s the [ puni shed J response , 

Hhe thcr it arises from the behaviour it self or from 

concurrent circumst anc es, 1i1ill be conditioned ... Any 

behavi our 'dhich reduces this conditioned avers ive 

stj_mul a tion ,;,-rill be r einforced 11 
( orig ina l emphasis). 

Thus any of a range of behavi ours, excluding the 

punished behaviour , will be nega tive ly reinforced. If 

some such behaviour is reinf orced to t he extent t hat it 

occupies most of the organism's time, and it is incom

patible with the punished behaviour, then t he punished 

behaviour 'attenuates' because the organism is too busy 

doing something else. Here we have an interpret 2tion 

of Smith's 'attenuation by punishment', in terms of the 

principles of respondent elicita tion, respondent 

reinforcement and operant negative reinforcement. Thus 

it appears that Smith's proposal has no advantage over 
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Skinner's theory with respect to either evidence or 

elegance - and a distinct dis ad vantage in the lack of 
evidence for the presupposed general law about effort. 

3.3 Justific a tion 
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Applica tions of behaviourism a bound . A fel'l general 

sources are Skinner (1953), Honig (ed 1966 ), Ve rhave (ed 

1966), the Journal of the Experimental Analys i s of 
Behavior, and the Journal of Applied Behavioral Analysis . 

A source on cla s sroom applica tions is Harris (ed 1972). 

Interpret c:. tiohs of t he pheno mena which are t h e exe mpl a rs 

of r i val theories h ave been published : for psyc h i o.try 

by Chandra (1974), for psycholinguistics by Ca tania 

( 1 973 ) , for ment alis m by ::-=omme ( 1 965), and for ethology 

by Ba teson (1976) and Peterson (1960). (For the record, 

t he experiment outlined but not attributed by Skinner 

(1974:46) is that of Peters on (1 960), cf Skinner (1969: 
1 28) ) • 

Demonstra tions of eacf',. principle have oeen 

performed (Kelle r & Schoe nfeld 1950 as cit ed for e ac h 

principle above) ; scru t o. bili t y is t here bJ en tailed . 

Indeed, as is the way with r evolutionary e xperiment a l 

science ( s2 .6 above) , new principles are in general 

aimounced only as they are demonstrated . Keller ( 1969) 

reported cie monstrations of many of the principles with 

humans. Some clinic al applic :_,_tions conform closely 

enoueh to a single principle to count as demonstrQtions, 

for example operant extinction of bed-time tantrums by 

Williams ( 1959). 

In terms of the criteria for justific ation presented 

for Galilean science (s2.9 above ), behaviourism appears 

to be amply justified. This concludes the formul a tion 

and defence of behaviourism as a Galilean science. 
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CHAPTER 4 An Ethological Theory of Intelligence 

4 .1 Stenhouse on intelligence 

The na ture of intelligence is one field to which 

behaviourism does not appear to have been applied in any 

system.a tic and elaborc:.ted discussion ( but see s5. 1 below) . 

The recent symposium The Nature of Intelligence (ed 

Resnick 1976) did not list Ski nner or any of his better-
known followers in the aut:hor index. An etholop: ical 

theory of intelligence is c hosen for exaBinQtion he re, 
as a prelude to a behaviourist theory of intelligence 

(Chapter 5), because etholog y is one theory in the field 

which has an initially plausible cla i m to r; ive a 

s cientific interpretation of the 1:ehav iour of biolo0 ica l 

orgo.nisms. The ~ore popular cognitive a nd informat ion 

t Leorie s depend on metaphors d rmm from studies , not of 

orgonisms , but of mach ines and particularly logic-machines 

such a s co r.:puters ( cf Ski nner 1974 : 1 22 ). ':l e ~-ril l follow 

t he applica tion of ethology to t te pheno~en~ of int e llig

ence by David Stenhouse ( 1 965; 1974; 1976) '.·rho , i f t he 

a cknowledgements (1 974 :9) to Niko Tinbergen, Julia n Huxley 

and Konrad Lorenz are any indica tion, is well 1'd i t hin the 

ethologi cal school. 
Among the reviewers of Stenhouse 's ( 197 4 ) ma jor 

1,rork Ha s ·:1 . R. Thompson ( 1 975: 615) • He criticised 

Stenhouse's key concept, the P-factor, for being 

"ubiquitous a nd protean", and the book for trying "to 

explain too muc h by too little and [placing l in the same 

context, overly disparo.te types of d ata 11
• However one 

might as 1,·rnll criticise Newtonian me chanics for its 

ubiquitous and protea.~ concept 'force', for trying to 

explain too much with so few laws, and for placin6 

together the overly disparate ·-data of celestial planetary 

and terrestrial projectile motions. 

Stenhouse's work s eems to have been ove r looked in 
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some circles: Resnick's above-mentioned symposium, 

while containing a d i scuss ion on the possibility of an 

ethological theory of intellieence, did not cite 

Stenhouse. However , more import ant for this essay is 

that Stenhouse provided an el a borated theory agBinst 

wliich to pit beh2.viourism and with it the philosophy of 

Galilean science. 
Lest the following criticisms of Stenhouse's 

theory be misinterpreted, it should be made clear tha t 

the argument is not .with the we alth of bioloGiccl 

phenomena used to support the theory, nor with its 
applications to the role of creative intelligence in 

education a nd in the future of human society . Indeed 

one would like to translate t hose chapters of his ( 1974) 

into Skinnerian terms to make t hem available to a wider 

readership ancl to show hoH they would complement other 

o.:pplico.t i ons of behaviourism . However that exercise is 

beyond the scope of t h i s t hes is, one task of which may 

be seen a s to show thut such a translation would be 

feasible and ·.rorthuhile. 

Stenhouse's theory may be viewed from four 

perspectives . (The sequence i 3 analytical, not 

chronoloc ic al.) Firstly he defined intelligence. 

Secondly he anclysed intelligence into four factors . 

Thirdly he interpreted one of those factors, the P-factor, 

a s the inhibition of instinctual or habitual responses . 

Fourthly he addre s sed the problem of outlinin0 a 

phylo i enetic continuity of development as required for 

an evolutionary theory of intellie;ence consisten t 1·rith 
man 's origin from other species. 

4.2 Intelligence defined 

Stenhouse (1974:31) defined intelligent behaviour 

thus: 

"Intelligent behaviour is behaviour that is 
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t he individua l". 
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This definition seems unproblerJatic; ho wever 

problems arise when "\·re turn to the definition of 

'intelligence ' a s the C8.nacity for such behaviour. 

Stenhouse put his definition of intelligence on a level 

with D.O. Hebb .'s 'intelligence A', defined (Hebb 1949: 

294, quoted by Stenhouse 1974: 32) : 
11 ••• an innate p o tential, the capacity for 
develo pment, a fully innate property tha t 
c:.mounts to t h e posse :.; sion of 2. good br2.in 
and a g ood neural metabolism" ( oric;inal 
emphasis) . 

Stenhous e noted th o.t "Hebb is mis t2ken in 

suggesting tha t ' a g ood brain and g ood neura l metabolism' 

are 'fully innate' 11
; furt he r sup:rort for Stenhouse ' s 

view corr:es from the recent demonstra tions by Colin 

BlakeIJore (1971) tha t responsivene ss of neuron ::; s in t h e 

visu.al corte x i s a function of early visual experience . 

~ore troublesome is tha term 'c apacity' with its implic

~tion of a s cru t abl c (if no t de monstrated) uppe r limit, 

as in ' t he lifting c apacity of a c rane '. It i s d i ff icul t 

to il:mgine ho1·r suc~1 c.n upper limit o i Ght be dec onst r2.ted 

except in the course of e:x:per i e ental rao.n.ipul c:.t ion of t he 

sort described by Skinner (e e; . 19 69 : 201£ or: t he responses 

of dolphins ) o.nd disnissed out of court by Sten::::iouse 

( s3 . 2 above). The alterna tive tern us e d. by Hebb , 

' potential', has a long history of vo.Qle and inscrutable 

usage s (Skinner 1956b: 261 f) ond thus needs rather more 

explicit clarific 2tion than was offered by either Hebb 

or Stenhouse. 

4.3 The four f2.ctors 

It is difficult to determine just what sort of 

existence or reality Stenhouse's four factors are accred -

ited with . He (1974:73-89) identified them severally 

with W.C. Halstead 's four factors, which were produced by 

factor analysis of a battery of tests in the usual 
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psychoraetric ,-ray. However Stenhouse appeared to cla i m 

something ~or e than f actor-analyt ic validity for his 

factors. 

The factors appeared in a di agram (1965:815; 

1974: 86 ) captioned "The functioning of f our-fa ctor 

bioloc; ical intelligence in evolut ion", which Bight be 

expe cted to elucidate the status and interre l ationsh ips 

of the factors. Unfortunately thi s di a£ram is not 

accompanied by the systematic interpre t 2t i on expec t ed 

when compar c.ble d i agr aos are u sed in chenis t r y and physics. 

De spite t he prolj_ferat io n of symbols no key i s Si.'.pplied: 

it i s l e ft to the reader to puzzle out 11tat c, i s tinction, 

i f any, is drmm oeb·re en the different forms of o..rrou ; 

Hhat i s re pr esented by an arro';-r terminating in another 

arrow i nste ad of in a box; and Hhat is repre sent ed by an 

arrow cro ss i ng t he circle which pr esurnably repre se nts 

some boundar y of t he organism . 

I n o.ddi tion t o t :C.e failure to provide a ke y or 

other e;ui de to detailed i nterpretct ion , Stent.ouse 's 

d i 2.,:3rar:1 shares t he weaknesses which Skinner ( 1956b ) 

identified as inherent t o d i o.s r ams of i nscru t nbl e 

' inner proce sses' inferred fro m observa tions of behaviour. 

St enhouse ( 1974: 11 5) made it clear that hi s f acto :.c··s are 

ins crutable: ue are not to expect any test which will 

~easure one f actor apart fro m the others ; they cannot 

be disentanc;led . 

Perhaps the oeaning of 'factor', o r at l east an 

appre c iation of its aura of pre cision, may be found in 

the mathematical usage: severa l f actors multiplied 

together give a product. Is intellicence t h e product 

of the four factors? Skinner (1969:83f) c autioned 

against such borrowed usages: 

"The advantage in representing processes ·without 
the use of metaphor, map, or hypothetical 
structure is that one is not misled by a 
spurious sense of order or ricor". 
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1,·lhether or not the term ' factor ' is an example of this, 

we will see somewhat clearer examples in Stenhouse 's 

accounts of the individu a l facto r s . 
In similar vein Skinner ( 1969: 276f ) Harned acainst 

taking too seriously the qualities, tra its, abilities 

(and, we may add, factors) invoked to account for 
observed functional dep endences: 

"l'le may say that a man is tall and strong and 
that he possesses height and strength, but He 
do not then say that he is tall because of his 
height or strong bec ::::mse of his streng th" . 

To propose such an explanation ·wou ld be . to rep r.::;at the 
error of the doctor in I-~oliere ' s play who expla ined t h e 

effects of opium as caused by its dorma tive powers , or 

of teachers and parents who explain a child's slow 

progre s s in re ading as due to dyslexia . ~.le will have 

occ asion to suspect that Stenhouse has re peated this 

error. Skinner continued, 

( 1 ) 

" A trait oay be useful i n cl i r '3cting our att ention 
to a v2riable r e s pon s ible f or a cl ass of 
behaviours , but t he vari~ble i s t he t hing to 
study" . 
D-factor: Sen sorimotor efficiency. Stcnhous e 

85 

(1974:83) adopted this from Halste ad, o.nd a r gued tha t 

"Hclstead 's D-factor r e l a te s t o both Llotor a nd 
sensory efficiency and mie;ht be re carded as a 
resultant or product of their several efficiencies". 

Here Stenhouse cla imed that the D-factor has the form of 

an eff i ciency which is a resultant or product of several 

efficiencies . The s e emphasised terms have rigorous 

usages in mathematical physics, and in t he absence of 

guidance to the contrary i·Te c an but seek to apply tho s e 
usages here. The 'e fficiency' of a system is defined as 

the ratio of (useful) output to input, where both are 

me a sured in the same units, typically those of energy. 

In a process analysed into a series of stages one can 

indeed calculate the overall efficiency as the arithmetic 

product of the sev8ral efficiencies of the stages. 
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However there is no indicat ion of how Stenhouse 's 

concept of 'efficiency ' might be quantified as a 

dimensionless quantity on a ratio scale, as required 

f or such a calculation . (One cannot menningful l y 

multipl y two temperatures on fue celcius scale , for it has 

an arbitrary zero and thus is not a ratio scale. One 

cannot multiply two masses to ge t a third mass , for 

mass is not a dimensionle s s qua.YJ.ti ty . ) As for the term 
1 resultant ' , its rigorous usa~e concerns ve ctor 

quantities , not scalars such as efficiency . It may of 

course be tha t a different interpretation was intended . 

However unle :J s ~ rigor ous interpretat i on of Stenhouse ' s 

terms is available, it appears that any sense of order 

and rigour introduced by those terns is s purious . 

( 2) C- f 2ctor : The central memory store - Here 

Stenhouse ' s r.:etaphor is tho.t of mi offic e "card i ndex 

system" or card file . This is a f aoil io.r syster.1 ui th 

its o Hn ctc.r acteris tic principle s of operation . -~s u i th 
a ny met2.pho r, the sh2.1·ed for.:j_liari t y s Lve s both ',rri ter 

c.nd reader the trouble of 'Jo r k i nG t hrouch nn exr;l ici t 

foroul o.t ion of those pr inc iple s . The effe ctivene ss of 

a metaphor or analogy depends upon just t his shared 

far.1il i arity of sor-eHhat stereo typed pl:.enoEiena . However 

for a critical ruialysis of the metaphor 1·re do need an 

explicit formulaL ion of uhat everyone knows a bout card 

files, suc11. a s the following : 
Each ite m of inforraation placed in a c.ard f ile 

remains unchanged and in the saL.e place until altered or 

removed by some operator from outside the system . Bits 

of infornation are grouped together in a hierarch ic0.l 

system of categories , correspond ing to cards, mc:.rked-off 

sections of a draHer, Hhole drawers , and so on . The 

card file is total ly passive : ideally nothing happens 

except throueh the a c tions of an external operator. In 

pra ctice precaut ions are t aken to maximi se confor c ity 
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to this ideal, such as t he u se of permanent inks and the 

exclusion of agent s of change such as mice and children. 

Such are t he principle s of ope ration of the 

f amilia r card file. Houeve r Sten. ... 11.ouse 's ( 197 4: 72f) is 

no ordinary c ard file : 
11 ••• t he cards must not be conf i ned rig i dly 
to the drauers in Hi'lic h oric inally they happened 
to be pl aced; they must be c 2p&ble of 
transloc a tion f ro m one drmrer to anothe r, so 
th2,t t he systeo becones not only fle xible but 
also d ynamic ... This re quir ement is sDar p ly 
a ccentuated 1,:hen it i s cons i dered that t he 
re quirenent s for actio n , for behaviour, a re 
often of a r:1.ore or le s s emergency nature" . 

Here we have lost conta ct Hi th t h e co lli11o n re 2.lity of 

c ard files. Short of tumbling a c ard file in a c oncre t e 

n ixer , it is difficult t o make it 11 n ot only fl exible 

but a lso clynODic 11
• One could of course postulate a 

human operato r a s part of the syste~ , but as t he system 

is p;:,_rt of on e xpl o.nation of human i ntelligence this 

would o.,,1ount to 2. li ttle - rnan- i ns ide t he or y . Stenhouse 

made no such l) O stula te , but left the reader to i ma(;ine 

t he mechani;:;r:is Hhich o i ~h t :'.:'; i ve a card index system the 

principles of operation re quired . 

The re quirenent that the rt.er::o r y syste m be tfle:xible 

and dynamic' was elaborated ( Stenhouse 197 4 : 70-73) to t he 

following principles of ope r a t ion: 

1. Se l e ctive abstra ction 2nd disc arding to 
pre ven t overlo ading. 

2. Short-terIJ and long-term r:.eoory, with 
selective transfer fro m short-term to long-term 
memory . 

3. Re c all of rela ted patterns rath er t han of 
isolated items . 

4. Fo rmut ion of new patterns within memory . 

Such is the process supposedly represented by Stenhouse 's 

'card index file' me t a phor. Expressed independently of 

that metaphor, the above principles of memory would be a 

useful description of its functional characteristics. 
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The particular metaphor c ho sen is so inco ngruous as to be 

more misleading or confu sing than helpful; any se nse of 
order and r igour introduced by its use ap r,e ars -t o be 

spurious. 
Here we di gre s s f ro iil t he sp ecifics of St enhous e 's 

t heory to some genera l c omment s on the u se of metaphors 

(includ ing L1odels and o.nal oei es ) t o re pre sent t he mind or 

t he dynamic s of behaviour, and a note on de Bono's 

' special memo r y surf2.ce' which provide s an alte:cn8.tive 

me t aphor to Stenhouse's c a r d file. 

A met aphor may be valuable as a t e c:Cmique for 

r epr esenting a proce ss whic h uou l d otherwi se be di ff icult 

to i magine or even perceive. (? or the dependence of 

pe rce ption upon met aphor and myth see Feye r abend 1975.) 

Houever, t o avo id mi s l ead i ns or confus ing one's re ad ers 

one mu s t se l e c t as t he ':par ent s ituat ion' of t he me t aphor 

some system which do es f eature operc::. t i ng principl e s very 

similar , end p r eferabl y isomorphic, to t l;.ose of tn.e 

phenomena be i nG r epresent ed . Se l ec t i nc 2n appropri a te 

me t aphor i s not like l y t o be ec..sy 1,,rhen t he phenor:ieno. to 

be re pre sented a r e as c ompl ex as t he behaviour of the 
intact or eanism . The u sual approach h 2..s been to t ake t he 

metaphor f r om t he most c ompl exly- funct ioning contrivance 

of t h e day . For Descarte s ( Skinne r 1931 :432-434 ; 

r:Iillens on 196 7:4-6) it was the hyd r aulic figure s in the 

French ro yal fountains ; early in t h i s century it was t he 

telephone exch2nee; today it i s t he computer (cf de Bono 

1969:21f for an ar gument simila r to t he f ollowi ng ). \'le 

may comnend Stenh ous e fo r spurning f ashion and employing 

t he humble card file. However ca rd f iles and computer s 

alike are common contrivances pre cise ly be cause the y 

perform well certain functions which most humans do 

poorly, such a s storing information unchanged. This alone 

indicates that they are unlikely to conform to simila r 

working principles, and. the indica tion is strengt hened 
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when He note that conversely humans do easily what no 

ordinary card file can do : recall as an integral pattern 

what was received as separate i terns, and like1·1ise all of 

the four principles of memory derived above from 

Stenhouse ' s a ccount . Likewise the most advanced 

computers may be developing some ability to read ordinary 

printed text, whereas a human after learning to read one 
alphabet can read a variety of typefaces, poorly-formed 

handwriting, poorly-reproduced typescript and even a 

subs t anti ally different alphabet (such as the children 

trained on the Ini t i a l Teaching Al phacet met in o::cdinary 

books) with no special training and often with ease ; on 

the other hand even the earlier digi ttl cor:1:puters perfor med 

a rithmetic at a speed and precision far creater than most 

hu~ans c ould match. ( A simil ar contrast ccm be seen 

bet~·reen the analot,iue and. digital types of computer, whose 
workine; principles are quite d i fferent: eaeh type can , if 

of sufficient complexity, mioic the other but uith a 

severe handicap in terr.1.s of speed of op2ration a.ncl ranee 

of problems t hat ea;·_ be solved o.t o.11 .) 

Noting that computers and the like ho.ve misled 

inquiriec into the principles of human t hought , ae Bono 

(1 969 ) devised as a metaphor an electro- optical systeo 

which is a t,·ro - dimensional array of cells each of fairly 

simple design; the vhole is perfectly constructible . He 
c a l led it t he ' special memory surface' or the ' thousand 

bulb model'. Functionally it appears to be an apt 

met aphor, to the extent that the four principles of human 

memory listed above may be discerned in its workings 1 • 

1 • I do not share the reviewer Hunter 's ( 1977: 125) 
unsubstantiated view th8.t "these arresting cooparisons 
between mechanism and mind are often more ingenious than 
just". On the other hand , neither can I rigorously 
substantiate my ovm view on this, for until the system 
has been constructed one is restricted to imaginative 
inference of i ts functioning based on familiarity with 
vaguely comparable systems . 
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Structurally it i s a l s o r ealis tic, to t he e xt ent t hat 

it s topogr aphy and i ts pattern of internal connections 

are r eco ~ni sably re l ated to those of the brain-retina 

system . It pr ovide s an alternat ive to t he f avoured 

a to mistic (cf Allport 1955: 9f; Bohm 1970) information 

t he ory , for it has no d i screte and s t able 'bits' of 

info rmation. Being an intrins ically s elf-active 
perceptual sy s tem, it is self-con t a ined with neither 

opera tor nor any sys t em to transform vi sual image s i n to 

input data coded i n so me c atego r y s yste m (contras t 

Bru...vier' s ( 1973 : 7) axiom that pe rc eption i s an ac t of 
categori sation , critically di scussed by Sout hon 1976 ). 

Patte r n recogni t ion i s al s o i ntr ins ic: t he special memory 

surface need s no assoc i a ted pr oce ss of i nformation 
retrieval f r om a di s tinct memory a s woul d pat t e r n 

re co~nit i on in a d i s i t2l compu t er. 
He r e -we 11ay note a patte rn of progress in 

physioloc i c2.l psycb.oloc y consistent i:ri th Skin:'.ler ' s pr2.ctice 

of l eaving physioloc;y to the physioloc;ists : 

Behaviou r al r esearch gene r:J. te s be 110.viouro.l 
fact s , t hen physioloe i s t s su ch as de Bono 
may generate phys ioloeically s crutabl e 
r epresentations of such facts . 

( As it ha ppened the behavioural f a cts used by de Bon o 

-we r e not Ski nner' s but those he eathered hiaself - cf de 

Bono 1971.) Howeve r the gener a tion of new physioloc ic al 

re pr ese nt a t i ons ( suc h a s de Bono's metaphor) i s obv i ousl y 

h inde red if , as i s u sually the c ase, t h e be havioura l f a ct s 

a re expr essed i n t erms of s ome exi s ting physiologic a l 

me t aphor. Acco r d ing to Skinne r ( 1 969: 282) "the unhappy 
result is that phys iolog i s t s u sually look into the bla ck 

box for t he wrong t h ine;s ", a trap which de Bono, de spite 

his Qualifications in both psychology and physiology, 

seems to h ave avoided. 

De Bono's model of brain proce s se s is cle arly at 

an early stage of development; however if t he above 
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discussion is sound then the mode l deserves reco 611i tion 

as a substantial step in the right direction wnich could 

prove as productive for psychology as the hydraulic model 

wa s (and still is in te a chine ) for the theory of 
electrical circuits. Sooe alternative to the metaphor 

of stor2.ge in me mory is urgently needed, a s this 0etaphor 

has Co.used a great de al of trouble ( Skinner 196 9: 272-280; 
1974:119-122; Atkinson 1976) . ~e may clo s e this a s ide 

on metaphors uith a comment from Skinner (1 974:122): 
"It is not the behaviourist, incident a lly , 
but t he cognitive p sychologist, Hith his 
computer- model of the Jlind, who repre sents 
mas a s a machine " • 

Such is the model of mind implicit in Stenhouse 's C-fa ctcr. 
( 3) !--..-factor : .Abstractinp; and r,:eneralis ing. 

(1974:78) de s cribed t he A- f actor thus: 

Stenhouse 

"There oust be an 2.bili ty for seeing 
simila ritie s and difference s , if some nemory 
items r a t her t hcm othe r s are t o be s e l ected 
to 8.ct a s ;:;-:ed i f iers of -_;y r esent beho.viour . 
Such perce ption of sioilari ties c .. n.d 0_ ifference s 
de 11ends, logic ally , u pon a lJO-.:e r of ~,bs t rc.c tion 
and generalis8.tion •.• ". 

The first sentence i s unpro bl ematic, if '.ie a l l o'.r tha t 

"see ing similarities o..nd differences" r;iay be interpreted 

as ' seeing a stimulus A as s i mila r or different to a 

(pre sent or p ast) stimulus B' • However t he se c ond 

sentence appears to claim something more than this: 

there is in add ition a power, upon which t he phenomenon 
logic a lly de oe nds . It is difficult to see how this 

'power' could be interpreted as anything more substantial 

than the 'dormative po1·rers' of opium mentioned a bove . 

(4) P-factor: Power of Postponement - This factor 

· formed the t heme of Stenhouse 's work on intelligence; it 

was his distinctive contribution to the theory of 
intelligence in general and creative intelligence in 
particular. He described it thus (1974:80): 
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" ••• a power to delay or withhold the 
instinctive response s as an essential 
precondition for the emergence of adaptive 
variability from within the rigidity of 
instinct-systems". 

As Stenhouse (1974 :87) noted , this is similar to 
Pavlov ' s 'internal inhibition' and it is clearly a form 

of beh2.vioural inhibition . 1,.t t his point we move on 

from the factorial aspect of Stenhouse 's theory and 

focus upon the relationship between t he concep ts 

'instinct ' and 'P-factor '. 

4.4 Instinct 2nd inhibition 

In the following pas sace Stenhouse (1974:55) showed 

his us age of the term 'instinctive': 

"The behavioural repertoire of an. instinctive 
individual consists of a number of inbuilt responses 
to the stock situations likely to be encountered 
in t he course of the normal wa y of life in the 
t ypica l habitat of the species ..• He con generalise 
that inst i nct ive behaviour is adapted to the noroo.l, 
nverae;e , or standard conditions under uhlch the 
spec i es lives : instinctive beh2viour ~atterns 
t herefore t end to be stereotyped and autonat ic. 
The essence of insti nctive as contrcl.s t ed Hith 
inte l ligent behaviour is it s conserv2tism, •.• " . 

To this concept Stenhouse assioila ted le arned behaviour: 

" ••• learned cor:iponent s of instinctive patterns, 
once learned, are as fi:rnd and unvarying as 
extre:ae 'instinctive ' actions" ( original e mphas is). 

The key characteristic of instinctive behaviour, i mplicit 

in the above and more explicit elsewhere is perseveration 

an instinctual or habitual response may continue 

indefinitely, regardless of its consequences except that 

there is usually some level of intensity of punishment 

which is sufficient to terminate the behaviour (Stenhouse 

1974:87). (He used the term 'negative reinforcement' in 

place of 'punishment' - a common and bothersome confusion.) 

Thus the function of the P-factor is to inhibit the 

otherwise automatic and perseverative responses of habit 
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and instinct. 
In developing a critique of the P-factor, 1.,re 

follow J . \'1 .N. i;[atkins ' ( 1964) suggest ion that an account 

of the historical origins of a concept often aids the 

understanding of it rather more effectively than does the 

more authorit ative and conve ntional style ·which he called 

'didactic deadpan' • So ·we will sketch the development of 

both ethology and behaviouri sm from the primitive common 
stock of pre - Pavlovian reflexology. (General sources 

are Stenhouse 1974: 34-41 and Ski nne r 1 931 ; 1 937.) 
At some risk of oversimplifying the history, it may 

be said tha t r e flexolo gy before Pavlov was the study of 

responden t elicitation 1'li thout regard to the h i story of 
the stimulus for the organism concerned. This co nforms 

to the philosophical stereotype of cause-effect relation

ships, which stands in contras t to t he interactive 

principles of Galilean science (cf Henderson 1935:12f; 

Eillenson 196 7: 359- 36 2). Re flexes al s o lent theraselves 

re o.dily to r eductionis t neuroloc ical explanation in terrr.s 

of t he 're f lex arc'; the result2.nt concept of ir~,ate , 

structu ral connections between s i mul us and re sp onse 

appears to be the ancestor of t he concept 'ins tinct'. To 

t:L1i s concept of fixed and unchanging reflexes Stenhouse 

(1974:37) e rroneously assimilated Pavlov's r esults on 

cond itioned reflexes: 
" •.. it must be recognised that condit ioned 
reflexes once established are just as invaryin& 
as structurally or physiologically fixed reflexes . 
The dog can be conditioned to saliva t e in response 
to the ringing of a bell ..• but once it has been 
conditioned it cannot not respond to t he conditioned 
stimulus, neither can it respond to a dif fere nt 
stimulus to which it has not yet been conditioned". 

Digressing , we may note tha t here Stenhouse appears 

to be following Pavlov's (1927:7) view of the nature of 
a science of behaviour: 
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"Our starting point has been Descartes' idea of 
the nervous reflex. This is a genuine scientific 
conce ption , since it implies nece ssity •.• a 
stimulus appears to be connected of necessity ,-ri t h 
a definite re spon se, as c ause and effect. It 
seems obvious that the whole a c tivity of the 
org2.nism should conform to de finite l 2:ws" . 

Pavlov (p8 ) further compared reflexe s to 11 t he driving

belts of machines of humon design " - a metaphor also to 

be found in t he wri tings of Karl liarx, another writer 

whose philosophy owed more to c au s e-e f fect determinism 

t han to Galilean science and who neverthele ss cl2.imed 

the prestige and authority of t he scientific tradition . 

The metaphor of driving- be l ts it se l f re quire s clo se r 

scrutiny : as 2.nyone Hi t h pr2.c t i co.l experience 1ri th 

raachines knows , there i s nothing str i ctly inevitabl e 

a bout their interconne ctions. Breakdo1·ms can occur o.t 

any mooent, as ~·1hen a weld breaks or 2. belt flies off 

without Harni ng . Bo th t he normal functions of 
me chanical linkaees such ~s driving - be lts, ancl the v arious 

processe s by "'.-rl:ich t:hey fail, are 2.cc epted as 9roper 

subject s for scientific i nvestic; :::c t ion - as in t:r..e 

phys ic s of me chanic o.l f a ilm.'e s . /,s t he neceosi ty of 

connec tions invoked by Pavlov 2s a criterion for s cience 

i s not evident in t he pr actice of nodern physico.l science, 

i;,r:·i.i ch is ap:; 2.rently none the ~·rorse for neglecting t his 

criterion , it would be d i f ficult to defend Pavlov's 

insistence upon it for behavioura l science. 

Here "'.Te ho.ve evidence tha t the feedback from 

technologists to scientists mentioned above (s2 . 8 ) has 

not occurred 1.-rhere it might have. Even t he discussion 

by Nillenson ( 1 967: 360f ) of the supposed laH tho.t pure 

Hater at a t mospheric pres sure boils at 2 12°F , shoHs cm 

i gnorance of the vagari es of boiling liquids t hat ~ y 

practising c hemi s t could h ave put right: far from it 

being inevitable that a pure liquid boils on re a ching 

its 'boiling point' , it is liable to superhea t to some 

higher tempe r ature and then erupt violently. (It is to 
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prevent this that boiling-chips are used.) Such are t he 
hazards of 12.ck of interaction between diverse fields of 

study (cf Bohm 1970). 
However, despite Pavlov's philosophy of science , 

his (19 27 ) experimental results on extinction clearly 

showed that the dog once conditioned may indeed not 

respond to ths conditioned stimulus . Likewise 

(cf Skinner 1938:174) it may indeed respond to a 
different sti11ulus to which it has not yet been 

conditioned. These effects constitute the deoonstra tions 

of the princi] les of respondent extinction and 

respondent stioulus generalisation respective l y (s3.1 

above) . Thus Pavlov's results did not conform to the 

pa.r ad i g1.1 of rigid determinism. The appearance of 

cons istency vms preserved, but only by the ad hoe 

postulation of 'inhibition '. 
·.:o rse trouble was in store : at tifile s the stimulus 

was not to be found. Pavlov (1927:11f) dealt uith this 
by the ad ho e and aci lib postulatj_on of reflexes with 

unidentified stimuli , such Q S the 'freedom reflex ' and 

t he 'investicatory reflex'. Other uorkers c.dopted 

different strageties when studying responses ·.1hich 

occurred in the apparent absence of correspo nd i ng stimuli . 

3thological theory was founded with Lorenz's 

observa tion of 'vacuUI:1 activity' in a captive starling 

which went through the motions of hunting and eating 

non-e xistent insects despite having an abund ance of 

other food. Clearly nothing like the required stimulus 

was present. Lorenz remained faithful to the quest for 

causal explanation in terms of some identifiable 

stimulus. Unable to find any outside the organism he 

postulated one inside in the form of an a ccumulation of 

'action-specific energy' (A.S.E.). An external stimulus, 

such as a flying insect for the starling, was assimilated 

to this theory as the 'releaser stimulus' which triggers 
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the release of t he A.S.E. and thus the response. 

However in the absence of any external releaser stimulus, 

an over-acc1..unulation of A. S.E. can trigger its own rele ase . 

This is the internal stimulus ·which c auses the observed 

'va cuum activity'. The triggering process is explained 

(Stenhouse 1974:41) in terms of 

"A hierarchical model of t he neural mechanisms 
(understood in a functional rather than a 
structura l s ense) of the central nervous system, 
which mediate the causality of behaviour and 
thus achieve control and directiveness. 
Included here are the Innate Releasing Eechanisms". 

The qualification in brackets p resur.aably indicates that 

these neural mechanisms are inscrutable : no neurologist 

should expect to find them in the brain, and the 

ethologist is excused from the t ask of producing diagrams 

re presenting constructable mechanisms which would 

de monstrate the working principles in question . 

Such inscrutable mec):;.a..YJ.isras are not ne 1:-r in the 

history of s c ience; there i s a d i sreputable precedent 

in t he Ptoleoaic as tronomy unich pre ceded the Copernican 

revolution (Koe s tler 1959:69-83). It may of course be 

argued tha t the similarity between etholocical and 

Ptolemaic concepts is purely saperficial and obscures a 

more crucial contrast. However that re mains to be shown . 

In view of the deadening effect which the Ptole r:1c.:. ic 

approach had upon progress in astronomic al theory, 2.ny 

apparent similarity ,between a modern science and Ptolemaic 

astronomy is cause for some concern and a clo ser invest

igation than will be attempted here. 

A more specific criticism of those ethological 

concepts , especially interesting in view of the unrestrained 

criticisms of behaviourism by ethologists (and, ironically 

by Koestler ) , was made by Skinner ( 1 96 9: 183) : 

"We no longer use dynamic analogies or metaphors, 
as in explaining sudden action as the over:(low or 
bursting out of dammed-up needs or drives [or A.S.E.]. 
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If these are cor:unon practices in ethology, 
it is evidently because the functional relations 
they attempt to formulate are not clearly 
understood". 

Skinner's argument here t akes the form of a comment on 

the 'sta te of the art' in ethology, by analogy with the 

earlier stages of psycholoey and its subsequent 

behaviourist development. Skinner's statement may be 

exp anded along the following lines : The use of dynamic 

metaphors was once comr:1on in psychology but has been 

abandoned within behaviourism a s oore direct and literal 

representations of functional relations have proved to be 

more adequate and less misle ading. The implication is 

that the continued use of such metaphors in ethology 

reflGcts poorly on its state of developoent and mi eht 

likewi se be eliminated by the adoption of more direct and 

literal represent Qtions. 

Skinner (1937:491) reached the same turning-point 

as Pavlov and Lorenz i:1hen , after doing Galilean exper i ments 

within the reflexolocy paradigm, he c a me to see thc1t 

"there are r esponses 1-mcorrelated 'i'li th observable stimuli 11
• 

Unl ike Pavlov and Lorenz he took the more revolutionary 

path : he abandoned the qu es t for a causative s timulus 

(much as Kepler had abandoned the quest for uniform 

circula r motion in the planetary orbits) and developed a 

r adi cally different conce pt of the causation of behaviour. 

This ,;,ras in contrast to t he push-pull mechanisms of 

co mmonly-v.nderstood machines and defied reconciliation 

with the prevailing atomist, reductionist concept of 

'cause' (cf Day 1969). Skinner (1974:40f) l ater 

represented his concept of causation as selec tion of 

responses according to their imnediate consequences, 

analogous to Darwinian selection of genetic tra its 

according to their longer-term consequences for the 

survival of the ~enes carried by the organism (cf 

Campbell 1975). Skinner (1974:41; cf 1972 :353) noted 
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that "There Ha s prior to Darwin little or nothing in 

physic a l or biolog ic al s cience that foreshadowed 

selection as a cau sal principle", and (1 974:63) tha t there 

are marked similarities between the deba t e over 

evolutionary t heory and t he deba te over behaviouris m. 

Expandine t he l a tter point, both t he vulgarisation of 

Dan1in' s theory into the politically-loaded slogan 

' Surviva l of the Fitte s t' (as r eco1,mt ed by Kropot k i n 

(1904 :1-5), and subse que n tly continuing despite h i s 

scholarly clarifica tion of who are the fitt est) and the 

mi srepresenta t ions of Skinner 's behaviourism as a.n S-R 

t he ory ( s3 . 2 above ) may be re pr esent ed as a ttecpts to 
a ss i mil a te the neu t :1e ory into an ol clc concept of c ausality, 

r ather than 2.ccommod a te t:he concept of c:.msali t y in 

eeneral to t he new t he ory. It appears that in re t a ining 

ol d concepts of c aus ation , it is the e t ho log i s t s r a t her 

t han the behaviourists wl;_o have failed to accomrnodate 

t he i mplica tions of tte De:.ruin i o.n revo lut ion . 

Given that t he o.oove is a fo. i r represent ~tion of 

t he h istory , it appc~rs t~a t etho l ogy remained f2ithful 

to the principl e of mecho.nical causatj_on , implicit in 

r efl exology, that t he organi sm canno t not re spond to the 

stiEJ.ulus. ':There Favlov i nvol:::ed inh ibition, Stenhou s e 

i nvoked t he P-factor . Ski nne r (1938 :96f , c f 3 . 2 above) 

criticised Pavlov's concept of inhibition; l e t us see 

how Skinner ' s l ine of ar gument might be modified as a 

re ply to Stenhouse . 

~thological theory represents behaviour in terms 

of fixed, auto matic r esponses which (in the form of 

A. S • .B .) build up inside t he orgunism and mus t be r e l eased 

in the form of the corresponding responses . Let u s 

consider an organism which is inactive in t he presence of 

a stimulus to which it has previously shotm a strong 

instinctual or habitual response. (To relate this to 

the is sue of in t elligence, we ma y allow that such 
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temporary inactivity will sometimes be a daptive if only 

because it allows time for more tho1"ough perception of 

t h e wh ole situa tion, which in turn allows behaviour to 

come more accurately under t h e control of t he organism's 

h istory of reinforcement in similar situations.) In 

Stenhouse's theory t h is ina ctivity is represented as the 

action of P-factor inhibition upon t he built-up A. S .~. 

which ';orould otherwise be released by the stimulus ( as 

'releaser stimulus') acting through the innate releaser 

mechanisos. This is an inelegantly complex represent a tion 

for an obsGrve d st a te o f inact ivity. More seriously , 

the postulated co wplex processes with in the org anism are 

so inscrutable as to be, in the words which Skinner 

(1938:97) used of Pavlovian inhibitory processes , "little 

more than mythology". Further, a subsequent re instatement 

of the response must be repre sented as a ce ssation of 

P-fa ctor action, a lth ough it has a ll t h e external 

prope rties of cond itioning t he r esponse orig inally. Th is 

can hardly be j u s tified by rep r esenting origina l 

c ond itioning a l so as a ce ssat i on of P-fa ctor a ction, 

s i nce we would be led to t he absurd conclusion that al l 

possible responses pre-exist in the org2.nism, eac h with 

a store of accumulated A. S . E ., the release of which is 

being inhibited by P-factor action (cf Skinner 1938:97 
for this paragraph ). 

It may be objected that behaviourism itself 

assumes that all possible responses pre-exist with in 

the organism prior to their emi ss ion. Skinner's reply 

was that the emission of a response does not imply its 

pre-existence within the organism any more than the 

emi ssion of light by an incandescent light-bulb filament 

implies the pre-existence of light within the filament. 

The problem of P-factor inhibition is not 

restricted to cases of inactivity: it arises in 

modified form when what is observed is not inactivity 
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but some behaviour whict is incompatible with the 

instinctual or habitual response for that situation. 

Co mmo n to both forms of the problem is that a previously

strong response does not occur, and the complex ethological 

representa tion of the non-occurrence of that response. 

dhat is observed may in the latter case be termed 

'var i ability' rather t han 'inactivity', in that the 

response has varied. 

This is no t to criticise Stenhouse's argument 

for the importance of such inactivity and variability in 
t he phenomena o f intelligent behaviour. The point at 

i ssue here is the value of Stenhouse's represent a tion of 

thnt ina ctivity and variability in ethological terms. 

In Chapte r 5 we will see how behaviourism gives a more 

el eeant representation of such inactivity and variability. 

4.5 Evo lutionary continuity 

Stenhouse 's theory does follow the i oplica tion of 

t he Darwinian r evolution for the theory of human 

intelligence, even if not the implic ations for the nature 

of causality. The implication followed is that human 

intelligence is not categoric ally.unique and discontinuous 

from ani mal intelligence, but has been gr adually shaped 

out of the behavioural patterns of lower an imals by the 

process of natural selection. It is in giving an 

account of this process that Stenhouse's theory is of 

the evolution of intelligence. 

Evolutionary continuity poses a special problem for 

an ethological theory of intelligence, for intelligence 
is represented as a non-occurrence or failure of 

instinctual behaviour patterns: as inhibition of 

responses which are normally and adaptively automatic, 

and as variability in responses which are normally and 

adaptively stereotyped. Such deviations from highly 

organised behavioural patterns would usually be 
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maladaptive and thus would be culled out rather than 

favoured by natural selection (Stenhouse 1974:56). 

Stenhouse proposed a resolution to this paradox; however 

it is sufficient for this discussion to note that the 

paradox is a consequence of the ethological concept of 

'instinc·tual behaviour' ( s4. 4 above) and does not arise 

in a behaviourist theory of intelligence. 

This concludes the critical discussion of 

Stenhouse's theory. A variety of objections are raised. 

Some may be mere ly at the styli st ic level or concern lack 

of cla rifica tion of certain points; sowe nay be equally 

applicable to several other theories of behaviour; some 

may bear on ethological theory in general rather than 

3tenhouse ' s particular applic2.tion of it to intelli gence. 

The strengths of Stenhouse 's theory have largely been 

left unment ioned. ~his chapter is not cla imed to be 

a balanced review of Stenhouse ' s theory, but rather a 

catalogue of i ts we aknesses (assuming t he Galilean ide a l 

of science) that mie;ht be i mproved upon in a behaviouri s t 

theory of the same pheno~ena . 
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CHAPTER 5 : A Behaviourist Theory of Intelligence 

5. 1 Skinner on intelligence 

Skinner (1969:183) indicated a behaviourist 
re presentat ion of intelligence and its evolution, in 

t he following excerpt frcm a discussion on the phylogeny 

and ontogeny of behaviour (i.e. the 'na ture-nurture' 

issue): 
11 .Another kind of innate endo-wment, particularly 
likely to appear in explanations of human 
behaviour, t akes the form of 'traits ' or 
'abilitie s '. Though often measured quantitat ively, 
their dimensions are meaningful only in placing 
the i ndividual with re spect to a populat ion. The 
behaviour measured is almost always obviously 
learned. To say that intelligence is inherited 
i s not to say that specific forms of behaviour a re 
inherited. Phylogenetic contingencie s conceivably 
responsible for 'the selection of intelligence' do 
not specify responses . './hat has been selected 
appears to be a susceptibility to ontogenetic 
contingencies, le ad ing particularly to a g re a t er 
speed of c onditioning a..~d t he c apacity to oaintain 
a l arger repertoire ui thout confusion". 

Now the 'repertoire ' is t he se t of differentiated 

responses available to an organism a t a given time ; 

'maintenance of a repertoire without confusion' mo.y be 

interpreted as the continuance of control of distinct 

responses by di s tinct stimuli (wt.ether by op er8.Ylt or 

respondent discrimination), as opposed to a blending of 

responses and s timuli according to t he principles of 

generalisa tion and v ariability. The capacity to maintain 

a large repertoire is clearly important in intellic ence; 

however to simplify the discussion we_ will focus upon the 

processes of acquiring a large repertoire as distinct from 

maintaining it. The processes of acquiring a repertoire 

are simply the processes of operant and respondent 

conditioning . 

proposal: 

Thus we may arrive at the follo wing 

Intelligence may be represented as susceptibility 
to ontogenetic contingencies, that is, to the 
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processes of operant and respondent conditioning . 

The term ' susceptibility ' may r equire some 
cl arificat ion . It is used in a sense consistent with 

the C .O. D. (4th ed) definition of ' susceptible ' a s 
"admitting of ..• , open or liable or accessible to ..• , 

impressionabl e , sensitive , ..• ". ' Susceptibili ty ' may 

be used in the wider sense of ' susceptibility t o 

contingencies ', but here it is used mostly in t he more 

specific sense of ' sus ceptibility to a particular proce ss 

whereby the contingencies alte r or maint ain the orgGnism's 

behaviour ' • Susceptibility to a process such as opersnt 

re inforcenent , as d i s tinct fro m the pr ocess itself , i s 
a variable descriptive of the individual ore;::inism ';,ri th 

respect to that process. It is roughly i ndic~ted by the 

r a te or speed at which the p roce ss oc cur s - as measured, 

for exaople, oy the time or t he number of reinforcers 

t aken for the frequency of response to rise to ten times 

t he operant r ::::.te (in t he case of ope r a.rit reinforce::-;1ent) . 

To put the r.w.:t ter rrnre riiorously , aeain for ope:::-:..'.nt 

reinforcement, t he rate at ~~ich th~t procecs occurs in 

a c iven organism is a funct ion of sever al variubles such 
as t he phy s ical propertie s of the reinf orcer, the time 

delay be t •.rnen the response and the reinforcer , the 

schedule of re inforcement, and the orgllil i sCT 1 S st~te of 

depriva tion 'i'T ith respect to that reinforcer. Another 

of those vari abl es is the oreanism ' s susceptibility to 

the proce s s of O}erant reinforcement . Different var i a ble s 

will of course be relevant to different proce sses . 

Orga nisms may be c ompared with re spect to 

susceptibility to a particular process , on an ordinal 

scale , by cooparing the rates at which t hat process 

occurs for the respe ctive organis ms - with the other 

controlling variable s for th~t process held a s cons t ant 

as is required to g ive a stable rank order of r a tes . 

Further to a strictly ordinal measurement, qu alitative 
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comparisons of differences between susceptibilities may 

be made . ,fuere the difference in susceptibilities 

between two organisms is small, precise constancy of the 

other controlling vari ables may be required . For l arger 
differences in susceptibilities (an extreme case is 

Bi tter@an ' s ( 1 96 0; 1965) co,:ipc:.Tison of different species), 

the other variables oay be allowed to vary to a gre o.ter 

or le sser degree without altering tnc rant order of rates. 

The a bove simplified interpret2tion or 'definit ion' 

of intelligence shares wi t h Hebb ' s (1972:163) 

'inte lligence B' the feature that it refers to the st~te 

of an organism a t a g iven time , without distinguishing 

bet•,reen the effect s of genotype and of developoent al 
history . It also avoids confusion between i n tellicence 

and succe ssful :perforIT'.ance in general, consistent 1;-r i th 

t he educ 2tion2l use of intelligence t e sts ~s a predictor 

of f~t u.re learn i ng as di stinct fro w a measure of p~s t 

l ear ning . ( Tlie d i s t:i.nction is i r:1port2nt i n tha t 

succe ssful perf o r r;i[.;,nce of :I)ar ticul t?.r taslrn TJ.c,y be 

a ttained by slow l ce.r::-i inG under 1:rolonged exposur e to 

optimal instructiona l continc;encies, i·rhereas tl:e 

intellic;ent individu2.l is characterised ,;.ore by speed 

of l ear ~ing p&rticularly under suboptimal contingencies . 
1,/here ins t ructiona l contingencies are suboptioal, u.s 

a llege d by Skinne r in re c;ard to schools ( 1 968: 11 9, "The 

method doe s not te ach; it sioply selects t ho se who l earn 
without being t au ght"), it follm-rs that i ntelligence ( in 

the proposed sen s e) is highly correlated with suc cessful 

performance in general - in conforr2ity with t he current 

usage of the term 'intel ligence' • However the correlat

ion may vanish under optimal contingencies, as suggested 

by Skinner's (1951:561) observa tion tha t under systematic 
operant conditioning "all normal dogs learn with about 

equal facility".) Another point in its favour is that 

the proposal avoids the view that intelligence is whatever 
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intelligence tests measure - a view which, through 
its implic a tion tha t the tests are valid by definition, 

confotmds any critic a l exarJination of the test s and their 

uses. 

The above behaviourist interpreta tion of 

intellitsence may be compared Hith Stenhouse's 

ethological view (cf s4.2 above): 
Intelligenc e is the capacity for behaviour t hat 
i s adaptively vari2.bl e uithi n the lifetime of 
the indi vid uo.l . 

The two interpretat ions are equivalent to t he extent 

that most if not all of the processes of operant and 

respondent conditioning are processe s by Hhich behaviour 
v arie s withi n the life time of t he individual. :Further 

t hey o.re proce sses by whi ch t he behaviour of t he 

oreanism ada~ ts to the prevailing contingencie s of 

reinfor ce ment, althou gh there i s a c omplicat ion in the 

concept of ' adaptation'. 

The complic 2.t ion is col'I!n1.on to both e v ol ut i ono.ry 

and. behaviouri s t paradigms, on t he ir different tir1e 

scales of &enerations and seconds respective l y : the 
optimi sation of short-term adapt~t ion someti~es l eads 

the species or organi sm into a 'bl ind a lley' wh i ch proves 

mal adaptive in t he l ong term . The dinosaur s and oany 

other species ach i eved a hi gh degr ee of adap t at ion to the 

prevailing contingencie s of survival, but in tha t proce ss 
of specialisation they lo s t the variability of form and 

function which characterised t hose species which did 

survive the subsequent changes in the contingencies. 

The behavioural analogues occur in several forms . One 

was illustrated by Skinner ( 1969: 192): 

"A hungry pigeon which was being trained to 
guide missiles [ Skinner 1960 J wa s reinforced with 
food on a schedule which generated a high rate 
of pecking at a targe t projected on a plast ic disc. 
It began to peck at the food as rapidly as at the 
target. The rate was too high to permit it to 
take grains into its mouth, and it began to s tarve". 
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(This may be interpreted as operant response 
differentia tion (with regard to rate of respond ing) 

combined with a l ack of operant cue discrimination (with 

the food as positive cue for s low pecking) and provides 

a re ady example of f a ilure to mai n t a in a repertoire of 

two response-ra tes without confus ion.) Other forms of 

conditionin g which c a n prove me.ladaptive include 
continuing to respond to a 'stretched' schedule such tha t 

more energy is consumed in t he responses t han is available 

from the reinforcers (Skinner 1969 :119), ' superstitious ' 
conditioning (Skinner 1969:177), and t he mutually painful 

interactions, so often seen between parents and ch ildren, 

analysed by Skinner (1 951 :565f). Subject to such 
qualific a tions of the interpretation of ' adap t 2tion ', 

a~pears that t he above ethologica l and behaviourist 

definitions of inte lligence are equi valent. 

5.2 St enhouse' s factors reinterpreted 

• .J_ 

l v 

I n view of the 8.bove ( s4 . 3 ) c or.--s;;ents on t he 

problems of f 2.c t orial t he orie s in ge neral and Stenhouse ' s 

factors in particular , there seems little need to 

propose a behaviourist counterpart to Stenhouse ' s 

f actorial t heory . \'/h a t behaviourism may reasonably be 

called u pon to do i s to a ccount for the phenooena which 

are re presented by Stenhouse ' s theory, and in particular 

to account for the prominent pl ace of t he inhibitory 

P-factor in Stenhouse 's theory. 

It was argued above (s3.2, 4.4) that the 

behavioural phe no mena represented in terms of inhibition 

may more elegantly be represented in terms of operant and 

respondent extinction. An examination of the above 

(s3.1) list of principles of behaviourism shows t hat 
extinction occurs in three other principles, in addition 

to operant and respondent extinction as such: 



Operant cue discrimination 
Operant differentiation 
Respondent stimulus discrimination. 
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These t hree principles in turn play key role s in mo s t 

behavioural phenomena of practical importance . The 

le arning of l anguage and of n:ost non-verbal skills has 

been repre sented in terms of ope r ant cue discrimina tion 

in conjunction with operant differentia tion (K & S:192-

195). The role of operan t cue di s crimination in 

secondary pos itive reinforce ment, and t he pe r vas i vene s s 

of se condary r e inforcement, we r e note d above (s3 .1 ). 

Re spondent s timulus di s crimination , while not i ntri ns ic 

to se condary neg:..:. t i ve re info r cement , pl ays a n importcJnt 

role in pr actice: a ft e r re spondent rein forc ement wi t h 

a no xious unc ond it i one d stimulus , t he r e sponse i s 

elicited not only by the cond i t ioned stimvius but also 
(in acco r d ui t h t h e principle of r esp ondent s timulus 

generali sation) by s ome ranse of s i mila r s timuli. These 

t hen are al so sec ondary ne [:c:.t i ve r e i n force r s and uill 

r einf orc e any o pe r c.n t s ',L i c :b.. t e r r..inti te t hem . J :-ctreme 

c ~ses of s uc h ce nerd i sat i on ~re fo un.d i n clinic~l 

phobi a s (cf K & S :125) but even mild genera lisat i on may 

le o.d to avoidance of s timuli ·whether or no t t hey are 

effective (i.e. co r rela ted with a no xious s timulus ). 

I n gene r al , avoidance of ineff ec t ive s timuli i s 

mal adaptive . Such avoidance may be elimina ted by 

respondent s timulus di s crimi nation: 2.s t he respondent s 

to t he ine ffective s t imuli unde r go e xt inction , so t he s e 

stimuli cease t o be secondary reinforcers ond in t urn 

the avoidance operants reinforced by the m selectivel y 

e xtinguish, be coming discriminated to t hose stimuli 

which are correlc.ted with t he noxious stimulus. Thus 

'i"le may, a t t he JB vel of abstro.ct t heory , account for the 
prominence of t he P-factor in t e rms of t he compar able 

prominence of e xtinction in the processes of oper2nt and 

respondent conditioning. 
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Two examples may serve to illustra te t he se roles 

of extinction in evolutionary contexts. One is 

Bi tterr:::o.n ' s ( 1 965 ) experi ment in habit reversal l earning 

in a var i e ty of vertebrates : fi sh , turtle, pigeon &nd 

rat. Stenhouse ( 1974: 289-292), 1·1hile criticising 

Bittercan ' s interpreta tions, conceded (p322) the 

rele vance of the experiments to the extent that the 

P-facto r 1,rnuld gre atly facilit a te habit reversal l earning . 

Such learning may be represented a s ope rant d i s crimination 

t r aininc wi t h ' r eversals ' : a t each r eversal the pos i t ive 
and neg2.tive cue s are interchonged . I;erforr2.ance was 

recorded as the number of errors (respons::;s to the 

neeative cue) oade between a re v ers2.l c;nc2. the att 2.inr.1ent 

of mastery level, 1.rhich 1·.ras se t 8.t s i x or feHe r errors 

in a 40-trial day. n.esul t s Here 1.::lotted as mean errors 

(for a group of subj ects) agaj_nst numbe r of reversals . 
Thus t he numbe r of errors i nverse l y rep::ccsented suscept

i bility to opernnt extinc tion , and a yrocre ss ive decline 

i n t he numbe r of err ors represen ted o.::-.. incre2.sinc; 
3uscepti bili ty to extinction - uhich cay be se::n 2.s ~.:.n 

increase in intelligence during e.x :;: osure to a par ticul a r 

contint:;ency of reinfo r cement. Comparing t he va riou s 

c;r aphs given , it app ears t hat susceptibility to extinction 

vo.ried between s pecies, in t he ascending order: fish , 

turtles , pi eeons , r a ts; conforming to t he ir evolutionary 

se quence. The occurrence of a progre ssive i ncre ase in 

susceptibility al s o confo r med to th~t sequence . 

A se cond example involves a behavioural pattern 

central to Stenhouse's (1974:136-150) 2.ccount of the 

evolutionary selection of the P-factor: the 1 i mpassivity 

display' in both social dominance and parent-o f fspring 

relationships. The roles of parent and of do minant 

individual in a social croup have this much in co m...~on: 

best results {in terms of evolutionary survival) are 

produced neither by indiscriminate activity nor by total 
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inactivity, but by considerable "forebearance" 

( Stenhouse) and ability to "keep your head when all 

about you, are lo s ing the irs and blaming it on you" 

(R. Kipling) i n conjunction with i;1hat may be loosely 

described as decisive and we ll-tined actions. I'-'Io re 

succinctly , what i s required i s a relaxed demeanour in 

conjunction Hit h selective and skilled responses . Now 

a relaxed demea.Dour may be repre sented as the consequence 

of operant and respondent extinction, while skilled 2nd 

selective :responses are the outcooe of ope::::ant different
i a tion a.Dd o:perant cue discrimination , both of uhj_ch in 

turn depend on extinction. Thus it woul d follow thc..t 
impass ivity di splays are favoured by susceptibility to 

operant and respondent extinction . ( Sinc e both terms 

are independently measurable, we may put t his as a 

researcha ble hypothesis: t hat impassivity di spl ays are 
highly correla ted with susceptibility to operant 2nd 

re spondent extinct i on .) 

If the evolution of intelli~ence consi sted sole ly 

of incre a sing susceptibility to exti~ction , one would 
expect that the higher an i mc::.ls ';,rou-1d sDoH genera~_ly 

reduced levels of 2.c t ivity. EoHever there i s also 

susceptibility to operant and respondent reinforce2ent 

to be considered . A concurrent increase in susceptib

ilities to extinction and reinforcement would account 

for such inter-specific constancy in general levels of 

activity as may be observed. One of many casual 

observations indica ting tha t humans have exceptionally 

high susceptibility to reinforceoent is i n Skinner's 

(1951 :564) account of how to t rain animals , where he 

noted that "the human infant can be reinforced by very 

trivial environmenta l events" such a s the flashing on and 
off of a table lamp, whereas with a dog one ~ets 

comparable results only by conditioning a secondary 

reinforcer through making it a positive cue for feeding. 
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There appears to be scope for systematic interspecific 
studies of sus ce ptibilities to reinforcement (cf 

Bittermnn 1960 on interspecific behavioural met hods.) 

Stenhous e (1976:56) introduced a fifth f actor 
in addition to his pr evious four: 

" ••• a f 2.ctor I to stand for a general level of 
instinctive drive or motivs tion , •.. [not as] strictly 
a f actor of intelligence a s co::u:.:only conceived ••• 
[but a s one that ] should be t aken more into 
account than it is in current I ·~ tests" . 

It would app ea r tha t t he phenomen a r epr esen ted by t he 

I-factor a re ouch t h e s2me 2.s t hose re presented by 

su sceptibility to r einfo rc ement. 

Ho~·rever, as Stenhouse ( 1 976 : 56) c onceded, h is 

di scu3s ion of t he I-factor does glo s s over a ho s t of 
c omplexities i n t he fie ld u su a lly kno 1:m 2.s 'raotivc::.tion' . 

I n exploring a f ew of t hese compl exities , we may s hed a 

lit t le light on t he age-old pro bl em of dis tinguishing 

bet1·1een genius and madness ~mcl h int 2.t sor::e classro om 

i mplica tions . Rou.=:-_l y 1.re may c'r~a:r c::.cterise the operan t 

behaviours of n t l eas t tl: .. c r::iore s olitar y forr.:.s of bo t ~ 
e;en ius and madne s s as devi3.r1 t i n thc.t t }:ey ~~Te no t 

c ontrolled by t l:e usual reinforcers , uh ich in Jeneral 

a r e t he primcxy reinforc ers (food, se x , rain, e tc.) and 
t he re i n fo r cers er:ii ttcd by othe r persons in the course of 

sociQl approva l and c i sapproval. The pers istance of 

beh2.viou.r s un der suc h conditions , whe t her or not it is 

e xceptiona l e nough to be c alled ' genius ' or ' madne s s', 
I 

may be re presented i n t hr ee way s in accord u i t h t be 

principles of behaviourism . (It is not nece ssary to 

follow Hernstein (1977) in conf u s ing the principle of 

operant reinforce ment by invoking ' self-reinforcing ' 

re s ponse s ; for a critique of a position simila r to 

Hernstein ' s see Catania (1975).) 
(1) The behaviour may be composed of perseverative 

operants , continuing without reinforcement apart fro m the 
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effect of adventitious reinforcers which coincidentally 

follow the responses in question (as in superstition -

K & S:102-104). Such perseveration may be purely a 

product of adventitious reinforcement, or it may be a 

product of past schedules of intermittent reinforcement 

(K & S:100-102). Even an individual of apparently normal 

intelligence can develop an impressive resistance to 

extinction under certain schedules (Bijou & Baer 1966: 

752). For example, a habitual gambler may continue for 

1 on g periods without winning . 

(2) The behaviour may be under the control of secondary 

negative reinforcers, whether correla ted or uncorrelated 

with any noxious stimulus in the manner of a phobia (cf 

above). For example, a student may produce unusually 

clear technical drawing s after a history of being caned 

for every imperfe ction, and may continue to do so long 

after the t h reat of caning has ended. 

(3) The behaviour may be un de r t he control of 

non-soci al sec ondary po s itive reinforcers , which a re t h e 

products of t he indivi dual I s intere:.ction with the 
physical environment. A student may produce unusu &lly 

clear technical drawings after a history of constructing 

objects following others' drawings of varying quality, 

durinG w:c1ich clarity of drawing be came a po si ti ve cue 

for successful construction. ':le may hypothesise that 

the first two representations describe two varieties of 
'madness' and milder forms thereof, while the third is a 

major component of genius. Such hypotheses could be 

tested against case-study material. 

With regard to genius, a "highly consistent 

picture of the productive scientist" emerging from a 

variety of studies is quoted from Taylor and Barron 

(1963:385f) by Stenhouse (1974:207f). Susceptibility 
to non-social secondary positive reinforGement is 

implicit in the following items from the 'picture': 
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"1. A high degree of autonomy , self-suff iciency, 
self- direction ." 
"2. A preference for mental manipulations 
involving things rather th8.Il people ••• 11 

11 4. .::._ likine for method , precision , exactness ." 
11 7. . .• relatively little talkativeness, 
gre gc.riousne ss , i mpul s i vene s s . 11 

"9. Harked independence of judgrnent, rejection 
of group pre ssures towa.:rd conforr::.i ty in t h inking ". 

However data is inevita bly sele cted by the re~resentational 

te c}l..niques eraployed by the observers , ond the 2.bove items 

show little indic~tion tha t the various researchers were 

lookin& foT indic 2.tinns of susceptibilities to 

re _~nforcer:ient a s such ( except pe r t.c.ps i n i t en 4). .,: .n 

au to bioc;raphic o,l pa;::; sace uhich 201'e cleo:tl;; incJ. ic c. "c e s 

the hypothesise d function of non-soci ccl se condary positive 

i~e inforcer s i s ho~;eve r available from SkL:.ne r ( 196 7: 17; 

cf ~orster 1970): 

"Luch cor e icport o..nt [ than the Prote stcmt ~thic ] 
in explaining oy scientific beho..viour a re certa in 
positive reinforcene nts which support Fsuer 's 
2.11s~rer to ·.:cber i r:. uhicl1 he sl-10~-;s th2. t o..l ::tost 
a l l noted scientists follow~ ' hedoni st i c ethic '. 
I hi.l.ve been po1.rnr f ully reinforced by r..1c.ny t h inc; s: 
food, sex, mu s ic, 2.rt, c: . .nd literature - c-nd r0.y 
s cientific results . I h.:.we built 2pi-Jo.. ro.tuses 
2.s I have ps,inted r,i icture s or r.:1odelled figures 
in clay . I h c.ve c onducted e:-::perioents ~s I h:~.ve 
played the piano. I h a.ve w-ritten scientific 
papers and books 3.S I have written stories or1d 
poems . I have never designed and conducted o.n 
experiment bec ause I felt I ought to do s o, or 
to mee t a deadline , or to pass a course, or to 
'publish or perish'. I dislike experimenta l 
designs which call for the compulsive collection 
of data, and, pc.rticularly , data whic}1 will not 
be reinforcing until they have been exhaustively 
anal ysed . I freely ch2nge my plane Hhen richer 
reinforcements beckon . My thesis was written 
befo ::e I lmew it ua s a the sis . \ial den T..-:o was 
not pl anned at all . I may practice self-manaeement 
for :Protestant re asons, but I do s o in such a uay 
as to maximise non-Protesto.nt reinfo rcecents ••• 
in general my effects on other people have been 
less important than my effects on rats and 
pigeons - or on people as e xperi mental subjects . 
That is why I was able to work for a l most twenty 
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years with practically no professional 
recognition 11 

( original eraphasis). 

The distinction between social and non-social 

reinforcers corresponds roughly to that commonly made 

between 'extrinsic' and 'intrinsic ' reinforcement. 

In the classroom context it is a little too easy to 

designate only the te acher-controlled reinforcers as 

extrinsic, and to assUDe tha t acadeoic be h2viours 

occurring in their absence are b2ing mainta ined by 

intrinsic reinforcement (cf C~tani a 1975). However 

we may dis tingui sh a t le a st four mode s of pers istence of 

behaviour other t han t eacber-controlled reinforc err,ent. 

The most obvious i s social reinf orcer::ent fr om. per so ns 

other t hilll the te a cher, mainly peers. Thre e others 

follow f ro IJ t he preceding analysis: perseveration 

(including supe r stition), secon d.ary negative reinfoTce

ment a nd non- social secondary positive reinf orceoe nt. 

Only the l a st i s , i n eeneral, both sufficiently s ensitive 

to t he de t ailed topo .:~r aphy of the be h:::~viou r (i. e . i ts 

effective skill) c:ncl su ff iciently independent of 

conforillity to sociQl no r os t o support c reative intell

igence. There may be scope f or s yst eL.2.tic ovse rv~: t ion 

of various te a ching styles to find t hose w1.1 ich best 

IJro mote sus ce ptibility t o non-social secondary pos itive 

re inf orce rae nt . 

The distinction between socia l and non-social 

r einforcers r e quires so :oe clarific a tion in situations 

i·There the skilled behaviou:c in question is itself an 

interaction with people - as in exp erirnentcl research 

with human subject s (cf Skinner above) and in teaching. 

Non-social reinforcers in suc h contexts are the direct 

effects of exercising the skill, ·which for a science 

teacher might include the stimulus of pupils asking 

questions which contain the key terms of the topic being 

taught (cf Southon 1975). Social reinforcers a r e in 

general approval or disapproval, whether from the same 
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persons (eg . pupils ) or from others such as the school 

principal. The distinction may be illustra ted by a 

cont rast between two hypothetical teachers. The class-

room behaviours of one te acher are reinforced by pupils ' 

incre asing mastery of the subject-matter, regardless of 

complaints from both pupils and te a ching colleagues that 

the teaching methods a re old-fashioned (or too r ad ical, 

as the case may be ). The behaviour s of the other 

te acher are reinforced by the approvo.l end attentions of 

colleagues and pupil s alike , reg:..:rdless of the l ack of 

evidence thct t he pupil s are le8.rning what they are 

supposedly being tauch t . The b;o t eachers are under the 

control of non-soci a l and social reinforcers r espe ctively. 

Of Stenhouse ' s four f 2ctors the one oost in 

dispute above ( s4 . 3) uas the C-f 2.ctor or Central I-=e mory 

Store . Her:.o ry as the s to r2.ee o.nd r e trieva l of 

informat ion or inages is not invoked in cmy of the 

behaviourist principles ( s3 .1 2..bove ). 'lhe oe t aphor of 

me1:1.o ry as storacc ~;2.s cri ticise<l by Skinner ( 1969 : 273- 280 ; 

1974:119-1 22) 8..Ilcl i s one of t h e mentcJ.. i st terms th::.t 2. 

behaviourist t he ory does we ll without (cf Skinne r 1969 : 

182f ). The phenomena usually re presented as remembering 

8.nd forgettine are represented differently in 

be haviourisr.i . 

Skinne r (1 950 :79f ; cf 1960) de monstrated tha t "the 

mere passage of time between oondi tioning and extinction 

is a variable which has surprisingly little effect" . 

Keller and Schoenfeld (1950:77-81) suggested that , in 
general , retention of conditioning is intrinsic ; 

' forgetting ' is to be interpreted a s the effect of 

extinction, reinforcement of incompatible responses to 
the same stimuli (or cues), and more 6enerally confusion 

of the forgotten response with subsequent conditioning 

involvinG similar stimuli or similar responses. 

Skinner (1969:274) clarified the matter with the statement 

"What is ' stored' is a modified organism, not a record 
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of t he r.iodifyine v ari ables". 

I t might be objected that oemory belones to the 

category of cognitive proce sses , and t hat the treat ment 

of memory in tern s o f behaviours therefore invol ves a 

category mistake . Ho,rnver uhat ue hav e is a behaviourist 

representa tion of the phemonena usually represented as 

rememberin5 ruid forgettinG, rathe r than a behaviourist 

definition of the tern ' nemory ' in i ts establ i shed 

usa ge . The terrr: ' me nory ' Hith tho s e impli c c•.tions 

involving a dichotor..y be tueen coe;nitive and behc..v i ou r a l 

processes , presup:.:;.ose s o. ) c.rticu l ar t heory : th2 r.:u:.:list 
11 offich .. l doctrine 11 described by ] .yl e (1 949) •.-1hich is 

a ppa:tentl y much t he same a s tLe oentalis~ uh ich beh~viour

i sm is t o supercecle ( Skinner 1974) • I f th<::3 a':Jove 

a r g umGnt s (s3.1) t hat a sc i ence of oehaviou.r i s not i n 

principle d i f fe r ent fro ro. a p:Ciysico.l s cience 2.re sound , 

t1:.en t he situ :.:tion i-T ith rego..rd to the t e r i"'.1. ' rr.e rnor y ' is 

an 2.loc ous to tJ::·_'.J.t Hi th rec~.rd t o t ~:c::,s such ·~.s ' phlo c iston ' 

(s2 . 9 a oovc) end ' force ' ( s2 . 6 ;___bove ) . In devc lop i n ~: L 

ne1·1 t heory one nay r 2 j c.: c t 2.. ::.:; iven t e:r: .. o f en e~:i::;-ti:::1c 

t heory a l tog ether, a.s co (i.e rn chc ::-.:i s t:.; 1-:.c:.ve d one :fo r 

' phloJ i s ton ', or on e mo.y g ive it a r e vi s ed u;:,a.6 e ( en d 

he nce impl i c c.tions) , as lTewtonicn s hc,ve done for ' fo r c e ' 

and 2.D ~ins tein has done in turn for m~ny :i:;ewton :..::m 

tern s ( ? eyerabend 1970b: 221). In neither c o.se do t h e 

scient i s t c conc e r n t h e r.1 :::, :;; lve s gre 2..tly uiti1 the previous 

usage and implicQtions of t he term ; they a re certa inly 

not e xpected to pr e serve or respec t trLose u ::;a _:es . Thus 

a behaviourist c u n h2.rdly be c riticised for viola ting 

tho implica tions of the ment2list usaee of t h e term 

' memory '. i'/hnt may be expected , and 1·1hat a re offered 

by behaviourists, chemists and physicists nlike , are 

representations of t he r espective phenomena previously 

represented by the term in question. Source s of such 

behaviouris t r epre s enta tions are cited above (s3 . 3) . 
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The nature of the exercise of reinterpreting the 

phenomena of a riv2l theory was expressed , in the case 

of behaviourist a.n.d psycholinguistic theories, by 

Ca tania (1 973:15): 
11 Hopefully, we h2.ve o.. t least shown tho.t 
what c o.n be said in t he languace of 
psycholinguistics c a n a l s o be said in the 
languag e of beh2.vior : there is not~ine in 
psycholineuistics '.-rhi c h the behc.vio r i s t 
must pass over in silence 11

• 

It might a l s o be noted tha t t he tero ' c o..t egory 

mistake ' Has introduced by Gilbert J.yle (1 949 :16-24 ) 
by Hay of shoHing t he a bsurdity of t he rnentnlist 
11 officia l doctrine 11

• Indeed Ryle' s c.rgm:.ent w2. s tha t 

ment o.li s t conce p ts s h ould be reinterpreted in 

behavioun::.l terr:as, when a rigorous c.nd non- misle ading 

interpretc.tion is :::·e q_uired . 

The a bove objection appears to presuppose t he 

widely-held doctrine that co :-:u:.:.on u so.€;eG of te ~:os are 

in so:.'.:e sense i ~.viol2.te, or · .. t l c::i.st privileged over 

or more flmiaoentc.l the:.n. :::;cient ific use.ges of t:ie S3Lle 

teros . This doctrine received so3e cr i tical attention 

f rom Feyerabend (1 96 1 :67; cf 1955): 
11 
••• a ll t he subtle 2.nd boring analyses of the 

various linguistic schools of today, 
i;/ i tt6 ensteinians included , Droceed frorr. t i1.e 
assumption the... t the common idiom and t he co r::.mo n 
belief behind it i s a good basis for philosophy", 

and from Sellars (1958:288): 
The motto of the o.ge of science mi ght we ll be : 
Natural philosophers have hitherto sou:~ht to 
understand ' meanings '; t he t ask i s to c ho.nge 
them" ( original emphasis). 

Feyerabend (1963) has elabora ted t h is view in ter:r.is of 

the mind-body problem. Tfore generally , Feyerabend 

( 1 975) argued tha t the deoand for meaning invar i 81lce 

1-rnuld , if enforced, prevent major scientific pro6ress 

such as the Copernican Revolution (cf Feyerabend 1965b). 

The remaining two factors are readily reduced to 
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behaviourist principles. The D-factor of Sensorimotor 

Efficiency may be r e presented as susceptibi lity to 

operant discrimination and differentiation i n the context 

of non-verbal skill l earning . The A-factor of 
Ab.., tra cling 2.nd Generali sing may be represented as 

susceptibilit y to operant and respondent stimulus 

general isation. 

Evolutionary continuity 

To simplify natters a little , we may say that t he 

behaviour i st theory represents intelligence a s suscept

ibility to reinforcement and ext i nction . The limi t i ng 

case of zero susceptibility corre sponds to St enhouse ' s 

ideal (s4 . 4 c.bove) of instinc t ive behaviour as proceedi ng 

r eGar dl ess of i ts conseQuences a_~d uncontrolled by any 

st i mul i othGr tl:.an the i nnate releaser stinulus. Thus , 

contra.ry to cor..mon belief , behaviourisn does not exclude 

instinctive behaviour fro m its frG.IJe of reference . 

Ski nner ( 1969 : 200) noted th :..:/c ncst- ouildinc in pi[:eons 

i s not l earned , and his reo.soninc is instructive Hith 

regard to the issue of field ve r 3us experimento.l stuciics 

raised above ( s3 . 2): 
"Not so long ago it mi ght have been possible to 
debate ·Hhether a pigeon somehow or other learns 
to build its ne s t , but now tho.t we have examined 
the behavior of pi 0e ons under a fairly uide r ange 
of contincencic s , '.·Te can be sure that it does 
not . A proer 2.Ill 1·1hich would shape the behavior 
of building a nest , with no contribution what
soever fr om gene tic endowment , can almost 
certai nly not be arranced . If the pi Geon had 
an inheritGd c apacity to be reinforced by 
various staees in t he construc tion of a nest , 
the assignment would be le s s difficult , but still 
staggering". 

Thus t he opinion as to whether a g iven behaviour 
observed in the field is controlled_ by phylogenetic 

(innate) or ontogenetic (environmental) variables is not 

ba sed s olely on field studies, where neither clas s of 
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variables can be systematically manipulated, but 

depends on l aboratory studies ·where a t l east the 

ontogenetic variables can be manipula ted. If in the 

labora tory we can demonstrate sufficient susceptibility 

to reinforcenent, extinction and the other proce sses of 

c onditioning to acco1-mt for t he given behaviour being 

l earned t hrough exposure to the envirom;:ient 2.l contingen

cie s preva iling in the field, then He may assume tha t 

the behaviour is l earned in t he ind i v i du .s.l. However 

when systema tic at te mp ts to de oonstrate the re quired 

susceptibilities have f a iled , as in t he above case of 

p i geons, it becomes re2.son o.ble to assurr..e provisionally 

tho.t the &iven behavio1...1.r i s innate or instinctual. 

In terms of evolut ionary c ontinuity , the 

evolution of intell i ge nce may be re pr esented as a 

gradu a l increo.se , fr ora a lou or zero l evel , of 

susceptibilities to reinforcement, extinct ion ::md c.11 

the v c rious proce s ses of c ond itioning . ~s the se 

susceptibilities incre2sed , t he onto~enetic contineenc i es 

had a grc.dually incre as inc_; effect on the orc;Ll.nisr-.1s ' 

behaviour, 1.-rhict. t hereby became le ss controlled by 

phylogenetic cont incencies (cf Ski nner 1969 : 205 ). 

Both t ypes of contingency re main i e portant o.nd shoi:-r 

several interc•.ctions ( Ski nner 1969: 203-208 ). ,'/e may 

note that t hi s account i s free of t he paradozic al form 

of the etholo e i cal account (s 4 .5 above ). 

This conclude s t he behaviourist interpretation of 

the nature and evolution of intellige nce, uith spe cia l 

reference to Stenhouse's f ac t ors . Inso far as t he c a se 

argued here is sotmd , t he uay i s now open for some 

future behaviourist reinterpretation of Stenhouse's 

(1974) account of the role of creative intelligence in 

society. 

********** 
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